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SUMMARy

THIS paper contains an introduction followed,by four main sections which are
as follows:

(I) Detailed discussion of the model used.

(2) The I’968 experiments.

(3) The I975 experiments.

(4) Conclusions.

It isexplained in the introduction that the paper is a suitable illustration of
how an input-output table can be used with linear programming~ (LP)
techniques so as to measure the economic structure required ~to give full
employment of a specified labour force and simultaneously to maximise
household expenditure for a given import surpluS. The emphasis is on metho-
dology and illustration rather than on precise estimation of economic structure.
The intention is to stimulate discussion. The previous input-output models of
Geary and Simpson are described briefly. There is a short account of how the
1968 fulLemployment economic structure is approached via LP techniques. .

Section I has a description of non-mathematical aspects of the model used
in the LP experiments. There is an outline of the techniques used, a discussion
of upper and lower bounds, of the labour and capital stock resources and of
the limitations of the present treatment of qapital stock. The treatment of
labour and employment and the underlying assumptions and limitations of the
model are discussed. Brief comments are alsolmade on the constant-price
assumptions, on the usefulness of sub-optimal results and on the loss of precision
through having possibly too few agricultural and industrial sectors in the model.

In Section 2 the system of constraints for the; 1968 experiments (I) and ~(2)
is described, With experiment (I) having no capital stock or borrowing from
abroad incorporated in its structure, whereas experiment (2) takes account of
this aspect of economic expansion. The results show that full employment is
possible under the conditions specified for both experiments, but ,that under the
more realistic experiment (2) conditions, an increase of only 4.1 per cent in
household expenditure is achieved, .about the 1968 base level, some ~51 million

of borrowed investment funds is needed by industry and the patterns of industrial
outputs and exports differ significantly from those of the 1968 base.’

II
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In Section 3 the results of thei975 experiments (3) and (4) show that full
employment is possible for the conditions specified in both experiments.
Experiment (3) .ismore realisfic~than’exneriment ~(4), because:the ,latter shows
excessive’ agricultural and industrial exports,~ b~lanced by corresponding
excessive similar imports, although other items appear to have reasonable
values for the solution ofthatexperiment. Among the results for experiment (3),
household expenditure as 4° per cent above that of the 1968 base and some
£226 million of preparatory loans from abroad is required for industrial
sectors,: Major exp~insions, :of?sector outputs and~ o£ expor~ts~,(58 ?per<gen~ ~for
exports of agriculture etc., mining and manufacturing in aggregat~)~ ab6ve
their I968 base levels are required. ,There is. considerable stabili~ in the
pattern of exports minus sxrmlar xmports for experiments (3); and ~(4).’The
latter experament as of interest, in showing an xncrease, of only£2~ mallion
(1.8 per cent) in household exoendlture above that iSf exoe~ment (~),. 47.I;~6
million, m spite of remarkably high levels of exports and"6fgii/fil~/¢ imi~0rts.
At the level; of ~th~ee ~-major sub,Sectors :of: all ecor/omies,ac~tiv/ty~~ the: 1,975
experiment (3) shares of,’,total; employment~~and:, bf, GDP: ~are ~ close to: these
kverage~shards for ,four small~"Europea~ ~countties :circa; 196,7. , ¯ :" :~ ~,: ?, ~:~:~:;

Aslightly sub, optimal experiment (3’): result:shbws a’ possibly more :acceptable
disposal, of livestock output than: the disposMgi,¢en, by,the ~fully: optimal~experi~
ment ~(3) : outcome. The ’sub-optimal:disposal, has -a~ direct ~expOrt~ 6f i~7, pe~r~ cent
of livestock, the~same perceiatage:a§ obtained:for the: :1968:base~s~ucture~ wi.th
the rest Of livestock:outputs’being ~tbs6rbed by!foodimanufacturiiag,~of which
37’ per.cent is exp0r tedi~as!compared:with 3~per cent for,the I96,8 base: st~acttire.
The sub,optImal0,value of household’expenditure,as ,0nly £2.4,;million:!belbW
that of the experiment~(3)optihaal value. ~ ~. -
’ In Section~,:¢ there :are~nirie, conclusion~: Set out,.and ’.considered~.~,*Majbr
increases in~ employment:::aie,p6ssible ,.if; good;,-export : markets :.f0r,~spdeified
commodities : carl ! be realised’ and: if ~loans :from ’abroad.~ can~’be~0btained~ it6
provide~the, necessary expansioni of the capital: stock.iFor :I 975::experimOnt {3)
conditions ", versus those, :of :the?i 968,; base,’ some I32iooo ..;man-years : of~.new
employment (.including a:46,o0o~ loss¯:of employment: in, agriculture,siflce. ~ 968)
are absorbed~in, roughly equal, ffmounts~ of some~33,ooo by (a)~ manufac~urihg,
:(b) ’ construction, (c) :government~services, and (d),~other sdrviceS~:~,It,w6uld
appear that the government,has a:crucial role to play in iecuring.~full :employ,
ment by a::chOice of expeflditure: patterns:-~: The: 1975 ,suppo§ed,:economi¢
conditions sh0w:significantimprovement:’over;,,those~:0t~ ,1968, since>.there~is~an
increase~of 3oper ceiit, in: household eXpenditurel pet maxi-Year2 Exp0rts minus
similar imports~ rathe~ thari~:exports al6ne,: areJ Of, importaflce: for iricreasi,ng
economic ~ efficiency, ;The optim~/l~:ec0nomic ~ profile;~ provides,~/:.benchmark
against which~~ other results can! be :meashred.~i Sub-optiiiaal~results:~may~’. ;how-
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ever, be more acceptable than those of an optimal outcome which has question
able disposal of livestock or other commodities. The shadow prices are valuable
indicators of which structural changes are relatively efficient for increasing
the objective thnction. The experiments are to be regarded as pointing the way
to right development policy rather than as furnishing actual targets. An
encouraging feature of the 1975 optimal structure is that it shows, at the level
of three sub-sectors of all economic activity, employment and GDP shares of
the totals which closely match those of the average structure of four other small
western European countries circa 1967.

The final conclusion considers important aspects of a policy directed towards
an optimum. There must be government involvement and consistent planning.
There may be a conflict between increased productivity and the target of
enlarged employment. The public services and education, aS absorbers of the
labour force, may have upper limits above which their employment becomes
less and less meaningful. There are some open questions as to how the employ-
ment problem will be solved in the future.



Introduction

TttE advent of Irish entry to membership of the Common Market has now
become history ~and the prospects of improved export markets for at least

agricultural livestock and the livestock products appear to be realistic. The
unemployment situation has in recent times been worsened by the effects of
redundancy and the apparent reduction in the level of net emigration. The
question ~arises as to how full employment of a specified labour force, might be
achieved in I968 pre-EEC economic conditions and.in i975 likely economic
conditions of EEC membership.

The existence ofinput-0Utput results [2] for ~968 was one reason ibr choosing
that year. Another.important reason was, that 1968 was chosen as the base
year for the Third Programme of Economic and Social Development [4] and
had subsequently been used as base for Central Statistics Office national
accounting and other economic time series. It so happened that the year i968
had an unusually high annual rate of growth of real GNP, namely 7"9 per cent
[I, p. 9]- Thus one would surmise relatively intense use of available capital
stock and relatively high output per man-year, in general. The year i968
would therefore appear to be appropriate, both for investigations into un-
employment then existing.and as a base for projections to 1975.

This report describes four experiments in which input-output (I o) has
been combined with linear programming (LP) so~ as to measurethe economic
structures required to achieve the I968 and i975 targets of full employment
and the largest possible household expenditure for a given import surplus.
Price levels in general are taken to be those of I968 and thus the results are

given in I968 volume units. In the report the emphasis is on methodology
rather than numerical precision, but at the same time,an effort has been made
to achieve fairly realistic numerical results.. These results .however are not to be
taken as precise because the number of productive sectors used below is small
and because some of the limits and constants used in the experiments are
subjective and would probably require amendment through hindsight and
informed comment. It is hoped that this report will stimulate discussion of
what is involved in any r, eal-life approach towards full employment and help
to show how such a worthy objective might be attempted.

Previous Input-Output Models"      ~

The model used for~the i968 and I975 experiments has, drawn" heavily on
the techniques: and ide,as contained in the~pioneering models of Geary~[5] and

I5
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Simpson [6]. This author acknowledges his debtto these two model-builders.
A brief description Of relevant aspects of the models in question occupies the
following two paragraphs, to put~the:present-essay in clearer perspective by
indicating what approaches were used in the recent past to problems which are
similar to those discussed in this essay.

Decision;Model: [5]~ was published ,in~ i96~ ztnd wits the’ ~first’~,~R. C,i Geary’S ...... ’ ’ ’ .....

exarhple ~of medium-term, e~onomid’pi~ojection ih~ aft !i~piit-6utput setting; for
¯ Irish: economy. Although;not. formally -’an "LP !mbde], the Ge/~fk;, mbdel:

selected, ,from some~5o’:trials-the s01utioi~~ fo~’ i970: ’dde~ed~ to be:optim~tl :in:
ter/ns- of’sector outputs :and ~ ~ ........................... .... ......balance:~ofpayments results. By ~varymg~ the para-
meters; simulation’ i of ;eeon6mic -’behaviou~’iUnder~ different<’conditions ~was~

achieved, Thd~ core Of~ the’ Geary: :model wag ~the’:’ i~p~ut,dfitlSat,~ and iiz/ti6fial
accounting identities, including the crucial savings-ih~estmefft~etifiality.~ ~"Th~’
model’:is primarily designed~to : ~’ ’ " ...............show;- m~fmrly considerable ~mdustrtal detail,

the ~ economic~ pattern~:in Some future’¯ year: ~bf- feferet/ce~ ~ 0n~th~e- assumption t~f
differefit;rates of indrease"-6f: "    " ’ ~’GNP: However detailFd/thd "pattern must-be
donsistent:irLall its:partS;"[5’,!.p.’82]. :.~:;-: ’,--’~ ~ .........

~<,DaVid Simpson’s Medium-Term Planning Model [6]~ ~as’ iSublished: in ~968.
Linear: programming::techmques were ~ use~d::’,t6: ma~timiSe ,h0usehold~: :c0ti~
sumption;~ the objective functioh, :subjecVt6 ’cOnstfaifits"’onqabour, capital ’and
the? balance~ of payments; as’~ welF¯xs~ constraifitS given: b~ -the input-output
inter-relations ,befweefi ecOnOmic adtivities. ’The numerical, results’~ gave an
optimal economic, structure :for i1964. This model illustrated the~ improvements

in productivity and’incomewhich might:.be;possible’ in Irel,indqf, over a pei~i0d,
efforts ~were. madeto’redistribute:lXbour and Capital between ’different parts’0f
the economy’:in the~ most efficient-: way pbssible:/!Tw6 assumptions ¯were
particularly, imi~ortant::.that, exp0~f~:demand for the 0titput of eaCh sector~is,

perfectly price-elastic;’ and !that ,empl0ymeng is-proporti0nal’ t0 ,output-in eacil
sector (except agriculture) : .This ’model had tw0-:categ0fies 6f’labour,-namely ;~

(a)-skilled-’~ana (b) unskilled. ~Each category was~ treated:as haVing an available
supply for: I961 not exceeding a specified amountin man, years.: "~ ..... : ’:-

Methodv[sed in’this Study      ’: :~ ’: :~’:; ~ ...... "~
The method used, to find:the ,higheSt possible level of h0useh01d expenditure

for_ full~employme’ntin !1968 tanin essence bedescribe’d as folloWs, :~ specked

volume of employment, :larger than that observed for )968 ~agtUal,conditions, is forced into
the economic structure. This means expansion of economic activity beyond that
observed for I968. Some of the resulting extra output ’,Mll,be purchased-
direCily and indirectly by theincreased, sp’endifig, power arising from the ’extra
employment. The rest of~the :extra,output must be exports;, at Stipposedaverage
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observed 1968 export prices. Both industry and households will purchase extra
imports.: , ,: : i .. "’ .....
,, The expahsion of economic activity, implies a prior build-up of capital

stock, probablyin excess, of observed rates: of domestic savings available for
such purposes and of Observed inflows of private investment funds. The extra
investment funds required to-permit the necessary extra capital stock are
Supposed’ to .have been borrowed from foreign sources and invested in Ireland
during some years before I968 and are being ,repaid (principal plus interest)
during I968 at a, rate of 17 per cent 0fthe total amountborrowed. Thereis no
borrowing during I968. ,., .~ .....

For the expanded economic activity’the cost structure of each of 33 pro-
ductive Sectors, as given in Table 3.2. of [2], is assumed to" apply, as well as the
I968 basic employment and .capital stock coefficients per unit ofgross output
of each ~productive sector. Likewise. the~ average observed expenditure patterns

per unit level of personal and government expenditure and of~capital f6rmation
are taken "as applicable. Since all price, levels are taken as those of i968, the
possibility of inflation arising from conditions of full or near-full employment
.[:i3] is ignored. The government instruments of taxation, subsidies and transfer
payments as observed for 1968 are assumed to ,be unchanged in intensity. This
treatment of current transfer payments implies, that what had been unemploy-
ment ben.efits now, :in full employment conditions, take a different form, but
still continue to enlarge the purchasing power 0f:poorer members of the
community. The domestic savings behaviour for i968 actual conditions is
taken as still valid.
¯ A further important condition is that the outputs of the domestic productive

sectors and the import excess should lie~ within a plausible range of levels
known as upper and lower bounds. If one supposes that the planning of the
situation of full employment began in I963, then the sector outputs should be
not less than those observed in i963 (because capital stocks then in existence
for use in specific industries are not to be wasted by scrapping or abandonment)
and they should not be unrealistically large either, because of the supposition
of export sales at average I968 prices.

For such economic conditions, what is the maximum i968 household
expenditure possible? The answer depends on a complicated set of interacting
economic activities and on the form and number of constraints applied. The
first question however is whether any meaningful mathematical answer exists
to the problem, i.e. does the problem have a "feasible" solution? If we permit
sector outputs to expand sufficiently to absorb the i968 unemployed labour
force, the answer is yes. We can visualise the 1968 structure scaled up by 6 per
cent to absorb an extra 6 per cent of employment.

The possibility of choice may also be considered. If we still have scope to
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change sector outputs,l.within the :upper. ;ar/d !lower b0unds~specified, !we earl,
enlarge the household expenditure by choosing the more remunerativel
activities. This~change,als0 invol~?es:dhanges in exports and in:similar imports,
since-the supply 6f, a ,commodity for the domestic market, is given ,b~,.domestic
production, plus similar importsless exports2. The .combined , labour inputs: to,
all domestic .outputs must isfill, of coui’se;; employ ;the, full~lab6ur force. ¯ ~ ’-,. i
i,.We next Consider the: import excess, Upper" bound.-,This co nstr~fint ~will ,force~,,,

a new set of offtptit and. export levels, to :operate :and-its, effect will be to. reduce,
the maximum househ01d~expenditure possible without such, a constraint. It is a.,
general principle in LP that each additional constraint ;which is’fully effectivei
reduces the ,maximum~’achievable,,Withbut it.’,;A further.reducfion!-to~’the
possible maximum will be caused by: making extra’, exports dover the repayment,
offunds which Were borrowed for .’capital :investment.’,:The’,nature. of:the
compromise 0primal: level of,household ~ cxpenditiire, should n0w~ be: clear:~ Iit
should .also be apparent that a-feasible-solution :is: both, possible’and ,likely;
provided ,we, do not significantly distort the,proportiOns inherent in the input,,
output transactions structure, as .observed for 1968. :The ;linear, pr0grammingi
solution for,each Of the’ four experiments-described below.gives ,the:,maximumi
household- expenditure., possible. It also .- provideS ’ .the vAlues: of interrelated~
sector outputs,, sectoral,-employliient, exports and imports,, capital stock;
requirements, borr0wing and repayments, and national acc6unts: Shadov~ price~
results (given in Appendix 8) can be’ used to indicate which chaflges and..:
constraints: offer the best scope for economic expansion.

. . , . .
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; IN ,Appendix i,o, ,the,< ;model used, for,the 1968 a’n’d 1975 experiments is, desl,
~icribed in mathematical terms and in teehnicalldetail.. For those not wishing to

study the technique in,full fiet:ai!,,it.may be,stated that theessence of the LP
.approach.is to-maximise the. :va!ue.of one Variable, referred to as the objective
function, subject to,conditi0ns, refereed to as constraints.¯.-These,are expressed-by
".linear ine.quafifies",, each ,Qf which means a weighted’sum of the ,values of a

:set of variables, being specified less, ¯than or,equal’to-a, known constant value,
positive or negative, r < ,
,, The method by which ,the; LP pro?ess obtains the’maximum is desc~ribed,~in

,textbooks on. Linear Programming. It ¯suffices here to istate that the number of
¯ constraints, is always less than the. number, of v.ariables..The. LP process selects
-a number of variables, equal .tO the number of constraints and gives zero values
toall’.the other, variables. It fiten treats, the system of constraints as a system of
,non-homogeneous ¯.simultaneous linear ;. equations having the number.,.,of
selected variables equal to the number of-equations.¯ The, system is solved for
the selected variables. ’    ,       ,            , : ......                                                     . ,:

In the experiments, described below ,the selected variables includel values: :of
sector outputs, of: !selected :exports, selected ¯similar imports, income tax,
savings, etc. Personal expenditure,, which ¯is identical with the objective
function, is :also one of the selected variables and includes tourist expenditure.

The latter is taken to be 7"9 per cent of personal expenditure for x968, the same
percentage as that relating to Table 3.i of [2] and 5 per cent for i975.

In applying the model the 33-sector 1968 I~O transactions table and derived
technical (or direct:input) coefficients shown in Appendix Tables 3.I and 3.
of[2] are used. Each of the 33 rows of technical coefficients forms ’an individu;al
,constraint, which equates the supply for tlie row,. with corresponding demands.
For~ x 5 of the first x 6 mows, ~similar imports are permitted ’,to increase the supply
:available from domestic outputs of the sectors, if the LP process requires such
¯ imports.           ,;: ,                   ,.- : ,                 , ,.,

In order to state the employment constraint, . there is a row of employment
coefficients, in, man,years, per ~i domestic gross ,output of each of the 33
producti’ce sectors. The ,employment constraint,is ~n ,equation,. in .which~each

I9
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employment coefficient is multiplied by the gross output of its Sector and the
aggregate of these products equated with the specified iabour force, expressed
in man-years.

A row of capital stock coefficient for industrial¯ sectors is used in the same
way as the ¯employment coefficients, in order to take account of capital stock
requirements by indflstry, thus stating the capital, stock cofistraint.

There are also four behaviour relations and five national accounting
identities included in the model, as further constraint rows. These give, as part
of each set of solutions, a consistent set of national accounts, both from the
incomeand expenditure side. The three important beha,ciour relations ;have
estimation formulae:for (a)¯ domestic sa~,ings, (b)inc0me tax; (c) government
current transfers. The behaviour relations ~ and ’¯ the ’ntitional accounting
identities impose on the mOdel the co/astraints *which apply in the actUal
compilation and balancing procedures used to prepare annual national accounts.

The core of the model therefore consists of 47 rows of constraints, which can
be summarised as follows. ROws (I) to (33) equate the sUpply:of each of tt~e :33~

productive sectorswith domestic plus export demand; less similar imports, the
latter relevant for I5 of the first i6 rows. Row (34) accounts for indirect taxes
and row (35) for subsidies. Row (36) measures depreciation allowance, while
row (37) calculates the national income (wages, pensions,, profits, inflows or
emigrants’ remittances, etc, less such outflows) i Rows i(38) t0

~ (4i)’ have the four
behaviour relations: income tax, net government :investment and trading
income, government current transfer payments, personal and’corporate
savings. Rows (42) to (44) eater for national .accounting entities: government
income, government savings, import surplus. Row (45)accounts for com-
plimentary imports. Row (46) equates ’the aggregate inputs Of labour with a
specified labour force. Row (47) equates savings from all sources (including

import surplus) with gross physical capital formation. The Core of the model
(apart from the labour constraint) has been described in a’recently published
paper [I7] by the author.    : ~:       .:

Upper and Lower Bounds                      " : " ~
Because the algebraic form is linear, the optimum solution tends to channel

all resources into a few outlets and thus give unacceptable results inthe form of
huge outpu~ for a~ few sectors, with small Or zero outputs for many other

sectors. To avoid the latter outcome, upper and lower bounds must be spec!fiedfor sectors which have exports and similar imports at possible’ non-zero levels

in their rows. Each upper bound is stated as a constraint row and each lower
bound likewise forms a further constraint row. ’’

It is necessary to.include bounds because it is not~ realistic to :allow certain
domestic outputs to vanish. In~ any real life lcontext one’starts with Observed
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outputs for an historic economiC: structure and moves forwardin time towards

enlarged GNP, etc. The plant, machinery and employment existing in some
productive sector during:a certain year cannot, be supposed to be drastically
changeable in the short-term, but rather: to be used, renewed, and gradually
modified, over a period of years. Similarly, several arguments favour upper
bou,nds off~ sector gross outputs. Sectors such as agricultural livestock have a
fairly definite maximum rate of annual increase determined by biological
factors:, Huge growth of output means huge extra exports, and these might not
be marketable at any prices higher than dumping prices. The investment
funds might not be available for the huge increment of capital stock required
t9 give the iiacrease in output capacity.

The model has:upper and lower bounds on the gross output of livestock and
crops and On each of the ten manufacturing sectors, as well as output bounds

for a few other sectors. It is assumed that the exports can be sold at economic
f.o.b: values ¯unless otherwise indicated. Because the upper bounds placed on
sector outputs m’e to someextent arbitrary, the meaning of the numerical
solutions !is thereby limited. Wha( is significant in these optimal solutions is the
selection of sectors which are at their upper bounds, and of those which are at theb lower
bounds:

Themodel also has tipper bounds on similar imports, which may occur in
15 of the first i6 rows of the33 productive sectors. The LP process~ will set the
gross output of a domestic industry at zero level, where better opfimisation is
Obtained "by substituting similar imports, unless the similar import amount for
that.row has anl upper .bound, The possibility of substitution between similar
imports and domestic outputs may be a useful aspect of the model. Foreseen
or possible future replacement,by domestic (new) commodities is thus intended
to be catered for, Similar imports cover a wider range of commodities than do

competing imports and might be described as commodities which could be
substituted for fairly quickly by domestic items in~ an emergency. A discussion
of systems of Classifying’imports is contained in [2].~

It, should be’ noted that excessive use of bounds can predetermine the results
within narrow limits arid thus severely curtail insight into how the value of the
objective function cfianges, for changes in the bounds. It is necessary, therefore,
to devote considerable thought to the Constant values specified for the bounds
and it is also necessary~to run a number of experiments with the minimum
of bounds soas to determine the sectors which would grow~ and contract in the

absence0f such constraints. In other words the technique is a kind of learning
process, in whichl repeated trials are made with modified or additional bounds

on~sector~outputs, ::;      ~ ~
,In some,of*’the first;computer:runs the author Obtained huge ’outputs of

sectors such as drink,,et~: and chemicals, with the outputs of livestock andof:

!



crops far below~those actually obtained, for 1968. Eulkemployment conditions~:
as ,well as those: of the:specified:importisurplus~were’satisfied, .but the’ sector
output levels ! were, unacceptable., ~ In subseqiaent .runs~;arbitrary though not!
unreasonable~ upper and lower,bounds were added for~these:~seetors, which,
consequently: had output Values offaifly~acceptable:s~e::,Four of these latter~
runs are described below: as experiments ;(I):to~(4), .tw0 of themrelating ~to~
I968 and’two to I975.~. - ; :: ~,; "~: -.:~ ............

Treatment of Labour and Employment . .       ~ : . ’ " ~ :         - " :
-It is likely that-a considerable:proportion of~those:who were :unemployed4ri:

1968 would work, if suitable employmentbpportunities were available: Therei
is.little doubt (for i968 conditions at least):that the incomefrom employment
was generally welFabove that obtainable from unempl6yment benefits’. :The:
design of the ’present model ,specifies :that: for full, employment coiiditions the
same proportion of government income is allocated.~o~h0useh01ds, in the form
0£ transfer payments, as applied for 1968 actual:conditions. Thus; in :terms Of~
human economic welfare, being employed means,having/more pi]rchasifig~,
power than for.being unemployed.                     :>,:           , :v

Simpson’s I964 results [6] indicated that for a reallocati0n of I964 available~
resources oflabourand capital, s0;as~to maximise household expenditure, there
would b’e:fullemploymentof the skilled:labour force, matched by considerable
unemployment of unskilled labour. Table 3.6 of [6] :shows .io8.6 thousand units:
of Unemployment, for the, Simpson "Model A" (adtuali po0k of,I964 skilled
labour assumed available),, out ofT, o36~I: thousand’units iwthe labour force;:
i.e. Model A gives m’5 per cent unempl0yed;for the optimal structure: Thei
Simpson "Model B;’ (20,000 more i units of skilled l~bour,, than~ actually.
applied for, i964, assumed available) gives.33"9 thoiasand ,units~ of unemploy,
ment, i.e, 3"3-per cer/t:unemployed.     ’ " . -~- ~,:    .

The present model has,a:different approach~to emplqyment oflabouri Let~ "
the full labour force (to.be~ interpretdd~ as all those,who ~w6uld’be willingto
work.) be employed[ under the: economic conditions~simulated~ by tlle~ model.
Then see ~how the. slmdow price _ (marginal product)~ of lab0ur~ emerges it/,the,..
results.- Itis necessary,here to quote results of:experiments ~fI) to ’(4), by:way~6f~

explanation of the Outcome :of this trial. In .all, four. experimental results the:
shadow price of labour is positive, which: means that the household expenditure;~

maximum; as obtained~ would" be! enlarged further, £or;a~small increase in.~the:
supply of labour.,The: shad0v¢ price emerges on ;aver~igei:at ~ about. £76o’ per..’
man-year, ina range of £61 o to;~78o per man~year~:~for: alkfour,experiments~
The average level,, roughly £~5 per week per worker, is~at ,x968: prices and~
relates, to ~ personal; expenditure,, after all: deductions ,such~ as dncome :tax, and

after,~ all". receipts : from current, transfer "-, payments:’ Thus-~ there~~ ~is~ a :’ positives-,
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hontribt/tion: to ,the: objective} fu:ncti9n,: of.the order of £76o per extra man-year
9f~labour;<.:.~ ~1:~’ , :~ . ./’~ : ,~ ~ :~,~ ’~ i ,’~: , ~ ;~ , . " ~ .,"

Simpson has icommented that’ the distincfionbetween skilled and unskilled
,labour, although Used,iconsistently.in deriving~.the lab6ur coefficients, is an-
safisfact0ry::~The/ present’ modeL;does :not, treat skilled labour as a distinct
resofirce :but takes ,total~labour~ input.only; One can=project the total labour
input coefficient, ;Su]~ject to suitable,production functions being available, in

.Conjunction with increasing producti’¢e capital stock. These projections are
c:~/rried, out for i 975,/being based ion production: ;function’s described in the

author’s paper [8]i and will be discussed as part of the i.975 experiments. The
total use ofthe full labour supply is one equation of the model,
,: What, would be the ,outcome if the present,model specified skilled and
unskilled ,1968 ,ca’tegories Oflabour separately, each not to exceed a specified
amount? (It:w6uld probably not be feasible to specify both as simultaneously
fully absorbed, because of inconsistency:in the model specifications, set out
thus..) It is likely that the skilled labour,would be all used, with some IO percent
’Of the full labour-force being unemployedunskilled workers, i.e. the Simpson
1964 Model A results would be repeated for, 1968. A larger maximum 1968
.personal expenditure would be obtained than that, for experiments (i) and (2),
because the constraint of.fUll,empl0yment of all available labour would not be
effective. (Each fully.effective constraint reduces the possible maximum, as
stated in.the previ6us sub-section.).This higher personal expenditure would
undoubtedly benefit those who were employed, but at the !human cost of much
higher unemployment than;,that actually occurring in 1968. What the full
employment condition means, therefore, is a distribution of labour (among the
various productive sedtors) different from~ that of, the Simpson Model. More
people Would have tO be putto workin the less remunerative sectors and amore
equitable social distribution ofthe~product would result. It is advisable, how-
ever, to, realise that the maximum value obtained for personal consumption,
with its associated set of sector outputs, r/ational accounts, etc. is a mathematical
construction and not necessarily a!feasible blueprint ,for an economic armual
plan. , : " : = . ;~. ,
.,! With the estimated 1968 employment quoted om page 3° of [i] as being

i,o67,ooo persons for a labour force 1,128,ooo persons, the estimated level of
unemployment for 1.968 amounted t6161,oo0-persons, which is 5"4 per cent of
the labour force. :Section 2 foll6wihg.describes how the full 1968 labour force
eduld ,be Yusefullyl employed", given the :1968 import, surplus of £22"3 million
and the. ~ 968 economic structure inherent in, Tables 3’ 1 .aiad3.2 of [2]. In this
Context being "usefully employed" means producing for a likely home demand

and for selected export markets. Section,3 deals with full employment of a
supposed, 19~5.1abour force ’ofi1,155,ooopersons, which, is the author’s com-
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promise between some three fairly close projections based on,unofficial Central

Statistics Office (CSO) estimates. The labour coefficients used in 1968 and 1975
and the employment for the LP results.are shown.in Appendix, 2.

The econonfic problem of emigration has been bypassed ,in: the’eXperiments,

by using supposed levels of the labour force for~ 1968 and. 1975"That significant
reduction in Irish unemployment expressed asa percentage of persons employed
relative to the corresponding percentage for the United Kingdom can cause
significant reduction in net emigration has been shown by B. M.’ Walsh in [i4].
A further factor determifiing net emigration-is the differential between Irish
and UK.wage rates. This means that thenumber of people looking for employ-
ment in Ireland expands with increases in Irishemployment opportunities and
improved wage rates, so that-either measured or real unemp!0yment is a    ,
variable depending On UK and Irish economic conditions present and
prospective. Thus the experiments might make better sense if their results were
interpreted as showing the possibilities of large increases in employment for a
year such as 1975, rather than full employment of some absolute labour force.

Labour is measured in man-years, and the number of man!years required
by each sect0r:in the optimal solutions is presumed to be available: Retraining
of labour is assumed to have occurred without interfering with tlie demands .on
the labour supply by the optimal sector outputs. The differences between the
pattern of I968 actual labour inputs to the sectors and the pattern .:of each
optimal solution are assumed possible. It is supposed that thereare no problems
of reallocation, for the necessarily largework-force engaged in the construction
and assembly of the fixed capital formation covered by loans from abroad’,
supposedly over a.period of years before 1968 and again before i975. It is also-.
supposed that the full quoted lab0urforce is employable, even though some
argument-can be made for a maximum "of . 96 per cent, because of seasonal
effects, changing from one-job to ,another, young people~:coming into the
labour supply and so on.

USing the same average remuneration per man-year for each input-output

sector as obtains for the i968 Table 3.I-of.[2] implies that the same.average
mixture of various skilled and Unskilled labour categories still holds within each
sector (or industry) for ,full-employment conditions. For an employed .w0rk-
force 6 per cent. larger than that of I968, this might mean some prior training
of labour so as tO extend the supply’of skilled labourby 6. per cent. There;might
also be some necessary movement from one industry .to another, but the present
model ignores the many real-life problems underlying ’retraining and mobility
of labour, by assuming, that the required mixture of labour is .available.

i

Capital Stock       ~ ’ ""~ ’ ~ .... ’ . ~ ~

In the present model ~the treatment~of.capital stock is~ as foll0ws; Explicit
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measures are confned to fifteen of the thirty-three productive sectors, because
of data deficiencies. It is admitted that ignoring the capital stock requirements
for agriculture, trade, transport and communications (and ¯possibly for some
other sectors) may be a Serious defect in the model solutions obtained.below,
since some notable differences in results were obtained for exclusion versus
inclusion.of capital COStSfor 15 sectors, :as will be described for experiments (i)
and (2) resp~eCtively: The 15 sectors considered are: solid fuel; stone/ores, etc. ;
the ten manufacturing sectors; the two construction sectors; electricity/gas/
water. The required" amount of mid-year capital stockat 1968 prices is obtained
as ihe sum of the products of each sector’s gross output by its capital coefficient,

the latter including vehicles, plant, buildings, land and other capital assets.
The .existing amount of capital stock for all 15 sectors combined is taken to be
the estimated mid-year "Equivalent--New" level for 1968, as described in [9],
but for the gross outputs of the I--O structure rather than those of the Census
of Industrial Production., For 1975 the corresponding "expected" level is
obtained on the assumption of I968-i97i observed trends in gross output
levels continuing to I975 and these expected gross outputs having the observed
1968 equivalent--new capital stock coefficients. The difference between the
required and the: existing or expected is supposed to be loan capital, borrowed

frgm abroad, some 17 per cent of it being repaid !n i968 or i975 and covered
by a correspond!ng amount of exports, to keep the import surplus unaffected
by such repayments.

The rationale of the above treatment requir’es some further comment. For
the 1968 full-employment situation a further £ i oo million of borrowed capital,
for expansions of’sectors other than the’ i5 listed, is forced into the picture/For

I975 a corresponding £3oo million for the other sectors is permitted. The 17
per cent is based on a ten-year repayment of the total loan, having IO per cent
of the total loan as repayment 0fPrincipal, and some 7 per cent of the total loan
in the form of interest¯ on the outstanding princ{pal. It is assumed that the
amounts of loan capital have been obtained and used for gross domestic fixed
ocapital formationduring a periodof 5 or6 years before 1968 and before i975,iie. the capital stock is available for use in i968. and ~’975. A further assumption

is that the gross physical capital formation in i968 and 1975 is normally
behaved, as per observations of level and content in the national accounts
I966-1971. The savings behaviour and normal growth fate of the domestic
eco.nomy are assumed calSable ’of renewals and replacements of expected

capital stock over the period i968-i975. The i975 expected level is intended
to be conservative, viause of the 1968 capital stock coefficients, whereas the
I975 capital stock coefficients used toobtain the required amount are generally
significantly larger than those of I968.                              ..

A more serious’ attack on the problem ot* capital stock requirements for full
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employment would require~ a~ ~,year:by-year, LP S01uti0n,!,starting with ,1968‘

actual employment and stepping iup the employment each year so as to equate

with the full labour force of i975. ,Renewal and replacement would: be: disr
tinguished from net additions. Allowafice would need to be made for increases
in the capital stock per man-year. Some fraction of the net additions would, be
available as usable stock during the year in question, :perhaps 50 or 75 per cent.
Capital fOrmation in:housing, roads,: schools, hospitals[etc. :would be~ specified
for each year. The agricultural sectors, as well as trade, transport and com-
munications, would need to be considered. The,savingsfrom domestic sources
could then be compared with the aggregate gross physical capital formation
required:and the loan capital from abroad would be the residfie. The repay-
ments of principal and interest for this amount, as :well :as for amounts from
earlier years, would be included in invisible imports and the model LP solution
would have exporting levels sufficient to give a specified import surplus, Such
a simulation of an economic programme for the approach;towards full employ-
ment over a number of years involves dynamic I--O models and is a research
topic beyond the scope of this essay. .~ , . -

Sub-Optimal Results Obtainable from LP Solutions " ~ ’

The repayment Of principaland interest on loans from abroad, as given by
the LP results, .can’ be modified Without the fiecessity of a c0mp!etelynew LP
calculation. Both on the income and expenditure side of thenationaiaccoUnts,

an enlargement of the repayment reduces. GNP by a c6rresponding, amount
and vice versa, since the repayment is an invisible import. One will still obtain
a balanced set of national accounts, althougti :admittedly any such ch’ange in
the repayment levei given by the LP solutiofiwili g’ive asub-optimal economic
structure. The. departure from optimality, for’nibderate changes in the levei of
the repayment, is unlikely to be serious. Itis suggested here that there might
be some flexibility in the treatment and interpretation of the repaymen’t. If the
loan is to be confined, tO the requirements Of sectors (5) tO (i9), .which a!0i!.e

have explicit capital coefficients, then the loan capital amount, ,as computed
by the LP solution,-should be reduced by £IO0 million for- 1968 and £3oo
million for 1975. Ithas been implied above that these amounts were in fa~t
subtracted from the existing or expected capkal stock for sectors (5) to "(19),thus forcing the loan to exceed the needs of sectors. (5) to i(19), by. the amounts

deducted., Next, a supposed sctieme of repayment "is �li0sen, ahd’. ttie, LP
calcuiated repayment adjusted ac’cordingly, as well as the national accot/nts,
to give a revised,, sub-optimal so!ut!dn.

Further Underlying AssUmptions an&Limitations of the Model Used. ’ . . , ~.

(a) Prices ,~ . !~ ..
All. prices remain constant, or,.increase,, at a, constaf~t :rate,: thus there is no
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tendency to change ,the pattern of,h0usehold expenditure (or of any Other
expenditure) in response to relative changes in price movements. This implies
a wage and price freeze, these being necessary to prevent the inflation usually
inherent in conditions ’0f,full-or "near-full employment.,       . ..

Although constant (1968) prices have,been used in.general for the LP
experiments, the 1975; ¯profits coefficient, for livestock is increased to, take some
account of EEC improvements in livest0ckprices: ~This beneficial effect is so
important that failure to make!’allowance for,it Would .seriously impair the
credibility-of the I975,experimental.resutts for agriculture and. associated
sectors. One or two other!related changes are also incorporated, in the.i975
I--O strt/ctures, thus breaking the letter o£the law.for;strict 1968 pricing.
The results should be more realistic, especially in the LP evaluation of the
economic efficiency of livestock ....

,(b) Household Expenditure
The,average 1968 actual pattern of household expenditure still applies for

-the larger working population, It is difficult to ,make precise suggestions as to
what a realistic pattern- for¯ the newsituation might be, ¯but a relative increase
in consumer non-durables matched by a relative decrease in durable goods is
likely. The extra spending-power Of the poorer members of the community
comes from two sources (a) payment for being employed, (b) current transfer
payments in larger amounts than those of 1968 actual ConditiOns.

( c) Commodity, Mix ~ Produetive Sectors
The same output mix and,input structure of each productive sector, as

applied for 1968, applies also to the optimal situation. Thus there:is no change
in the technical,coefficients. This rigidity of structure is an intrinsic property of
the model used arid will apply to an I O model of this kind, regardless of how
many, productive sectors are specified. Theabserme of flexibility of structure
is not a fault of the LP process as such, but is worthy of mention, since it
limits the precision with,which, sectoral outputs can be predicted for models
having: a small numberlof sectors, compar+d with aggregated results for models
having sectors in ,more detail.." ,       -..:’
.’. The numerical results are of interest,although the model has rather a small

numberof sectors.. Possibly 6o productive¯ sectors would be-adequate instead of

331 !For example, agricultural livestock might prefer~ibly be split into (’I) cattle,
(2). dairying, ’(3) pigs, (4) Sheep;~ (5), other livestock. Food manufacturing might
be~ broken’:dowff into" five activities .such as.three kinds of animal slaughter~
milk products, other fodd, Likewise, for-some others of.the ’33 Sectors used. The
results ofthe experiments .are. acceptable on the assumption" that the product-
mix within sectors is in the .’same proportions-as f9r ,1968 actual.conditions, i.e.
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the I--O technical coefficients,: as used, ,are valid for,.i968 and 1975 specified
conditions.’     ~ . . ¯     ’~ . ¯ " " : ,

(d) Planned Levels of Outputs, of Exports and of Similar,Imports: " "      .: "
In order, to achieve the consumption and.employment’targets shown by the

1968 optimal structure, it is necessary to provide, the sector outPuts land export
levels included in that structure and to’ import the ’exact optimallyspecified
amounts Of each kind of similar imports.. All this means prior planning and
current quota control of similar imports. Perfect prior knowledge is assumed,
as well as full realisation of the planned volume of exports, in sectoral detail
and at average i968 prices: The preparatory build-up of capital stock, to
permit the sectoral outputs, als0’ means planning, during some years before
1968. The availability of investment funds, to provide the expansion envisaged.
for productive capacity, means some prior inflow of such funds from abroad.
Thus the optimal structure, in summary, requires (i) a fully Worked-out ’plan,
(~) strict control of amounts and. kinds of similar imports, (3) international
co-operation, to provide investment funds,, to sell ’imports. and to purchase the
planned menu of exports, (4) domestic co-operation, in every way one:can
think of. : ....

(e) Active Sectors versus Passive Sectors                    .           , "
In the LP model, as designed, we visualisecertain sectors as active or exposed.

These include the agricultural and industrial sectors (excluding construction
and electricity, etc.)and the transport sector, Which have actual, or possible
significant exports and some of which have significant .competition on the
home market from similar imports. The.passive or sheltered sectors, by contrast,
neither export nor have to compete with similar imP0rts0n the home market.
These latter sectors include newand repair construction; electricity, letc. and
the service sectors generally, including government services, -but excluding
transport. " "

Within the framework and design of. the model, the active Sectors determine
the level of real GNP, because;their impact on the export marketgi modified by
the counteracting effects of similar imports, significantly affects their output
levels. All other sectors have :a significant direct and indirectresp0nse to the
demands created by these output levels, There is of course interaction on’ the
home market between all sectors, witli government income and spending
treated .as behaviouristic. Government spending depends~ upon government
income and a fixed pattern, based On observed behaviour,¯is.built into’ the
model both for income.and spending of government. :Thus the model in effect
makes thescale of GNP dependsignific’antly uponthe scale" of net impact ~upon
the world markets as given by exports less similar imports. . ’            :::
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,,What the optimal structure implies is that the government, and other passive
sectors wi!l keep: their input or expenditure patterns~in strict proportion tO those
observed for 1968 ~actual conditionS, :with proportionate changes "in employ-,
ment at average I968 wage rates. ~ -

(f) The Real-Life Situation versus the Ideal
It should by now be obvious that the above assumptions (a) to (b) concern an

ideal which is not practicable. There is less than perfect mobility of labour and

on that account alone full employment is not possible. A wage and price
freeze is hardly practicable. Perfect planning is not a part of the human
condition as we know it, and neither is perfect co-operation, even in Ireland.
It is unlikely that the service sectors (or any other sectors) would increase ttieir
employment in strict proportion to receipts for sales of goods and services even
at constant wage-rates. There is no point in prolonging the discussion as to
how and why the mathematical optimum is not realistic. Enough has been
said already.                                ,~ :

What then of the LP optimal structure and its practical use as a guide to

enlarged personal expenditure? This much at least is clear, more for 1975 than
for 1968, that large structural changes have significance. Sectors which reach
their upper permitted bounds are worthy of development, by contrast with those
which the optimal sets at or near their lower bounds. The same criterion applies
to exports. Those much larger than for the same sector under 1968 actual
conditions are the exports to be marketed. The exports set at zero level in the
Optimal structure are not profitable to the economy. The similar imports can
be useful or destructive, depending upon how the LP optimal treats them, by
comparison with I 968 observed levels. Further useful indicators, of expansion
or contraction recommended for the bounds on outputs and the constraint
constants, are the so-called "Shadow Prices", listed inAppendix 8. These give
the marginal products of the constraints in question. In view of the discussion

given below on the numerical results of the four experiments, no more wiU be
said here about shadow prices. The general conclusion appropriate at this
point is that while large changes from the 1968 observed Structure deserve
notice, in review of the optimal results, small changes have no significance.
The shadow prices are useful indicators of the direction of change of constraint
constants which will increase the objective function. The maximum is unlikely
to be achieved, in practice, because even a fully worked-out plan is subject to
uncertainty of achievement.

Finally, it should be said ’that the results obtained are strongly influenced by
the methodology adopted. In the experiments described below the objective
function to be maximised is personal expenditure, but different sOlutions
would be obtained if some other objective function were Used. The results
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would: obviously be,different for,1975; if esdmated~at current:p/ices rather ,than
at 1968’ prices~ Indeed; a variety of alternative methods could be~ U’sed,~ll~:0f
which would influence "thc~ results differently.~ Thus ithe: numerical solutions¯

given below should be regarded in proper perspective and,the reader shouldbe,
content to look at large or significant features and to treat the lesser detail With
reserve. ’~ ’:~ " :"’~ ~:"~"’/:~- " ~’ "~’ ’"~" ’~

;~: i*t

. ~!~ _

:.:    ’     ,[

: L2"" :’



SiNC~ considerable, detail ,~of_: the background, material for, the’ ,four¯ experi-,
ments as well ’as o£ their.resuigS; is contained in ,Appendices: :i~ ,to’,9 ,below,

onlyi the main features ofi968,~experiments (i)~ and (2) are~conSidered in this

The System of Constraints             ,,,:.~ , ~, , . . ,, , . , .
"; In¯ addition tO, ~the 47 ro~s. tonsidered ,to,be~the core o£~the model, experi-

ments, (i) and (2) :had, 15 upper bounds of~ :secto~,0iatputs, 13’lower bounds on:
sector outputs and 13 Upper boundg;on similar imports. ,There,,were also.lower:
bounds on government current expenditure and gross domestic, physica! capital
formation. Experiments (~) had an extra row for capital stock required.
There were, therefore, 9° rows of constraints for experiment (,!) and 9i~ for
xp i (~)e er ment." -~- ~" .... :: : ¯:. ...... ~.     ¯,,                                                      ,,.¯

Upper,Bounds on Sector Outputs and Similar Imports i ~, ~ ~ , :: ,    ~     ,
All te~l manufacturing sectors had upper bounds ofi50 per,cent &their 1968

I=-O, levels given in Appendix 3.f: of [~]. ,The five sectors-=-livest0ck, crops,
fishing, stone/ores, etc. and!transport eachhad upperbounds i ~ o per cent of the
I968 I~O output level. The rationale ,:0f!the upper bounds chosen Was that
since the manufacturlng,ind~’~stries ha~e in fact ¯doubled, their merchandise
exports between 1964 and 1968 [~, p.I7~, this area of economic,activity
seemed the right place to concentrate the¯ searcti for full employmen’t.,The five
sectors having upper bounds set, at i i o per Cent,were considered to be unsuitable
for major expansions beyond observed 1968 output levels, for various reasons.

Thirteen constraint rows were added, to regulate the behaviour of similar
imports. These were not to exceed,a certainl fr’action of the domestic flow to
domestic purchasers, for each of the 13 rows containing a similar import
variable.      ’    :: ’ ~ " ~    ’~ ’ , ¯ i

The fractions were calculated from,,the, entries ira the 1968 I~---O, Table 3.i
o~ [~]. It is assumed that the combified, effegts of polidcal motivation, import
quotas and customs duties have’ set uppertimits ’onthe simil’ar imports in the
form slSeCified but that~a situation~ ofpurely~domestic supply is possible, i,e. it
is possible~ to, have no simila~ imports:for ~any of, thh I3 rows considered, i£ the
optirnisation process seeks this form of solution., :,~ ’ ’ i~, ,;~ ,, ~
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~f6r~ ~xperiment’:(,r ),~and ;4" i,! ~per ,cenv for: ~experimen~ (2). ;The:~loan,’repayment
~for:the~ l~tter experiment, :accounts ;r0ughl~r! for its .h0usehol& expenditui~e being
:sbmd:£3,r miUior/belbw’;that! of;experiment (i~) ~,The~loan :capital required ~was
.£5o’8 million, for~, hectors i (5’)’ to~(I 9)~,,: ~apart:.!from/al ifurther~ ,£.i o0 ":million
postulated to be needed for other produe .tive segt0rs, Or. forsocial capital; This
~50i8 ,million,,loan, f0r e~periment. (~)..is explained~iri~ Appendix 3,: Fairly
coficise comment on, some five. aspects 6f~the solutionff is given’ below..

~SectoriOutputs,, ." ~ ,’ ’~,’."      ~ " .,’ :::,, ?,~i , ....

~The full+ detail ofsector Outputs is shown:ifi:A~pp6ndix r. i, while results for the

’X 6 sectbrs ,having upper and/or lower ~bounds specified are given in, Table i.
t

~TABLE r" Sector, outputs for Experiments, ( i ) ai~d ’( 2 ) compared with 1968 I--O Base Data

,: ;,_, . Experiment Experiment " "
"Seit~i ’ " ’ : Lower I968 : ¯ (i) ’ ’ (~)~ ’ ’ Uppe~ : Perce~itage of Out)rot
i,"~ ~ , ~ ,: ,: ., Bound Base , .~i9fi8 ~, " 1968 , Bound ,, ,Exported

’ ,    : ...... ,, I968    Experiment

~s~ " ,"^~r:cu~tura~ ’ ......... :; ..... :’ :" "
¯ :Livestock (i) , 324"~4 , 324.~4’ 324.24? 3~4,~4~" ’i,~356.66
Agricultural Crops

(excluding
,! peat) ~ (2)
Pishihg (4)
S01id fuel ~ " ~(5)
St0ne/ores, etc. (6)
Food ’ (7)
Drink/tobacco (8)
Textiles (excluding

hosiery) (9)
Clothing, etc. (~o)
Wood]furniture ( ~ I )
Paper/printing-- ( 12/Chemicals " , (~3)

Glay, etc. ~ ~ (i4)
Metal,,etc, : " (~ 5)
Othei~

-manufacturing, ,’(x 6)
Transport        (2 i)

94’43 94"43; : 94"43"i" 94"43?
None 4.~o 2.82 2:72

6.22 ¯ .x5,~x ~::~6.36 , .~:~5.96,
None 19.37

,2L.3o* ,2~.3o*’

x96"32 332’3r. 257’93 2to’45’
~9.87 5o.~9 75.29"~-’ 75;29"

32.~8 5~.7~ 3~.~87 32.~87
43"79 -,22.87 45,’x7 ,’ .: 43"79?
~2.50 " "~o.76 .... x9.75~-

~o.37.
’"26~oo . 45.x7 - .~67"8o* 67;8o *

20.9x 51.64 77.46* , 77.46"~
~4;68 .-~ 30;27 ,45.4i* ,:’ 23.86
84.57,., ~52.66 .... a°8.99" ~,a8"99"

24:63’,/ 7o.62:, " to5.94" " ~o5.94" i
None    89.39    98.33*    98.33*

i ~°3"88
4.61

¯ ? ,None
oi.39

498 "47
75’29

77.58
~o9.30
3x.I467.8o
’77.46
45.4I

228.99

~o5,94
98.3~

I7     34

3i

5
48
34
24

34
4o

x6
~6

., 26

¯ 56
4o

2

Nit
4,~

~53
Nil-
45

~6
O ¯

IO

35~

45
Nil’"
46

67
4~

,+*Excluding Tourist expenditure ¯ ~ " : :
at Uppei" botmd ..... : : ....... " ""

/~at’lower bound " ¯ ; ..... ~ ,~ . -’ _

¯ !The, latter table sh0:ws tlae-bounds and th¢ioutputs; including those of the
~968 base structure. Although experiment (~) results are given in Table ~, the
discussion here will focus mainly on those of experiment (2). As can be seen from
the taNe, agricfiltugal livestock’~afid crops b~th stay at their ibwer botinds, and
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so have been , :found tO be,relatively, unprofitable £or~ increasing,household
expenditure. Fishing emerges as inefficient, for exporfing,,whereas solid fuel and
stone/ores, etc, have been found, to: be. efficient,~ the. first: for the,h0me market in
competition with possible similar ,imports and the. latter, i for exporting. Trans-
port fikewise isigood for invisible exports.,, , ,;’, ,, ~ ~ ,~ ....... !’’ ""~:;~ ~ ~, ~"!

Of the ten manufacturing s.ectors, five reach the upper, bounds lspecified,
these sectors being (8)drink, ,etc., (,i 2) paper, etc., (,I 3) chemicals,, etc-,,i (i 5)
metal, etc. and (x6) other manufacturing. Three sectorssh0w slight or major
decreases below their I968 base levels, namely wood etc., (x i), food ’(7)and
clay, :etc. ’(x 4)~ Wood, etc, isi slightly, belo~q the, ! 968base level of: otitput, but
both food and clay~ etc; are set at two-thirds of the level they reached in.the- 1968
I--O base structure. These three sectors, however, lie above the lower bounds
specified for’ them, but below their upper bounds. They,have zero-level
shadow prices (see Appendix 8 below) for bothkinds of bounds and moderate
changes in the outputs of these, sectois l~ave a neutral effect upon the objective
function. By reference to experiment (i), :both sectors (7)’and (4) show reduced
output through capital stock effects.

The remaining two sectors, namely’ (9) textiles and (io) clothing etc. are
definitely inefficient, being set at their lower bounds, with major replacement
by similar imports. Since these sectors show correspondingly low levelsi for
experiment (I), the’capital stock condition: is not* responsible for their in-
efficiency.

The mainlesson tobe learnt from Table I is that seven sectors are relatively
effic{ent in ~968 specified c0nditions/iboth With and without capital, stock
considerations. Thesesectors are numbered (6)," (8), (:!~), (13)’ (I5)" (i6) End
(2 i) and show the best potential for increasing.’household expenditure.’ :

Distribution of Sector Outputs Between Home and Export Markets , ’ -~

The export percentages for the 1968,1base and for experiment (2)appear in
the last two columns of Table ix, while AppendiX, ~.2.sl~bws ~he distributi6n of
gross outputs of I6 sectors between home markets’ and export markets, for the
i968 base and for experiments (2). and (3).’ The distribution in question
excludes similar imports other than negligible amounts Of re-exports. ......

Table I shows that~ for experiment (2) versus the I968 base;the proportion

of domestic output exported is roughly doubled for livest0ck*, drink etc,; paper
etc., chemicals and metal etc. Of these 5 sectors, 4 are at their upper bounds
(Table I). A further 6 sectors show experiment (2) exports forming roughly
the same percentage of domestic ’gross outputs as for the i968:bas6~ namely,

*In other words the highiy subsidised exports Of milk products and meat were found to be,~effieient
for increasing household eonsumptiom
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crops, solid fuel, stone/ores etc., wood etc., other manufacturing and,transport.
Of the remaining 5 sectors, 4~ show reduction of exports to, zero !e~,el--~-fishing,
foodi clothing etc., and.clay, etc.:, ,while the textile, sector., has the experiment (2)
export proportion at about, half the 1968 base,level. All these :5’ sectors have
outputs far below those of the i968 base, partly: as, a resulf of having, been
rejected,for exporting. : ~ .... ~: ~ ’:    ,~i’ ~i ~: , i,

,, TABLE,2: Employment for Experiments’:( i ) and (2) compared with, !968~Base ~Data !:

Sector or sector-group
1968

, , , Base

Agriculture, for6stry,
fishing (I) 3o8.79

Stone/ores and solid fuel (2): 15.4I
Food, drink and tobacco (3) 56.62
Textiles and clothing (4) 49"o7
Wood, paper and

¯ chemicals . (5) 31.24
Clay; metal, other

manufacturing (6) 54.96

Total Manufacturing
(3) + (4) + (5) + (6)

New and repair
’ construction ~ (7

Electridty/gas]water (8/

Total Industry :’
(a) + (3) + (4) + (5) + (6) ÷

(7) + (8) 309.7°

Trade and transport (9) x 73.o9
Other services, except

government ( 1 o) 214" 93
Government services (I 1 ) 62.9o

¯ Total Services (9) + (io) +
( 11 ) 45o.92

Total, All Sectors I ,o69.4o

Within Manufacturing ",
Food 46.24
Drink/tobacco I o.38
Textiles (excluding

hosiery,) 16.o4
Clothing etc. 33.o3
Wood/furniture 8.,I 5
Paper/prlnting i5.64
Chemicals 7"45
Clay etc. 8.64"
Metal etc. 38.52

: Other manufacturing ¯ 718o

Total Manufacturing i 91.89

Thousand man,years Percentage ¯Distiibution

19~:89

91 "44"
lO,96

;Ei~periment" ff_~6eriraent ~ 1968
(1) ( 2 )~ Base

308.00 307-79 : -28~9

I6.76 ¯ :16,46 ¯ 1.4
51’45 44"85 ¯5"3
3o.48 29.86 4.6

42.4b 42"64 2.9

82.44 76"~9 ¯ 5" 1

2’o6.77 193.64 17.9

1o5.37 95.51 .... 8.6
I1.96 11~53     ; 1.o

340.86 317.14 ~ 29.0

I86,80 I8I’.27 16.2

2~8.67 238.26 2o.I
63"67 83"55 5"9

479~14 5o3.o8 42.a

"I,128.00 ,I,I28.oo IOO-~

35.89 29.29
I5.56 I5.56

][O.O1 IO.OI

~o.47 I9,85
7"75 7"99

23.48 23.48
11.17 11.I7
12.96 6.8I
57.78 57.78
11.7o ,,    11.7o~

24.1
5"k

.... 8.4
I7.2

4.0
8,2

: 3;9
4"5

- o0. i

4.1

EXperiment Experiment
:(1) ~ (~)

27’3 ,27.3 ~

- 1,5 . . 1,5

¯ 4.6 4~o
°.7 2.6

3.8 3.8

, :    7"3 ~ 6.8

"18.3 I7.O "

93 8.5
¯ -I I I,O

3o~2 28a

i6.6 16.i

20.3 2I,I
5.6 7"4

.42.5 44"6

IOO---- 100m

17~4 I5.I
7.5 8.0

4.8 5.2
9’9 1o.3

"3"7 4.1
II 4 I2.I

5% 5.8
6"3 3.5

¯ 27.9 29.8
5"7 6.0

206,77    i93.64 IO0--; iOO.~.-
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.:.Selected ~figures for actual.and:percentage~distributions of:cmploymenfJ~re
given, in iTable, 2., The~ ~rema~,ks foilowir/g will: be, :confined: to ’,’comparisons’
between, expefimerlt (2)results:and the,,I968 base. ,~ i: ;:: ~:~:~:~,~ .... , ,.:,,

~Employment, ifi ~ ~agficulture~ ~ .5orestryi :fishing, :and fin., ~total,.~ manufacturing
shows practically no change from the I968 base level. The: absorption;’of,the
59,000 man-years of I968 base unemployment to give I968 full employment
takes’ the f0~’, of an extra,’62,ooo it/~,total ServiCes,, With~ some’5,;do0:ofthe rest
appearing-in -construction and -electricity etc. Government services take
2 I,OOO ~of the extrw’employment, 23,00o go to,other services while trade and
tramp0rt take the remaining 8oog~,Thus ~the, apparent s01utioff Of the un~
employment problem;~as found ’by experiment (2); is an expansion of employ-
ment, by some I6 per cent, in government and other services, except ~trade and
transport. This means::that the percentage of t0tal, employment occurring in

sectors (to),to (x i) of Table2ds increased from 26.o for~the/i:r968 :base ,tO
28.5 for exp’eriment/(2). : " i ::    ., i,    ,~:,:~ : ~, :, .i

It may be pointed out that the. experiment (2) employment has 1968average’
wage-levels, due to the fixed ratio between thewage coefficient and; the man-
year coefficient for each sector ’being that of thCI968 base, apartt’rbm minoradjustments. of the latter, detailed in Appendix 2. With government current

expenditure"S0me 38~15~r cent~ hlgher for eXperimen~ (2) than for the i968:base,
it follows that expenditure on government services and on educationl.(the’ two
largest fixed iproportions of government, current,expenditure) isup .by.:38 per
cent, with corresponding effects upon employment. This explains not merely
the extra 2I,ooo man-years in government services, but als0 some ~.!,o00 Jr/
education. The increased g0vernment income’ Which permits this extra
expenditure is consistent with the’ I968 structureof the’mode!,/as used by, the
LP optimisation process and is the’result Of the optimum,leVels of sector, outputs,
exports, similar imports and SoOn.                        ,,: ~.. ,: .,~ :~

In’ order:to see wl~ether the increased-employment in the services sectors :is
reasonable, a, comparison of experiment (.2) employment percentage.distribution
with that of a few of the smaller European countries.can be made ,for the year
i967 and for the aggregate denoted .!’public ..services". The nearest :Irish
equivalent consists of Communications, education and government services,’ the

latter including local~authoritylmedical sdrvices; the defence and poi~ce fd~ces
and the general civil.,service. Experiment (2) shows I45,ooo man-yearsTor fhe
aggregate 6f.sectors:.i(~4), (26). :and (32)i-which’together accounf for’~som6 ~3
per. cent ofltotal empl0yment::~’Table 3.~7 of [i6] shows ~4.i percent’i/for
Belgium (although these figures:’exclude all public h0spitals),.~i5w:per,cent.’for
The, Netherlands (althciugh he~a!th se~’ces are.privately organised,), and.t.,3.3
per cent for Norway. It therefore,appears,that.the experin~ent (2)percentage is

)
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ih,:no,way~ excessive .by: comparisor/, with 1967 percentagYs,in,,thd,three cour~tries
considered.                      ""~ : ’ ~ ~

Table 3.32 of [I6] can be used to give further employment data, with
Denmark~tak,en into account as well, (except for public services for which
Da/iish:data are.missing). The average employment pattern for the four Euro-
pean ’countries (Belgium; The Netherlands, Norway and Denmark)circa 1967
can be comisa~:ed with that of experiment (2),, for four major sub-sectors of
economic, ¯ activity. Results,_ are, as follows: ,,,. .... : , i

....... Experiment (2) European ,: ¯,, , .... .     ,,: .....
. Average , ,+: ...."~L .... "" ’’

.... " .... " " Percentage of Total Employment ’ "’ " /:

’i ¯ ’" ~ Agriculture etc. ~7"3 ..... x 2’ I .., ],,"
~ , -: Manufacturing, 17"2 ’~; 3°. I ,

Public Service z 3"o 14’3
.... ,All other activities ’ 42"5 ~’ ’~:’ 43"5 ’ :

Total IOO.O io0.o

~’ For agriculture ’combined with manufactfiring, ’the European average is

)42"2, compared with 44"5 for exper!ment (~) and/tile other tw’op~rcentages
also~ show" close correspondence. it tlaei~efore appears ~hat’ the~e i;’no}liing
Wrong With the ’distribution of employment among, the f0tit.sub;sect0rs iisted,

as given by experiment (~), in comparison with the European average descr}bed
above.

The Changes in employment within m~mufacturlng (as ’shown i:fi Table ~)
are deHv’ed: from changes in sector outputs coriSldered above; In’ percentages of

total employment in manufacturing sectors, the ~4.i per cent stlare’ for food,
if0~ the i968 base; is reduced t0’i5.1 ’p’er cent for experim~n( (2}.~ Tile latter
reduces the base share of 25.6 per cent ¯Held b~/.td~/tiles phis �lothing tO i5.5 per
dent. The ~ 9 per "cent reduction in these three sectors is balanced b~r increases
Of almost i6 per centT6r metal etc.,Min0st 3 pe~ cent for aright/etc:, arici almost

per cent ;fdr paper etc], with some 6 per: cefft fo~ ’chemicals and:for other
manufacturing. As can be seen the experiment (~) optimal emt~[oyment patt~’rn

within manufacturing differs considerably from that of the 1968 base.

Capital Stock ......... ’
-;.~iThe ten manufacturing sectors are’ examined in Table 3, .wfiich indicates
"tfi~tt experiment:, (@ requires only some £3 I~ million more-0f, Capital, stock’than
~tfie routpiat; levels :.of the ’i 968 base;- Whereas-’ experiment (I) Would ~need!.~’~77
million extra. The advantage of optimising the use of the stock, as’~is~ done’by

.experiment. (~)i :is evident. A, fairly :full diseussio~ appears, in ,Appendix3:, ’ ¯
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T~ 3 : Capital stockof manufacturing:for Experiments(j) and ( 2 ), ¢ompared with I968
Base Data

Food
Dr/nk/tobacco
Textiles (excluding hosiery)
Clothing etc.
Wood/furniture
Paper/printing
Chemicals
Chy etc.
Metal etc.
Other manufacturing

" - Estinidtod mid-year levels cbrresponding to I-0 sector outputs - ’ : ~-

1968. Exper/ment Exper/ment: .,x968 ’ "    Experiment

¯ , .:.. ~ million at x968,priceS .. percentageDistribution. ,: -i

(7) I37"xx

(,xo}8},,,

53"47
34"66
33"58

(xx) xx’77
(xa) 34"x4
(x3) 37’x4
(I4) 36"x9
(I5) 73’oo .
0,6) 33.40

xo6"4~ .... 86"83 " ’ ’08’3’ ’ ’":x9.o: ’ x6.8       "
8o’2x 8o.2x ii.o x4.3. x5"6

" 2i’63 2x’63 7"2 3"9 4.0
20.8o 2o’.x7 6"9 3"7 3"9

x. z9 I ~’55 2.4 2.0 0.2 .
5x’o4 5I’24 7"0 9"I 9’9
55"71 55"7x 7"7 9"9 xo.8
54"08 08"52 7"5 . 9"7 5"5-

m9.5o xo9-5o i5.x :, ,I9"5 . 21"2
50"Xo 5o’Io , : 6"9 . 8"9 9"7

.TOTAL ’ ¯ 484"46 56X:O8 5X5"46 IOO--~ ", " ¯ XOO---- XOO--

Following the changes in the pattern of the distribution of labour within total
manufacturing, desci~bed above, one ls not surprised to seethe experiment (?)

distribution of ~5I 5i5 million of capital stock different from that Of the ~484.5
million Corresponding tO the 1968 base sector 0utputs.. in .perCentages of the
total cOSt, the main reduction is for food, being 11.5, with 6.0 per cent reduction
for textiles plus clothing and 2"0 per cent for clay etc. The largest increase in
the share of the total is 6. i per cent for metal etc. and other increases include

.4.6 for drink etc., 3.1 for chemicals, 2.9 for paper etc., and 2"8 per cent for
’other manufacturing.    ~ .... :

It might be well to state here ’that the changes under discussion ~trise from
supposed build-up of capital stock in each of the various sectors over a period
of Years since roughly .i963. Thus the experiment (2) optimai¯ Outcome for a
sector may be higher Or lower than thatof the I968 base, depending On how
the sector supposedly changed since’ x9631n reaching its ~968.optimal capital
stock requirement ....

Exports and Similar Imports

¯ Table 4 shows export and: similar¯ import results for sectors. (I) to (i6),
where significant changes, between the optimal experiment (2)pattern¯and:the
t968 base pattern, occur. The export figures excludetourist expenditure within

¯ the country .... ,. :     ..    ¯ ~ --:¯ ..¯’          ~,
Major export increases, of a size once or twice the value of the base exports,
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are found for livestock*, drink etc., paper ’etc., chemicals, metal etc., and other
manufacturingi i.e. for~6 sectors ofihe 15 Jisted. Major decreases are apparent
for food, textiles/clothing, ~etc.~ and clay~ etc., i.e. f0r~ further ~ sectors. The
aggregate experiment~ (2):increase, therefore, emerges as a modest ~52 million
for sectors (I) to (I6)~ some,I5 percent of,the 1968 ba~e’lev61. ,

The only dramatic change,ih the’ ~ similar imp0rt~ pattern is a decrease of
~I3 million for experiment (2),agricultural crop~. The direct input coefficient
for:crops to food m~nufacmringis o. 1231 and a decre~/se of ~i 22 million in the
output of,the latter causes: a decrease of ~I 5 *milli0n i’n the demand for crops.
Since ~the output of the crops’ sector was given a lower bound identical with

TABLE 4: Exports :and similar,imports for Sectors (i) t0,(}6) of Experiment(2) compared
¯ with 1968 Base Data ...... ¯ .....

~’: : ’ : "i968 Base¯ i968 Experiment (o) " Percentage
, ¯ ,, Distribution

"~ Exports Wet    Exports, Wet of net
~ i’ ~ except " Similar Exports? ~except~ Similar Exports: Exports

" , , tourist. Imports (i) less (~)tourist, Imports (4)less (5)
See}or ’ 1968 Experi-

(i), ¯ (2) (3) ’ (4) " (5) (6) Base ment (2)

: ~ million

(I) 54"97 I8"82

I’32 o’~4
0,7x . i.o9",9,7

II3"98 I7"78
(8)’ i2.x6 4"05

(9) 17"64, 35’53
(m) 28.79 x6.33
(ix) 3.o4 I4.o9(i2), 7"39 24"46
(x3) I3"6I 26.4o

.... 5.i5

82"25
3i.o2

¯ £ million

Agriculharal livestock
Agricultural crops

(excluding peat)
Fishilig
Solid fuel :
Stone/ores etc.
Food
Drink/tobacco
Textiles (excluding

hosiery)
Clothing
Wood]furniture
Paper/printing
Chemicals
Clay etc. (I4) 6"39¯

Metal etc. (I5) 39",19
Otlaer marmfacturing (16)¯39"45

Total" ¯ 349"67

¯ 36.i5 IiO.O7 I4"97

--15"73 I"76 4"77
1.08 nil 0"24

--o.38 o.7I I’I6
8’8 x i 1.38 o.46

96"o0 nil~ 17" i I
8"II 34"I7 4"38

--:-I7"89 ’5"I7 28"~6
I2"46 o’13 16"o7

--x i’o5 2"o4 : I:4"78
-:-I 7.o7 °3"47 ~8"6~
--I~’79 34"85 ~9"58

I’=4 nil 5"I5
--43,06 IO6"~o ~ 89"oi

8"43’ 7P46 33"44

95.io 66.6 83.8

-=3"oI , --29.0 ~-~’7
--0.24 o.o --0.2
-"-0"45 --o’7 --0"4

io.9~ ~6.~ ,9,6
--I7"I I I77"~ --15"I

~9"79 I4"9 26"3

--~3"o9 --32"9 --~o’4
-:x5"94 22"9 --I4"~
--I~’74 --~o’7 --x i.~

--5"15 --3x’4 --4"5
5"~7 --~3"5 4.6

--5"I5 ’ ~’3 --4"5
I7’19 --79"3 I5"~
38"o~ 15"5 33"5

~95"35~ 54:3~ 4ox’41 :287"98    xi3.43 ioo-- ioo--

*The realism of exporting some 34 per cent of I968 agricultural livestock ataverage I968 base
prices (per experiment (2)) may be questioned. The need for subdivision of both liv’estoek production
and food manufacturing into five or more sectors is apparent, Such¯ figures would give separate detail
for cattle, dairying, pigs and so on within agriculture and for beef, bacon, other .meat, milk products,
milling and so on within food manufactures. It will appear below, in disc~issing the 1975 results shown
in Table I3, that livestock exports cari be forced through sector (7), food manufacturing, for no change

in livestock output and for negligible reduction of household expenditure. This alternative method of
disposal of livestock output may be m6re realistic than ’that’of directly exporting it.
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the i.1968 I=O: base~ sector: outpuL~ the~ only., way tO :cutl back ,~on ,.crOps: AS by
reducing similar imp0rts~;,The !shadoW prides in: Appendix 81 indicate, :a very
small but positive profitabilityiforextendirig the upper ,bounds oii twelve of the
thirteen similar~ imports treated as)variables;,the ,exception,being crops. Apart
from the latter, all,similar imports~are ,attheir upper, bounds. ¯    .. ~,~ -

It appears that both exports and similar imports if or; a row~can~,increase
together, their l difl~rende, .howe,Cer,-remaining relati~cely invariaiit: It is
instructi~/e to compare the pattern of net exports:(exports less similar imports,)
for experiment ~ "(2) -With~ ~that,.of the base~ ~ as percentages.,of aggregate . net
exports.~In experiment (2) results, six sectors are ~choSen~,as significant,~net
exporters (having a sizeable positive net export percentage) and these are
livestock, stone/ores etc., drink etc., chemicals, metal etc. and Other manu-
facturing, the latter four being four of.the five sectors’of, manufacturing found’
efficient for employment and capital"st0ck~reall0cations. With food output cut
backfor experiment (2).whereas livestock has been: held atits .1968 base level,

the 0nly outlet for livestock output in excess of home demand is through direct
exports. The paper etc~ sector has a negative net export percentage (meaning
net imports)for experiment (2),"ialth0ugh, selected as ’efficient for employment

and capital stock reallocations.-This’negative percentage is numerically much
smaller than that of the base (-=31.4) so the movement has been towards less
net imports. The other five sectors chosen for net importing by experiment (2)

are food, textiles, clothing etc., wood etc., and clay etc. and thesehave been
found inefficient on other grounds, ~s"shown"~r/pre~)idus disct~ss~on~’~ ¯ )-~,(~i

It is the opinion"of the author that ~in, impU~tant oi/tcome of the experiments
is the recognition,of net exports-or rmt imports hav~ng economic significance
for,the efficient, p’erformance ofa~ sector, rather thangr0ss exports al~SfiU:"A
fairly obvious difficulty; :iia practical ’planning applicgfions, may be ,how: to
predict or specify .the similar import:value for a row~ since a p0stulated inet
export value requires the imp0r.t part itQ.be sP,ecifid~d bef0re the gr9ss~ ~gpUrt
can be stated forexporVplanning. Conversely,~ a reailstic:upper limit:f0r the
gross exp0rts.of ~a:sector,.in ....... " .... " ~’ ...... ~’~ " "    corresi~0iidingthe.present dxscussmn,~xeqmres a
upper limiton similar imports ofsu~h:’do’mm0difies, to :a, chi~;ce the, opfir/iM;~t
export level. The question of how.to control: simila# i/nports, in conditions of
free, trade, may beworth,mentioning, :even if:no answers :are offered to it here’.’

National Accounts               ~ ....
Table 5 shows the LP.natiunaI accounts’results, with::i!968 base figures" for

compaHsoni.~T]ae :numbering: Of rows~dOwn.to~i4’7i:’ correspondsltd t]aa~’given-for’
the cUnstraints,~iffAppe~ndix7: ....... ~.: 5 ~,, ~.i ...... - ~,,:~ !,~ ~?,:-i~, ..-:~C~! ....~-~ : ....

¯ it"might be:/eii~ito fii~tofailils;e:~e ’main. Cii’fferen~e:s:betweeia;"exp’e:r’ime~~i
(2) and (;i), arising soielk fr0m)tfie~Gisital;~ocl~.’~ndltJ0:fl’i~dihg~ 6i61~te~di’fr~i~~,
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: National acfiounts resu!tsfor Experimen~ (:I! and (?,)compared w!th I968 Baze Data

. Item’.i, -:, .- , ,~ ..... ~,x968-,,, ;Experiment: ..Experiment.,
....... Bale’ ..... ¯ (0 ,- ~(~) ,’,

.. ¯ . Li ,,),

Indirect taxes- . ~ . , .°
Subsidies
Wages, profits etc[ bef0{"e loan

repayment
Less loan repayment

34) ~37"4~,
35) i, , , 59"5I

i36)(a) I,o34’4i
(36)’(b) ;’ ," nil’,,

£ million .,. ~. . , :
-. ~58~33" ., i .~5o’42
~. .;;45’68:.

" :,i’,io7.9X,~
iiil .

, . : ~39’88

"I’,I I8"27.""
, .--25.64,

Depreciation "’.:!. (37) : ,
income tax .... ¯ (38)~
Savings (persons and corporations) (39) " ’.
Net government investment and ¯

trading income " , . (4~o) ..... ,29’00
Government current transfers . (4i)’ . . r44.4o.
Government income¯ [(34) .4- (38) "
, ,4-(4o)]’" .’ (42) ’ "~389’~

9I" I I,, , ¯ : 1,99"88
I22"80 ,~’ I34’Z9

¯ ’~39"~2 r143"7z

: :3o’4o

,, ! 55"48

.., 97"9o..
::: ,!5!:74

x 45"46

3o’6z

. !59"28
43~.78

Government savings [(4~),--
¯ (5i)] ,
Import surplus [(6o)’--(57)]
ComplementaW’imports
Gross domestic physical capital

formation . ,; , . ,(47)(a) :,-. 269’o7
Total savings available for (47) (a) 3 ......

26 o-, [(37)2~(39)+(43),+(44)] ~ f(47)iD) . 9~ 7
Household expenditure (48) .... :. ;: ".887:,78
Net government current . :., .:: , ’,- ¯

expenditure .... (49)
GNP arising [(34) -- (35) .4- " ......

(36) (a) -- (36) (b) .4- (37)] (5o) (a)
GNP expenditure [(47) (a).4., ,! ....

(48) + (49)-7 (44)] ..... " (59)(b)
Government outgoings oncurrent , ,

’account [(35) +(4I) + (49)] (5I) ’,;~

Variable exports, at producer’s.,
prices ’ . " ." ¯(52) .

Margin on merchandise: exports
,, ,(except subsidy) ;’,~ ...., (53i(’a),
Subsidy margin On food exports’, (53)(b) ’
TOurist’ expenditure ..,,     ¯ ¯ (54) "
Constant exports ’,’ ’ ¯ ~(55)
Wages, profits etc. net ihflow " (56)

(43) i..~<,", ~,6"48: ’ .,. 52"93 .... nil
(44)        2~.~6      ¯ ~’~5     - ’ ~.~6
(45)     273’3~ " ’343"6~ .... " 3~9’68

.... .... ; : , ,3L8"~7 . i, ~65.6i

,.: . ~i3~8’~7, , . . ~65.6~,.

Total Expgrts [(5~) .4- (53) (a) .4- "
(53) (b) .4- (54),+ (55) q- (56)]

Variable similar imports
Complementary imports " ""
Constant imports
Loan repayment .
Total Imports’ [(58) .4-4-’(45) .4- (59) ~-

(36)(b)]     .    . .. ,

,,’9~4.~o,, ,

.... ~3~16~

!~40i’o7 "

~,4o!’07 ,

,. ,68.83

7,303.’4a

.!,.3o3"4~, .! ~,4,~9’96~ :.

37a’74 .... " ?369"99 "

¯ <, 955qq
.... ..,.:""r6~:93’ .

¯ : ~,4~9.96

’377"06’ ’426"~~ ’" 433"7~
," ( ¯ ...... ,,, --

¯ ~6"96 ; ~9 ~8 ~9"58
i~;~6 --~.o8 ’ ~iil

- i, .

(6o-"’) ’"’;~ ; .............. : : ........ : .......’ ’ ;"568.68"’ ’ )i336.66 :,"’/;(" 6~3"3o

(59) 0"7°        0"70       0"70
nil nil ~5.64.(36)(b) .,.,,,, . ...... ~ ....... -,,:.

..546"4~ 6~3"8~ : .    6~’o5

[i58); ,,’" , ~94:65~ , ,,79I"75 ,; ,~87"~8
(45) 273;3’2 ’ 343.6r i: . ,"3~9:68

78.8o,
30.96 ,-,
58"o0.

.. ’ 43~:78~ ....

" 0! :75"%" ¯ ’ "8~.4,4 -:
,i ’~3b’§6 ’    30.96i ".
:..,, 58"0o -, , !58.o.0.
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(i);i since" th’ele are no Other dlfferen ’eS id condltions: ’The experiment :(i)
household expenditure,: at £955~million, is £51 million higher than that of (2),
which has an apparent extra c0st of £25.6 million repayment of loan from
abroad, covered by extra exports less imports. Experiment (2) finds the extra
£25.6, imillion in the, form of £7"2 million:extra exports of,:Various :,kiiidsi

£4"5 million less of .~imilar imi5Orts and £13-9 milfion’ less of complementary
imports. The latter reduction part!y causes: (2) tO have¯ £53 million less of
capital formation than experiment (i), but the capital stock required by
constniction and metal sectors must also have a reducing effect on. the level 0i"
capital formation in (~). The 10wer capital formation in (?)pushes government
savings to zero level (compared With £53 million in (i)).

Government current expenditure in(2) is accordingly some £65 million
higher than in (i)/Inclirect taxes :for (2/ are Some £8 million less than those 9~

(I) and subsidies some £6 million less, mai!fly because of lower outPUt ,of the
food sector and of food exports. Income tax in (21 is £I8 million higher than
in (!)because of direct and indirect results of¯ the £65 million higher g0~ernr
ment current expenditure generating considerably higher sector 0utputsin
education (£I 2 million extra) and government services (£4° million extra)
both of which sectors are wage-intensive. The conclusion reached is that
omission of some capital stock constraint can give:a less realistic solution for
many of the national accounting variables."

For experiment (2) compared with the 1968 base structure, the extra 4.1
per cent of household expenditure for the extra 59,ooo man-years of employ-
ment (5"5 per cent of the base,level) shows a slight reduction: in household
expenditure per man-year, which is about £819 for experiment (2).The
national accounts variables for (2)are generally !arger than ¯those of (I), with
total exports and totaLimports £75 million higher, tO preserve the same import

¯ surplUs Of £22"3 million. ,
The subsidies for experiment.(2) are £2o million less than those of the i 968

base, because of a £12 millionsaving on food exports (set at zerofor (2)) and
roughly £8 million through a cut-back* of:£i22 million in the output of the
food sector, having a subsidy coefficien~~ of o’o664. Capkal formation for
experiment (2) is some £3"5 million below that of the 1968 base, but still well
above the lower bound of £242. I:7 million mentioned above~

The reader can find further detail in Table 5. Of the £98 million extra GNP
arising in experiment’ (2) results, versus the !968 base levels, £36 million Went

to household expenditure and £65 million to government curren[ expenditure,

. - .        ,    ,                      .                    ¯

¯ Tl{e reduction in the output of the food manufacturing sector has caused an increase in the direct
exports of agricultural livestock. The output of livestock is still the same as it was for the I968 base. A
slightly sub-optimal approach, which rom~ livestock exports through the food sector, is discussed
below for results shown in Table x3.
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for a reduction of £3 million in capital formation. That, the, capital stock
coefficients are mainly responsible for this distribution of the extra GNP
becomes~ apparent by reference to experiment (I), which keeps government
current expenditure fat.its base level (C6ir~ciding with the specified lower
bound) and: distributes the extra GNP~i~ the form Of £67 million extra to
householdand ~49 million to capital formation~. The two major components of
government currefit expenditure are gov~Pnmcnt services (63 per cent) and
education (2o per,cent) and both of the§e have Zero capital stock coefficients
for experiment (2). :Household expenditure and capital formation, by contrast,

make direct demands on the required level of capita! stock, ,involving loan
capital and repayment. ..... "

TABLe. 6: Wages, profits and depredation for 1968 Experiment (2)comparedwith .1968
.... BaseData         ~:

Sector or seaor-group

Agriculture, forestry,
fishing (x)

Stone/ores and ~olld
fuel (2)

Food, drink and
tobacco (3/Textiles and clothing (4

Wood, paper and
chemicals (5)

Clay, metal, other
manufacturing (6)

Total Manufacturing
(3) + (4) + (5)+ (6)

New and repair
construction       (7)

Electricity/gasIwater (8)

Total Industry (~) + (3)

+ (4) +(5) + (6) +
(7) ÷ (8)

Trade and transport (9)
Other services,, except

government       (IO)
Government services (fI)

Total serdces (9) +
(m)+O0

Total all sector~

x968 Base I968 Experiment ( ~ )

Wages           Depreda- Wages Depreda-
etc. Profits tion Total etc. Profits    tion Total

£ million £ million

~x’I I7o.4 I3"O 204"5 2I.~ x69.5 12.8 ~o3.7

9"8 12.1 2"7 24"6 xo’5 I3.o

49% I6.o 7"3 72"7 43’3 ~4’4
3I’5: 8.2 3.6 43"3 19"~ 5.0

08.o 9"9 4"3 42"2 38"9 I4.~

48"5 x6.6 7 "5 72’6 66’7 22.6

2"9 26"4

6"5 64.2
2.2 26.4

6.2 59.2

9"9 99"~

I57"4 50"7 22"7 230.8 i68.i 56.i 24.8 249.0

74" I 9"2 2"3 ’ :85"6 77"4 9"4 2"4 89.0
I2"3 9"0 5.8 ~7"x ,x3"o 9"5 6,x 28.6

253.6 8x.o 33"5 368"I 269.o 88.o 36.2 393"2

xo3"5 42"6 x4"2 I6o"3 Io9"4 44"6 x5"2 x69"2

I56"8 83"t 24"9 264"8 x 76"5’ 96"2 27"o °99"7
80.6 80.6 xio.9 xxo.9

340"9 x25"7 39"x 505"7 396.8 x4o’8 42"2 579"8

6x5.6 377"x 85"6 x,o78"3 687"2 398"3 ’- 9x’2 x,~76"7



Food, drink and
tobacco (3)

Textiles and clothing (4) ,
Wood, paper and ’

chemicals (5)
Clay, metal, other

manufacturing (6)

Total Manufacturing "’, :"
(3) + (4) + (5).+ (6) ..... ~5.6 :

Noa and repair ’ ~" ": ¯ ’’~

construction - ~. (7) x 2-0
Elec tricity/gas/water"~ (8) 2.o

Total Industry (2) + (3)

: +’(4) + (5) + (6) + -’ .-’-~ :"

(7) + (8) ’ 4t’2

Trade and t/amport ¯¯(9) i6.8
Other services, except

governmen’t (’fo) 25"5
G0vemment services (l x) . ~3:t:

Total Services (9) + ~" ’ "’
00)+(~) ..... : 55"4,

Total, All Sectors xoo

8.0 4"~    8"5 6"7    6"3 3"6 7’I
5"t 2.2     4.~, . .4.0 2.8 173 2"4

4"5 ~’6 :,,’,5.0:,’," 3"9 5"7 3"5 6.8

7"9 ’4"4"- ’8"8" :6’7- 9"7~’:5"7~" , x°’9

5"5

5.o

8.4¯"

-2"4 "7 " 7"9 xx’3 2"4 a.6 7.6
2"4 6’8~ ~ .... ~’5    x’9 2"4 6"7 2"4

U’/

~x’5 39’~ 34,x " 39.x o2-I 39"7 33"4.

xx’3 16.6 14~9 t5.9 x:x.2 x6;7
.:. ,-.. ,

’o’2:0 29" x ’24"6 o5-7: ~i’~ 29"6 " >: 25;5
’": "’"’ " 7"5’ " I6.I? t : ,,’.i,;:.,., ’ ,’., "’9"4.:

33"3 45.’7 46"9 57"7 35"4, "46’~,:’ :.~"~49"3

¯ I00--- IOO--" - IOO~-- IOO~ - IOO~ 1OO--7 IOOm

Gross Domestic Product at Factor Cost by Sector of. Origin~ !i :~,:~ :’: ""’,, ~’ ....
Table 6 showsthe disffibudon of wages, profits and ’depr:~ciatii~n~’~:weli ~§

their sum (which is gross domestic product (GDP) at factor cost); arfiong~ele’4eli
sub-sectors, for the’ 1968 base and for experiment (~).,The lower h’alfof’T~bie 6

contains the derived percentages. ~ .:: ~.,    ~.~,,,i ~, ~, ~,,, ..... ;;’~, ’,~,,’,
In value terms, ’there is virtually no chang6 in GDP for :agriculture/,etc.i

some‘ £i 8 million extra for ~xpefiment (2) mafiufacturing an:d:isom.e:£74’~iiion

extra for experiment (2) total services, the latter increase showing the effects
of absorbing an extra 520o0 man-years:,    :,,:.:~ r,:~’            ~ ~’,,,

¯ In percentage, terms;, experiment (~),. Sho~slii 7’31. per cent Of tpta!~,GDp
originating in agriculture etc., versus I9.O per cent for the i968 base, both
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manufacturing and industry virtually unchanged, and 49"3 per cent for
services compared with 46.9 for the base. Thus experiment (2) has reduced the
agricultural share Of GDP and increased the services share.

Comparison with European data can be made via Table 3.27 (for i967) and
Table 3.31 (x965-x967) of [i6]. The average percentage level for the four
continental countries listed above in the discussion of employment may be
compared with the percentage relating to the I968 experiment (2), for each of
the four major components of GDP corresponding to the major subdivisions of
employment. Results are as follows:

Experiment European
(2) average

Percentage of total GDP
Agriculture etc. 17"3 8’4
Manufacturing 21.2 30.2
Public Service i6.o 12.8
All other activities 45"5 48.6

Total --~ ioo’o Ioo’o

It therefore emerges that the experiment (2) combined shares of agriculture
etc. and manufacturing, at 38.5 per cent of GDP, almost equal the European
4-country average level of 38.6 per cent and likewise for all the rest of economic
activity. On this score, at least, the GDP results for experiment (2) appear to

be credible.



&etion 3 :" The :i975 Experiments

T HF. details of the preparations for, the I975 experiments (3) and (4)
appear in Appendix 9. Ttlere are some four significant differences from

I968 conditions" or constraints. ~(i) Outiiu~~ per:’:man-year’ ’iS" inCreas’ed,
for i975. (2) Significantly larger t~rofits per unit of agricultural livestock apply.

(3) There are no subsidies of any kind related. ~to raw or manufactured agricul-
tural commoditieS; (4) Incremental:personal expenditure is used as objective

function, with 1968 ~ctual.personal expenditure being part of the row constants.
For both experiments a feasible optamal solution was obtained, For full

employment of the" labour~ force of :i~, 155,000; mari~years and an import surp!us
of the specified maximum (£65 million), experiment (3) has a i975 ~m~/ximum
household expenditure of £I.,246 mi!lion, V~hi~h is 4o.3 per cent above tlle 1968
base level of £887.8 million. (See Table, H). Th’e experiment (4) level of
household maximum expenditure is £i,2681 millionl which is 42"8 per cent
higher than the i968 base level. The repa~yments Of foreign loan capital’ (at
17 per cent of amounts borrowed before i975), are £69.3 million for experiment
(3) and £57.6 million for experiment (4), as shown in Table I I. Ftirtlier details,
of the loans and related capital stock, can be found in Appendix 3.

The results of experiment (3) are more realistic than those of experiment (4),
beciiuse the latter gas an extreme degree of substituti0n, for dornestic products
’by similar imports, matched by extreme levels 0fdomestic’exports; with a net
export value for most Of thesect0rs close to that of experiment (3). Tables 4.2
and 4.3 of Appendix 4 showtheSe details, for exports and’ similar iml~orts, and
tkeii: difference. The experiment (4) results (iiaclUding those of the Table i I
national accounts) are of interest, being for many items very close to those of
experiment (3) and thereby shorting relativelysmall economic gains (in the
Objective fur/Ction and :elsewli6~re) obtained ’through the freeing :0f similar
import behavidur without permitting reductions in sector outputs below
specificd. limits, these being the same for both experiments. The discussion
below will, therefore, refer mainl~’::to experiment (3). ’

Sector Outputs
The outputs of sectors (I) to (i 6), except (3), appear in Table 7. Five of the

15 sectors have e:~periment (’3)’outputs at the upper b0undS~live.~tock, stone/
ores etc., chemicals, metal etc., and other manufa’cturing. This profitable

47
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TABL~ 7: Sector outputs for Experiments (3) and (4) compared with x968 I-O Base Data

Experi. Exp.-
Sector ~ ~ ~, ~ ’~ ~"Base. ~ ’ ~ ,,. Lower,. , merit.    ’ ~ ’Y i~ men, t-, :, UpperPercentage Of output

........... :’Bound ,..\’7.(3)" ¢4")" "’ ~Bdund exported X

Experi.
i968 t975 t968 ment (3)

Base x975
¯!~ :~ ::2. , ,.’: ~,~L~£m,lliOnat-x968i~es :             -

Agricultural livestock (x) . 324.2,4 376,.t2 ¯ - 437.72* 437.72* 437.7~ I7 23

(excluding ~t)i ~ ,.,,(2):, / 94.43 .ti3.32 .... i x5.5o .... t 13.32T ,,.134ilo-, : 2 ’ 3 :

F~ " ;: .... (4)- 4.2o inone::i.’~ :,2.64 ’,-’:: , ~2.74 , i,~8.39 ¯ ,3L. nil:
Soh’h~n~uei ~’ ....~: " (5) ;~5;H~ " x5.yx , 22.34_ ’ x5.xxt , none , . 5 I4.
Stohe/ore~:etc. (6) .... i9.37:-, ,ff6~e 38.73*’ ---38:73, ,. : 38:7~~-’~ :48 .... 59-

t,,33~.$~385.48 :, ,385.48? 385.48?, ,5o5;x~ 34 ~9 i,Fo~l _ : ..... ,’: ~ : "(7
Drink/tobacco . (8 5b.x9 6~.24 62~247, 62.247                                             90.35 oO

Textil~’(excluding" - " ~ ’~- /’7,c, :~,,: ~-~ " ,- " " - ..... ~ ....
h~iety) (9) ,5x.72 "65.x,6~ ~, 165;,x6~ - :65.x67 , 93.09 ~4

Clotl~ etc. " (~o) " ’72.87 ’- 94"73f !;x23.fi6 .... .~94.73f~ x45"74’ "38
Wood/furmture- (xi).

", 2o.76/-~ :28:o3’ ,{ ,~3o~2i ~, , :.2~.o3T

41.52-~ nil~

paper/prh-xthag . , (x2),’." 45.x7 54~x " ’ 54.2t?.-. ~ 54.2[? 9o.35 3
’Chemicals .... ~ " (t3); ’5x.64 67’.~4’ ¯ ~o3’.28 :-"87-5u t03~20 ’, 48

¯ Clay,ctc, o i(t4).~ 3o.27 : 45"4! ! . 45.4~t o 45;4~-. !78"68 ~8

Me~d’etc. " "’ (15) x52".66,, ’ x67"93- oi97.xx 228;99 ~9
Other manufacturing ~t6) .7o-62 io3".82 ’74
Transport (2I) : 89-39 none 5°

24

,34
~4o

15
~6
26: "
21

228.99* 26
"~76,56~;,,~76.56. t76.56 ~.,56
~69.47 x9o.83    none     4O

l~xcluding tourist expendi~e .... ,,-.~
*at upper iz;ound ~ . .... ’;: " "" : : " " "

tat lowex bound .~ : ¯ - ._" i

outcome roy livestock* is .ve~ satisfactory because .it is in harmony with great
expectations for Irish agriculture in EEC conditions, especially fivestock. Less
,satisfactory :is thc result that six of the ten manufacturing, sectors have outputs
at or slightly above their lower bounds!(meaning expected 1973 output leyels)

food, drink etc.,, textiles,:wood:.etc~,. , . paper etc., _and, ,clay.~etc.. . ~BY c0mparison.,      . .,.
with the 1968 iexperiment .(~), two sectors 9f manufacturing~ have shown )hem-
.selves inefficient Or unprofitable, , by moving from I968 upper bounds to I975
.lower bounds or nearby---drink, etc.,. ~and,paper~et¢. On the other; .hand,
clothing etcl in1975 has moved well up from its lower bound, whereit was
located-in the 1968 experiment: (2);. The three )sectors of manufacturing
appearing relatively wgrthwhile: fgr further expansion are, chemicals, metal
etc. and other manufacturing and arc in this respect consistent with t968
results ....

~ *The Practitmlity of this livestock r~ult d~pendS oii the reafity of meaniiagfufexpoits of 23 ber cent of
th’e~or,s,~iUi~put,~-coml6ari~d-with~an~a’ctual’ x7 pe/-:cerit: for the x968~base year, as sh0wn, in the laht
two columns of Table 7. A slightly sub-~ptimM~approach, which~routes livestock ,exports through the
food ~-~t6ri is diicuss~ I~10W foi"r~iilts sh0wh" ~i~ Table x 3. ’" ..... " ....



Dzstnbutwn of Sector Outputs~Between Home and ExlJorb ~Markets "
The export percentages for the i968 baseand for experiment (3) appear in

the last-:tw0 �olumns .0£ Table 7. For .ex.periment:. (3):.versus ~theJ.968 base,, the
proportion of domestic output exported is significantly higher for livestock,
solid fue!,.;stone/ores etc., chemicals, other man.ufacturing and transport (the.
latter having a specified constant I975 exPor,.t value), i.e. the optimisation
procedure.has increased :the Pr~i3ortidnate .export share of the first 5 sectors
listed ands’f4 of theseareat their Upper~,B0unds (livest6?k, stone/ores,"chemicals
and’ other~ manufacturing, Per Table 7)..A further 5 sectors show experiment

(3) .exports ~forming roughly the same share 0£ domestic: gross outputs as for the
i968 base-crops, food, drink/tobacco, clothing etc., clayetc. Of the.remaining
5 sectors, ,three. show reduction of export percentage to zero or near-zero
levels fishi’ng, wood etc. and. paper.etc. The other two sectors, textiles .etc.
and metal:etc, have .noticeable. reductions in the export share. Three of these 5
sectors have domestic outputs at their¯ specified lower bounds. Fishing. is Well

below its x 968 base level.and meta1 "etc. although at its upper bound is evidently
efficient for domestic markets and, hence, is less.available for exporting t.han in
I968 base conditions .....

Employment ¯
Table 8gives’the employment results, including th6se of the i968 base and

also those of experiment (2). For the I975 experiment (3) compared with i968
base, agriculture.etc, has a decrease o£46,ooo man-years, industry an increase
of 7o,ooo and services an increase of. 62,ooo. Thus even for the maximum
expansion permitted, agriculture etc. cannot keep employment at the I968
level. This probably results from the 8 per cent per annum increase in pro-
ductivity. Of the 7o,o0o increase in industry, some 34,ooo isin manufacturing
and 33,ooo in new and repair c0nstruction, with stone/ores etc. and solid fuel
absorbing the other 3,ooo:¯mati-years. The 62,0oo increase in services is shared
by government serVices (34,ooo)and other’ services (26,ooo), with trade and
transport having a mere 2,ooo increase. In percentage terms, experiment (3)
agriculture etc. has 22.Tper cent of total employment versus 28.9 for the i968
base, industry has 32"9 per cent versus 29"o and services 44% versus 42"2. It
was seen above th’at experiment (2) for i968 absorbed almost all the unemploy-
ment by expansion of services. TheseI !975 results show expansion of industry
as well as services to absorb the reduction in agricultural employment and thus
are in contrast to resultsof eXperiment ,(2).

Within manufacturing, major increases are shown for clothing etc. (9,ooo),
chemicals (5,ooo), metaI etc. (I2,ooo),, and other manufacturing (8,ooo) for
experiments,.(8*) versus the ,i968cbase, with the biggest decrease being 2,ooo for
textiles ..................... ..~ .... .. ~- ....... .-. .... - -

D
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TABLE 8: Employment for 1975 ,~X~ed’,r~n~, (3) and (4)compared w~th+x968~,Base:Data



IRISH*FULL. _~IgMPLOYMENT,’STRUPaTURES 1,968. AND_., I,975 ,5 I

In the discussion of the results of experiment (9) above reference~,w~/s,made
~t0. the .Eur0pean ~countriesi.~Belgium, ,De~mark:, .,Netherlands [ arid...,No~ay.
¯ C0mbination of the~,employment: data for i these cqunt~ics:,:appea~lig imTables

’:3.~7: and~ 3-34,of [I6]i,and:~e!ating, Tto,,:’,i967 9r;:r965-I967:’can be; ’used, for
.comparis0n, with~1975 experiment (3)i ~employment iresult~ as: follolws~:,, ~ ,::~,~

: ’Experiment ~ "European,..!: ......-:i. ~ " ’::"! ~;~:: ’ ’: ’ ’: " (3) ’ +Average ’~ "’:~
¯ " ’

, ,.’ , ~i’.f~’~*Z :’~L ~ t~; <, i ! ! ’’ z ~,!’C,~(J;:

Percentage of Total Employment

Agrieultu, re etc. ~’7 I ~" 1

All other activities:

:) ’If’°agrictdture etC~ and .......... " ’ ’man~xeturmg~ be taken~ tbgeili’e~-i~thete’%’,alm0st
t , ,       , ; , ,     ,
perfect ’eencordance ’of expe’riment (3)~’re’sults~with:"the’-;a~fa’ge.percentage" ’~ .......
.lev’~ls 6f the four small Cbnti’neh~al,’counmes" ..... ,conslflereo"’, r .;,, , ,’,~,. ’0i~6-<Nay c6~erude
that the 1975 experiment (3).figures appear tQ be a realistic picture of the
average emplbyment structure.m tfiese f0ur,.cougtrms circa i967, at the level
of three major subsectors.

27A~LE:.9: Capital stOck for "Exper{ments (3) and (4) Manufacturing compared with 1968
Base Data and E,xperiment (~)i, ’~ "    "

_ x968 .....
.... Sector

t i, ’ -

t. Estimated mic{-.~ear leve!sl ~o’rresponding,to I-0 Sector Outputs

: Experi- ’Experi- EXperi- ~"
Base ment ment ment Base

! ¯ "~(~) " ’(3) i"(4) ,.’"

1975

Fdod’ ~ L: "
Drlnk/tobaceo (8) "’ 53"47 80.~I
Textiles (excluding

hosiery) ’ ’ (9) ’ 34.66 :’ °I’63
Cl0thifig etc. : ’ (1o)i<’ "33"58 : ¯"~o’I7
Wo’0d/furniture ’-’ (tI~ ’il.77 ’ ’ II’55
Paper]printing, : (I~) 34.14 ’ 5z,~4
Ch~i~icals ¯ (13} ’ 37.14 : 55.71
Clayetc. ’ " (I4)’~ " 36.19’ :~ ~8.5~
Meta!ete. (15Y!; "73.oo x0§.5o
OtHei’/namff~t’uring (z.6)).’ " 33:4° . "}o’1o

Total" ~      : .~ 4: ;     ’~ .’48~.46 ~ ,515.46

ment ~" ,fifeht ~’ ~::’" rak~i;’ "

£,",,milli°n, at ,1,, 968 prices i ~ ~, ,      ,, "

(7)~ -"I37.I I .... 86~83 ’i78".86 j78:85 ~8"3

"’" Perce tage Distribution" ".: * ~r ,’~

16.8 18’9 ~ ~O’O.i
i’5.6 13.~ .... i~.o;",r~4.48 lO4.48

~’ 73:~ x [:56~38
: ¯")8’85 ~’6~. 76
’~ ’53.56153~56
~’ : 97"5° ~ 8~’68
’:. ’68-75 ’:68~75

l’I.O

~7.~
’6:.9
’ ~;4

’717~

:7,5
i5:f :

~629’

114",~ 7"4.~ "[:7;9
"¯ 3.9 ,7.7"/’ ’~]~;6:~’ ."

’9.9 ’ 5!7"’" ’c~’~ 6;o:"
io.8 lO.3 ....../~.3’ ;
~g’5 7" ,, ,7"7i i

~ ’ 9 . 7 ..... I 0 : 9 ...... ] [ ’:5j "

:946~69 89r~9’5 lOm--~ 1oo---- xoo--- IOn.-’,
= .
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,The Capital :Stock: results f0r:.x 975 manufactiiring appear~in~,Table 9,: with
extrn detail ;in Appendix;3.: Experiment (3); requirdments afe:alm0st :double

those of the x 968 base, at~£947 million~ versus £484 milliofi and for the 33,56o
man-years increase in: employment c0sting a marginal £I,3;86o! per:man-year.
The optimal distribution of stock for 1975 shows a big reduction in the relative
amount for food (I8.9per cent venus 28"3 for the I968 base) and noticeable
increases for drink etc., chemicals and other manufacturing.

Exports and Similar Imports ........... : ....
Table I o compares I968 and I975 experimentai/resuitsfor these two items;

The export figures:exclude tourist expenditure within: the;c6untry. Only the
net export pattern for experiment (4) is shown in Table i o; ;as~6f more interest
than the gross figures. It has been,argUed above in the corresponding section
for experiments (x) and (2) that the net exports (exports less similar imports)
are +of more significance than either exports or similar imports, treated
separately. As can be seen: experiment (4) net~cxports correspond fairly closely
in sign and’, magnitude with those of experiment (3) in.!2 sectors out Of 15.

TABLE IOi EXports:and Similar Imports for Sectors (i), to (I6).’Exp~menU (3) and (4)
’ compared with 1968 Experiment (2) .... ~ ~

x968 Exlx’riment (a ) ~975 Exl~’rirnent (3) t975
¯ Experiment

Exportr JYet ".. Extaorts. )¢et
except~ "Similar Exports: except Similar    ExiOort$ : .Net
~t imports (x)less O) tourist imports . (4)lqss (5) ~ports

(4)
......... (x) (a) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

~, million
~, million £ million

Agricultural Hve~tock (x) xxo’o7 t4.97
Agricultural crops

,hia~(excluding l~’at)i;l x’76 4"77                   °’~4
Fis" ~ nil
Solid ~uel ¯ (

l~t
o’7x x.x6

Stone/ores etc. x x.38 0.46
Food               , (7) nil 17"I I
Drink/tobacc0 ~ (8) ’ 34"x 7 4"38

-Textiles (excluding ::

~ h~!ery). , , (9) 5.17 ~8.a6
~mmmg etc., ~ (xo) o.x3 16,o7
Wo0~/flli~t~� (II) 2~04 x4.78
Paper/printing (i2) 23"47 ~ 28.62
Ch~maic.als . (!3) 34"85 29-58
Clay etc, -. ’ (i4) nil ; ~5.I5
Metal etc. i , (t5) m6.2o 89.or
Other manufacharing (i6) 7~,4~ 33.44

Total .... -- - 4ot.4x

95.10

LL3 . o x
r---O.24
---O.45

_ xo.92
--~7-1r

2.9.79

--23.09
--x5.94
--z2.74

-=5.x5
5.27

-.~5.z5
:x7.z9
38;02

xoo.58

3.55
nll

3.xo
-22.84
I I2,64
x2.34

x5.92
46.74

nil
i .66

49.I2
8.39

44.",8
30.56

23.58 77.90

nil 3.55
¯ "~.00 --’2.00

x -47 ~ .63
0.75 2a.o9

. ~2.ax 90.43
5"34 Too

5 x "34 --35"42
28.34. I8.4o
24.37 --24.37
34.o6 --32.4°
37.6o I 1.52

7-99 o’4o
~. I34.33 - ’; ----90.05

: 3t4.82, :5 85"74

76,00

x.x7
--~.00

--5.76
22.07
88.59

6:x 7

r...-27.09
--m.27
v~25.98
,--35.32

---0.7o
o.67

--I I8:87:
88 26

2.87.98 tz3.43 551.72 "4I8"~0 x33.52 56:96 ,
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The’ freeing of similar import behavi0ur for experiment ’(~)’~w~is Used by=the
LP process to meet all domestic demand by similar’imports, for livestock and
each of the ten manufacturing sectors, and to dispose of total domestic output
by way of, exports.

The two Y975 experiments and the i968 experiment (2) show a consistently
large positive¯ export surplus for the 4 sectors: livestock, stone/ores etc., drink
etc., and other manufacturing and a large import surplus (negative export
surplus) for the3 sectors: textiles, wood etc., paper etc. Further consistency,
but .confined to 1975, appears for crops, fishing, food, clay etc. and metaletc.,
i.e. for a further 5 sectors. The 3 sectors: solid fuel, clothing etc. and chemicals,
haye a positive export surplus for experiment (3) but some negative export
surplus for experiment (4), with the former results to be preferred to those of
experiment (4).

Thus, for the I5                      :sect°rs. being considered, 7 show consistency for all three
experiments and a further 5 are consistent for the two 1975 experiments; The
remaining 3 have a positive exp0rt surplus for 1975 experiment (3) but negativeresults for experiment, (4). It therefore appears that for 1975 postulated

conditions, the 0ptima! net export or net import level for x2 of the x5 Sectors
is fairly stable, regardless of thc permitted behaviour of similar’imports, and
that the maximum attainable level of household expenditure is fairly well-
defined, ranging from ~r,~46 million for experiment (3) to ~I,268 million for
experiment :(4), the latter h~/ving the maximum possible substitution by
similar imports.           ~,

National Accounts                                  ¯
The LP results appear in Table IX as well as the 1968 base fgures. The

GNP for experiment (3) shows an increase of 55 per cent above that of 1968,
for 4° per cent increase in household expenditure, 56 per cent increase in
variable exports and 4t’ per cent increase in variable similar imports (chosen
at non-zero levels by the LP process). The national accounts entries generally
for experiment (3) are from about 1.5 to ~.o times those of the 1968 base, but
subsidies are about half, which might be expected for conditions of 1975
unsubsidised foodproduction and exports. Total exports are up by 62per cent
and ,total imports by 67 per cent. Capital formation is at its specified lower
bound of ~486 million and government savings, at ~I.6 million, are well
below their upper bound (5 per cent of government income), some ~32 million
for experiment (3)- Thus a linear growth rate of slightly below 6 per cent per
annum.for household expenditure is’given by experiment (3), matched by a
linear growth rate: of~ I. I per cent in employment, over the years I969-i 975.
The reader"can make further comparisons from the figures shown in Table I I
and in the appendices. " ~., ......



x~ . ,_9,~ . ....(3) . , X4),

IndiIv, cttak~._ "i. ~, ~.:, ....... ] .... " .... (34/)’. .... !37;4!,. , 373"36: 379"I4 ,
Si~bsldi~’ ..... ’ " ......... " .......... " ~ ....... (35Y< .... 59.51’ : 30.90. 30’-73’"
"li~’agesi profits ~tc., before loa/i rcpayziaent;r, 7s!-;{ ’., :.’".;{36)! {a} ,.:u4o34:4z t ()r,571.88,,:c~ii584.x;2,’~ !
" Lcssloanrcpayment ""., . , L ~ ’~.     "    t3o) tD) rill ’ ---~9.3x’ . --57"55 -
Dcprc~ia’ti{g// ~:~:,: ,"’~ :~:’~:~:’ ",," ,5 ,~ ~,?o;: ::~ , ¯ ,(37)~ ~, ~ +-9’f.)ii" L1~77.98 , -’x78:9i’"
Income tax, ; ./,,..,~ /+¯., ~,~ :,. " , ,,," ,. ’ .(.38) ..... x22.8o_.,,, 2i4.95- 23o.68,i

Net gov~:nmeait investmeaxt and ixading.lncomc; ~~;- ( ’ -i .(~o) ;<- v., 3:°9i°°’: ! c : ’44.583::: ,:4~,99’ ’7:
Government current tmmfers .. " (4I) I44.40 254.z7., 25:94:-
Government income [(34) + (38) + (4o)] ’    . (40). " 389.02 642.89 ..... 654.8 r
Go~cmment savings [(42)--(51)],i,/.. ,( i~,’~’v~ " ’~,’,’(43), ": ’, ....~,6:48 .. ~ 1,68~-: .,nil
Imtmrt surplus [(6o) --(57i] ....

i" i " " i (4~) ’ ’ ~2:26 ’" , ,’65.oo ’ 65-oo
C~plementa~ inil~rti £’:7~ ’-~,,’~ -+!i~ .<. ~ 7,!:.>i, ,’, (~5) ~:, ,, ’~ 273.321 :; ,462,6zt;.:-.~’453.69: ’
Gro~. d0mesdc,physleal capltal form-., ,~ -., ," ..... ! .... ’ (47) (a) . ,,@69.,o7 . .,486.00 . ~486.qo .
Tolai sa~ngs<itqailabid>f0t~ (4’7)’(a) [(37):+(39)~(4;3)’+ ................. t ..... - .....

7~ (44)]:~."::~ , ’:~t i+7~ kS-.’{/ =::, ciC:~: : ..... r",(47):~(b) : 2691oT,’.?1’486-oo’" .: 4~6..oo’,
Household, eXl~h~liturc , , , , :) ¯ ~ (48). 88.7.78 . x,245.8,7 1,2o7.75

GNP ,a~<" ing [(34):W(35) ~ (36) (a)~ ,~(36) (b) !+,(37)]i ,(.50), !,~a).,, z,303i4~r: <:-2,o~<3,p~: , 2;053,89 ,:}
GNP-~:XP~4cU’ture [(47)(a)+(48)+(49)~-=(44)] .- (5o) tPL ,,303.42 <:2,o23.ot 2,o53.tl9 <
G0vernment0utgoings<on:current, adcbtmt-.[(35):.{_(4.i)+-:--I ,i--;:.!,i-~(: /i;,, : : i’, .*.

¯ r~¯(491] ;’;. . , .    ~i] :, ~"~ ¢’: ’<,’~ -’= :i’~’:< :;c’ ,71                                         ,,=<- _:~(51),, :,.?,, 372.,74. :,.<64I’2i: ..#: ~654381,

,V, arlable~pbrts,,atprodticers’iprices,:.~:i-,~!, ,d, : i(5~)’,! "J,347.2"x: : 543.22:, ~,657.95~’)
Margin on mexeiiandlse exports (e-xeept subsidy) (53) (a) , 16.9G 26.66" 8z.3~*.
Subsidy margin on food exports (53) (b) --x2.26 nil ~:;:;; -rnil ;~ ~
Tourist expenditure    , (54) 75.7o 65.57     66.72
Constant exports (including invisible transport) (55) 6o.81 t79.66    z79.66
Wages, profits etc. net inflow (56) 58;oo : ,7o.oo~/ : 7o.0o :

:To’t~l~ [i52)~(53):(~i)’!+(53i(b)"+(~4)’q-(55)+= /~:’ ¯ ...... ~ ’~’-~ ~: :

.i,’:(56)]<,~ ~,"i! ~ .... ~,-:~ ~’;~ i)’: "~’~ :~-~:::’ ’;~,ii (57)-,,),, ,’ 546~47,, sr~,8,85"tL ~,°54;74")

~Variable’similavimports,’, ~’7- ~.-:=~:~i" ~, ¯ :: (58)’si ~;; ~94,65,~ 415.45 "i,6o5,84":!
Complementary ~mports ¯ (45). , ... ~ 27.3;32 , ~ 4fi2.6x 453:6°,
COmiafitimports:: " ~! ~ ~, . <, ~,:i,, ~;! " ...... (59) ’,’ " : ’o17o .... / 2"75 .... ." 2’75""
i~anrepaymeii:t +_.~ ~.. ~.,:: j,.;!~ ,,.,~,.:~ ; /..(36).(b)~ : ::niJ =,; ..~,69.31:- .-:57:55i’:

+Tolal,Sm~ [(58)+(59)LF(36)(b) "F(45i] :J~’ <"~ (6o) :" ’:,,"568,68 .’-: 95o.xr ",ti9;7~*’!

~ *These e~ment’(4)~SUl~" ai:� ~ar~istic, but’all the 6ther i6Aui~s<6f!that~experlment app~a~ t6 l~~

acceptable, .::- ,         ,~      . : .~ f. i.: ....;~ ). :!:_..~ -:-,                  .,~         ,,’ ..--:~:..~ :::-~. ,~,. "

GDP,:at:Factor’Cost(by Sector of Origin’: ...... ~."~; ,. ,~ ; ? ~:,-.~.~< ., ,~ :: .: :,,..+.i

.... The,~ distribution < bf: iGDP at -factor’ cost, is ~ shown.firi.iTable-: ~I2 for. eleven
sub;scctors ~of the. economy,; together~ ,with’, derived,~perccr/tages.,Kesults.,oL the

.I9,75 experiment (3)~are’compared.lwith ttie:I968~base.~,~The’wages~,profits and
depreciation, for.the ~33,.;productive sectors:~ere-obtaiiiedi:by multiplying ,the
sector gross outputs by the relevant coefficients, which’Jai~pea~ iin:Appendix



Sector or sector-group, Wa"g’es ....~ : ’ [" "~ " Depreda- ~ ¯ ~[ages Dehreda-
etc.’v ’Profits ’ tibh" ¯Total ~’:~’~ etc: ¯ Pibfit:(" : ¢tion : ~ ’ 7~oial

¯ ¯ "" £ tnillion    * "    £ million .
Agrmulture, forestry .... :’: " " """ :~" "( "" ’"-’ " * ~ . ",~
~fishi~ngc,i] ~-,,:~.,~ ,.,. (I) ,~x’~I-,:Iqo:4,, ’,I3.o "~ ~o4:5; .a6a : 265.3 ~ ~i7.o: ~98.4~
S, tone/ores and solid . ’ " "

fuel ’ "" ..... ~ ":(~) ~:~ "~ ’ ’ " ’ " 2.7 ’ 24.6 .... 12"9 " ~4"3" 5.6 ’ 42.8Food, drink, tobacC5 ~ 3)"" . . .. ............... ~ ( ’, :~49~4,, I6,O, ., 7"3 ":’.: 7~7 ,~ 4~3 ~2.~ .~ Io.i . 74.6i~Textiles and clotMng ’(4) :3I-5, 8.2 3"6 43"3 35"9 21.8 9"5 66r3Wood,~:p~/perdfid; ’:" ~’ ¯ ’- ~; ’ ":’~: .... ~ :- ,,~, ¯ , ¯ , : "" , ¯ ,,

,:,,,~chemicals~.,, :~,~ ~ ~ ~ ~"r (5):’~""~ ~8ro: ,,., 9:9 4r3 ~’ 42"?-, "’33"I ~I’9 9"6 64"6Clay, metal, other ........ ,, " ’
’manufadturing,: .... (6) ,~, 48.5"~ ,: ",I6"6:":7"5 7W6’.",67:’9 B7"9 .’.’I7~O I~2.8,

Total Manufacturing (3) + .... ; ’ ’, ’
(4)+(5)+(6) .....

; ,;,,i r +~ . ~, ¯
157"4 50"7 2~’7 o30"8 I78:3 lO3.8 ’46-~ 3~8:3

New and repair
construction        (,71,," ’,74,I 9"~ ,’,’~.~3 85"6 Ioo"5 38"I 9"7 I48"3Electricity/gas/water (,8,[,, ’, 1~.3 9"0 " 5"8 n7"1 1~.6 i4.o 8"9 35"5

Total Industry (~) + (3) + ¯ ¯ , ~ ,¯
(4)+(5)+(6)+(7)+(8),’ ~5316 ::’Svo 33"5 368"I 394"3. xSo,g.. 7o.4 554"9Trade and transport (9) ’’ Io3"5 4~’6 ’ I4"~2 I6o.3 ’flo.5 ioi:9 , 38.7 o5I.1Other services, except ¯ , " .~r~ /5 ..........
government (I0),’ ~ i56.8 83"I ’: " ~4"9 °64"8 182:9 ,,/’172;9 ’:[ 40.0 395.8

Government services (II) [~, .80"6 . , 80"6 ,! ~67,’8¯        .:        ~,!~:~" ~ 167.8
Total Services (9) +

(Io)+(II) ,,.. 34o’9 I25"7, , 39"1 5o5"7 46I’~ ~74"8 ,. 78"7 814.7
Total, AllSectors 615"6 377"I 85"6 IO78"3 78I"6 72o’3    I66.i 1,668.o

Percentage Distribution Percentage Distribution
Agrichltu~e, forestry, : !:, "," ~v,i’~ ’ ~i,: " ,., " ~;~-,~ ,     , : ,:, , :,, ’ ¯    ,

fi§hing’-’- " "(I)    3:4 " 45"2 ¯I5"2 !9"9 ’ ~’I " ’~ 36"8 e 1o’2 ,
Sion’e}oi~esaffdsolid’"" : ’’ , .: , .;,: .: .,:, , . ,’ .: :,’ ", . ’.’ . I7.9

i,ffiel’; !, :. ’ : .:(k) ,~-;~’~I,6~ . 3’~ , ’3"~! "’.~:3 ," I:7", , 3"4~ ~’ 3"4 ,’~’6 ,
Food, drink, t6bacco (3) , 8"o ~4~ ,. 8"5    ,6"7 ,. ,5:4 3"I 6.1 4"5Textiles and clothing (4) 5"I . 0’2 ’ 4"~ ’ 4.0 ~ 4"5 ’ "3"°~’ 5"7 4’0~�~o9d, paper~andv~. (~i5 ~i" : " " ’ "

¯ ~ehen~icals : ..... )" ’~’4"5 ’~.6 ~5.o i ...... " . .... ,, f,:., " "

Clay, nSefal~[btl~er .~’:~;’.",.~ ¯     .: . .,1: , .. 3:9, ., 4"~
", ;~i.3"°

5"8 3’9

¯ manufacturing (6) 7"9 ,
8"8 ...... ’ 6-7 ,. !’ ; 8"7 5"3 ~o’~ 7"4

~ota,l Manu¢~ht~hg.(3).~, , ..:..[ .,,
4’4 ...... ’ . _ 1.,

,(4) + (5) qa (6):,’:~ "" :, ’ "’/~5~6:’ i3.g " ,~6.5 .2v4 .~,8 .... I4’4 °-7.8 i9"7
Ne~andrepair; .-: ,, ,    .~ . ’ .... ,.f ,., , .~,,, ,    ;~

’c0ns:truc~c;n ..... (7) "i~.6’ " " ~:4" ’ ’~:7" " -7"91 .... "ik;91 ¯ 5"3 5"8 ’ 8.9
Electricity/gas/~v~ter,’,(8) ": ~.~,0.i,    2"~:’; ¯ 6,8,:’,,, ~’~’2.5.~;: v6 ,.x.9 :5"4 ~.x
Total Industry (~) +,f3) + ,:, : .... ~, ’-:’ : ’ i ;, :," " :-

(4) .+(5/:~’(6) +(7)+(8) " ,4I"~ .... ’ ~- : ’~ :’: ’ ’ ;: ’ ’ "2I"5 39"I, . 34"1 38"9 25"o 4~’4 33"3
Tf~/d6afid~rafisport ’(9):’~ I6’8 ; Ii’3;’. ~i6.6:~’~ I4:9 .... i4.i" i4.1 _03.3 i5.IOther services, except ~ :.?. ’ ,, ~ , , ~,. :, , " ’, ~ , , ,," ,

~9"1 ¯ °4"1 ~3’7Government:services;(rI)’ ~!r3.I, ~ ,, ~’" ,., .: ,’ ,’ ,~,7~5, ’:~1"5 ’~ , ’ ,Io’I
T°talServices,(9)+ ! ’,¯~ .; ,;: ’~,,,:~ ’,,, i¯ ; ,~ !:r!6~ . i . .;

i8 ,),~:: ~ :,
.,.(io)’+ (f’x) ~ ’- " 55"4 33"3 .45"7 . 4. ,’9 ’ 59"0 3 "2 47’4 48"8

To[al,’Xii~Se’k~drs’ ,,,i, ~.~Yid6~_::j i60 ,.~_--.~,~ioo,__,-ioo~ .... i00" " 1oo--21 Ioo=-- Io0m’
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3.2 of [2] for the 1968 base and’in Appendix Table 7.2 below~ for x975. The
33’sector detailed figures were then aggreg/tted into eleven sub:totals, as shown
in Table I2. -                                          . ....

The value figures for GDP show an increase of £94 million for agriculture
etc. above its I968 base level with increases 0f£97 million for manufacturing,
£187 million for industry and £309 ~llibn for services.

In percentages of total GDP, experiment (3) had I7.9 for agriculture etc.,
compared with i9.o for I968, I9"7 for manufacturing versus 2I"4 for I968,

33"3 for industry versus 34.i for I968 and 48"8for services versus 46.9 for i968~
The experiment (3) agriculture, manufacturing and industry, therefore, all
show decreases .in relative importance; as compared with x968~ Whereas the
services for i975 take ab6ut 2 per cent m0re Of GDP than they did in i968:

Comparison of the 1975 experiment (3) shares of GDP with the :average
shares for the four small European countries referred to above in discussing
employment is as f011ows, the European data being for about 1967! ,

Experiment       European
(3) ’ i Average : : ,

Percentage of GDP ~ ~ . ....
Agriculture etc. 17’9 .... 8"4
Manufacturing 19"7 3°.2    ’ :. "
Public Service 17.2 12.8
All other activities 45"2 48"6" ....

Total i oo.o i oo.o

For agriculture and manufacturing Combined, experiment (3)has 37".6 per
cent/of GDP, which agrees closely with the European average of 38-6. It
follows that all other activities have 62!4 per centfor experiment (3)and that
this European average is 6I-4 per cent of GDP.

Another kind of comparison can be made for experiment (3)~ results, namely
the percentage Share of employment versus the percentage of GDP, for
experiment (3) itself, Without reference to the Europe~in countries. For
agriculture etc. the pair of percentages are 22.7 and i 7"9; for manufacturing
19"5 and 19"7; for public services i4.9 and 17"2; for all other activities 42"9 and
45"2. It may be p0intedout that in ascertaining disposable personaHncomeby
sector of origin the initial advantage in GDP sharewhich the latter three
sectors h01d over agriculture et~�. will be reduced by income ~axdeductions,
which in experiment (3) conditions leave agricultural GDP virtually unaltered.

The experiment (3) results, therefore, appear to be quite respectable on,two
counts. For agriculture and manufacturing combined, they closelymatch the
corresponding average share of GDPfor four European :countries, with equally
close concordance for all other activities combined. With due allowance for
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income tax effects, the GDP available fordisposable personal income:appears
t6 be fairly equitably distributed amOng f0~r major sub-seCtors of the, economy

according to the distributibii of employment. ’

Sub-Optimal Results, via the I975 Experiment (3)

The results which follow in Table’ 13 illustrate how a slight, almost negligible,
reduction in the objective function permits an economic profile possibly more
realisticand supposedly more socially acceptable than the profile related to the
experiment (3) maximum value of household expenditure.

Let us suppose that two aspects of the 1975 experiment (3) as shown in
Table 7 are undesirable, as follows:

(a) The 23 per cent export of the outputof livestock, sector (’I), is question-
able because of the physical make-up of the product mix forming that Output.
Fresh milk as such is not exportable, neither are live pigs and certain cattle, at
least under’ current export conditions. All of these need processing by sector (7),
food manufacturing, in order to become suitable for exporting. ¯ ........

(b) It is government policy to encourage the activity of sect0r (7) as an
obvious way of giving some employment, via pr0cessing of agricultural
commodities, even if these are for export. Such employment would be~lost if

the livestock and crops were directly exported, without prior processing by
sector (7). This government policy might also include the retention or expansion

of sugar beet refining, fruit and vegetable processing etc. Thus the experiment

(3) result which sets food manufacturing at the level of its lowe~ bound is
undesirable and maybe unacceptable. We want sector (7) to have a largel,
Output.

For 1968 I-O base conditions, the output of sector (7) was 79"4 per cent of

the combined outputs of sectors (I) and (2)! agricultural livestock and crops.
we therefore specify that the 1975 output of Sector (7) should be not less than

79"4 per cent of the combined outputs of sectors (I) and (2). Thus the lower
bound for sector (7) is revised upwards, but otherwise there is no change in
1975 experiment (3) conditions’. We expect that this revision will give a sub-
optimal result (i.e. reduce" the Value of household expenditure) because
experiment (3) has set sector (7)Output at its lower bound (£385.48 million)

with the related shadow price indicating that further lowering of that bound
would increase the value of the objective function and vice versa.

The 1975 experiment (3), with revised lower bound for sector (7), food

manufacturing, has been re-submitted to the LP optimisafion process andthe
computed results appear in Table 13 and are denoted "Revised (sub-0ptimal)."

The national accounts’ section of that table shows a reduction of only £2"4

million in household expenditure, for the sub-optimal experiment. The loan
repayment is £1.7 million more for the sub-optimal.profile, due to an extra
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TABLEi 13 :, Sub-optimaLresu!ts f6r, x975: ~xptrin~ht i(3) compared with optimal results., shown~
in Tables ~7 to, "I2 above. (Apart.from National Accounts items, only those Showing noticeable

differences are recorded below).. , ~ _    ¯ ¯ ¯ .

1,975 ~ ,,’ , Revised ,.,
originav(;ub-opt matl’Z i:r. e

(optirhal)’~ ........ (a) ibs~’((t)
Experiment~ Experiment: : " ,’.

(3),¯: ,., ~(3)~
(a) : i.    £ ¢aillion ....

Sector Outputs-    . ......
Agricultural e.r0ps (~)

Food riidnufaeturbs ’(7)    ’~
Glothing; hosiery; shoes etc. (IO) ’"

Efcporis (except Tourist)" : ~ : ~
Agricultural liwstock
’Food manufactures ’~" ~ : :: " :
Textiles (except hosiery)¯: ~"

- Clothing,hosiery, shoes,etc.

" To�a! exports, as listed

Sim~la:r,Importk ~z . ,’.,
Ag/-ieultiiral’livestock

~Textiles (except hgsiery)

-,-. -,¯.

"I I5"56i

-S85.48
’i~3.66

i60:58
I.I~’6’4 ’
, i5.9~

-. 46~74,

- ,-I~O’O5 .774"49

i-;() ~i

44~’7~
-94.73: .

7~’59
165’I5
-,~o.i4

,:. .~0:~,4

..---57:~4
...- ~8.93~

~7’99
--5~’.5

--4;22 ,
~6;6o

:,,: ,. .,

Total‘ similar imports, as-lis~d ,, :

Exports les~s similar, imports; as listeil’

Natwnal Accounts:
’ Indiredt taxeS: "

¯ Less subsidies
Wages, profits etc.
Less loan repayment
Depreciation ’ ’ "

~3.58
51"34’

-̄ .~    ".,

: ~5"53’
: 46’9~

---I "95~

-: ,4.4°

...... 74"9~ ,,     7~:47 .~’45

~oo’96 ~65"55     ¯ --4"59

--373-36
",7-30:90

~,571.’88
~69"31

....... 177.98

373"54
,-~--3i.~6

1,57!-39
7o’97

i78"04

--0" I’8

0.36
0-49
1-66

__o,o6

Total GNP by.sector:of origin.,, "": ’ ’ " ~;o~3"oI ~,o~o’74 ...... ’ " k:~7
" -    _ , , . . ~, :.i. : - - .-. . . .a

Household,expenditure _ ~, 1,245"87 I,~43"51 "; .~’36 ;
Net government current expenditur.e .... 356.14 356"~ o.o8
Gross d0mestidph)sical capital ." ..... : " " "

formati6ia :: : .... : .... ~;~;- 486.06 486.80 0.oo’ i"
¯ (Loan :capital, fr0m abroad) .... ~. !’. :,!, "~;: (4o7"7,’3)’ , : ’(4i7"47)’ : : (,--+9’7~):’ "
... ~ - ~: .~ ~:,i. ~::: . .... !’ ..;:: ,-.:~.:,, ’~i~ ’~ ,7" ~, : , _, ;iil;., -.’ ’ "    ..’., "...:~.~..v,
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£9"7 million of pri0rcapital borrowing being necessary. The optimal total
GNP i~~" reduced by’ only £~’~milliOn’ ~¢i~i~ the sub-optimal economic profile
and such a reduction.is negligible..\ ,,. i:~ f,~

The:rest of Table~f3 shows only~itemsfor which noticeable changes occurred,
betweeff:~heir opti~Maii~t~ gub;0ptimM~aiues. The two similar import items,
livestock and textiles, have relatively minor changes, amounting: to only £2"5
million in aggregate, a lreduction. : ~.: ,~ ....

The sector outputs have two dramatic changes. The sub-optimalfood output
is £442.7 million, £57-2 million greater’than that 6fthe original experiment ~3),
but yet again at its revised lower bound, given by 79"4 per cent of the output of

sectors (I) .and (2) combined (437.72 ~iI5.56). Thus the output of food is
i ¯ ,- "~, ¯ .":~ ’~i’,;,,,~ ’: .’~’,’’ ~.~;~.i~     ’,..) .~.~~’: .... i;l. ":--;,;, ~, . "~ . ~ ~
higher than that" of the, original experiment (3) and this increase causes an

Increase of £4"5. million in the output of crops, via the input.0f crops t0food
manufacturing. The, second dramatic change in,output relates to sector (io)
clothing etc.,, a reduction of£28.9 million occurring for the sub-optimal profile,
this reductl0n causing reduced inputs of textiles to clothing etc. Thus the sub-
optimal profile has re-allocated output, emulovment and orior cauital invest-
ment from the optimal i~r0file Sector (io), clothing etc.,-to its own sector ’(7),

food manufacturing.
The sector exports show four noticeable changes, of which three are large,

with a relatively imnor change occurring for textiles, namely an increase of
~4:h mjlh’6~, for:i~e~ :sub-0Ptim~l: ’e~i~orts:’ This increase’ in textiles’ exoorts isd ue t6 redu~iinpu~, ~oclotMng ~etc.l.i fo~ tl~e sa~e~ptput’ 9~ textiles as o~curred

in the optlmaiexperiment (3i sSiution~ Agricuitui:al livestock has a reduction

of £~8-o.millign .for the :sub:optimal! export of its Output,. as might, be.expected,
for the same 9utput.:as Occurred :in, the :~riginal experiment (3), !esults. but for a
much larger lnput to food manufacturing. The. latter exports are !figher than
those of the original optimal structure by £52"5 million and absorb most of the

’ ’ ;"" ¯ t .....outpu~ increase of £57"’~ milh0n,:for sector (7)~ mfinti0n~ed abov& Thus if food
manufacturing Increases for the~st~ba0ptimai~structure It a"bsorbs more livestock,
wtfich: ~thereby is ~gqailable ih l~sser amounts for direct export.: But’ the extra
fOod. manufadtii~es’~. faust: be oxpbi~ted:~’ as the -t{0me market cannot take
them.      ~ ~ ~

The sub-optimal expor, ts of clothing etc., are £26.6 million less than those of

t~e" optimal ~truciure. i Th!SI exi~Qr~ ~ ~educfi0n :accord} ~ith the’ £28,9 .million
reductidn in sector (io)clothing etc., ouiput, already mentioned above. It
evidently occurs because employment etc., has been switched to food manu-
factures. The: aggregate¯ exports :for :the~four Sectors listed in Table 13 show a
change ;of~ ;only £2. I mil!ion~betweeo:_the Optimal andsub-optimal .profiles of
the, I975.experiment: (3). Im percentages, the situation: can :~ be~ se’t out as
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Agricultural livestock
Food manufacturing
Textiles (excluding hosiery)
Clothing etc.

Exports, except tourist, as percentage of secto.r output

1975 original-~    Redsed ":-"
(optimal) ¯ (sub,oPtimal), .... 1968

Experiment. (3). Experiment(3) :" ,Base ...... :

(i) : ~yo "
(7) 29"2 ¯ "
(9) : 24"4

(lO) 37.8

16"6
37"3

3o:9
21.3

I7"0

34’3 "
34-1.
39 "5

If we compare the sub-optimal and the Optimal percentages with those of

1968, the sub-optimal percentage for Output exported is indeed closer to that Of
the 1968 base, for three sectors out of four, the exception being clothing etc,
For livestock, the figure 16.6 for the percentage exported by the sub-optimal is
almost the same as that of the 1968 base, 17.o, and this result might be more
acceptable than the 23 percent export level specified by the optimal.

Some five important aspects of the comparison of the experiment (3)optimal
and sub-optimal solutions are as follows:

(i) Agricultural livestock is at its Upper bound for both solutions, because
this sector is efficient in inCreasing household expenditure. The livestock
output in excess of full home demands, for controlled similarimports;
must be exported either directly or Via the food manufacturing sector.

(2) The nature of the livestock commodities and the effects 0fgovernrnent
policy may influence the prop:0rtions:0f livestock exports going directly
ōr through the food sector.               -~         ’- : ~ .... ’

(3) There is some flexibility in the. allocation of labour and other resources
between the food and clothing etc.. sectors.¯ Their output .levels will

determine, how much of either is available for export, after satisfying
home demand, subject to a specified limitation, of similar imports of
these commodities. ’

(4) The combined¯ exports of liv.estock, food, textiles and cl0thingetc., stay
., fairly constant for the optimal and sub-optimal .solutions be!ng con:

sidered.

(5)The maximum level Of household expenditure is almost Completely
,unaffected by the changes in outputs: and exports, as described. Thus
there is considerable scope for’ varying: the outputs and. exports which
showed the changes recorded in Table i3, without serious reduction:0f
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household expenditure. But precise calculation is needed, for any such
variations, to ensure consistent and reliable solutions. Because the
model has fairly complicated interactions, the change in a single
constraint (i.e. the lower bound of sector (7)) produces noticeable
changes in the levels of three outputs, four exports and two similar
imports.



.:~ . Section.~4 :..,~, Concluszons~    ,:

~’I’~..HF. ai]thor will Venture Some nine conclusions/0n the results of/~e
:1~ experiments. T, he reader may draw further conclusx0ns from ti~e .text

and tables and from the, appendices.

, (3.i Full empioyment ~of ttle~ specified iabour~force, has been ,found~ feaslble
for both x968, and. x 975 economic conditi0,ns as outlined,, including. :the stated
upper limits onthe)import surplus.~ :,,      ,,, ~;. , ..... ~,_, ,,       ~.~, .-

., In catering~for the, 59,oQo2 ~unemp!oyed/man-years in.x 968, experiment (~)
has an optima! structur, e:which ~tgkes.5~,00o ,extra man-years .into ~the service
sectors. Government services take .~ ~.,ooo: of this extra: employment, ’~;3,ooo, go
toather services, including. ~ ~,ooo to educafion,~ while, trade and transport ~ake
the remaining 8,o00. For government current expen0iture (88 pe~ cent-higher
for~,experiment (~) than for the ,~ 968 1.evel) t.h

e mode! specified that goy,ern~ent
services increase employment by 33 per cent. It. is this 38~per, cent-increase-ingovernment current expenditure which brings up the’ ~mploymen$~in educatiom

Thus the government instruments o.f taxation procure enough extra.government
income, to directly ~ov, er the. cost of an extra 3~,90o.manvyears, in;~th, e ,optimal
solution, at supposed~I968.~prices. ¯ ~.. ,.~ .......... ~: ~ :: .... ;:,~’ ii~or ~97,5’..o-ptimal/comiitJ0nsl expe~ime~tj~(8)~ fulflls.the full-employment

conditi.on i by pqstulat_ing ..34,o0o!. extra, man-years : in: manufacturing, ,33;00o
in construction, 34,o~o in government, ~ser~ce,s and :3 ~,ooo. mainly fin. other
services (of which 2~,ooo, relate~ to educati9n). These. increases .are: 0ffseLby-a
decline of 46,ooo man-years in: agriculture to give the required.incr.eas~ of
86,ooo man-years. Experiment (3), sets goyernment current expenditure at
2i~ per"cent of its ~9}68 base ieve!~and :thus: directly covers tl~e~ c0st. of~s0me

54 per cerit extra employment in gov.ernment serwces and 66 per cent in
educaUon, at supposeit ~ 968 prices. ’ ,-

These’ ’increases m pubhc serwces may appear Very large gut at has been
Sh0~vn in Section 3 ab6+e’tha~ th:~ rfoi)r small European’ countHes~ ~S~/I’ for
comi~afison proVi/tea empioj~ment for~’a similar proportion of tile laboiarforce,
in "’Public. Serviges~’’. It wofild Seem theref0~ethat ibfUll employment is ~o be
obtai)i’ed:in this c0tmtry in.future years the public service will have to play-a
crucial .rotein, this;policy:,In otiier words go~ze, r~iment:income must besufficient

to.provide:.these extra.56,ooo,jobS in. the ipublic-service. The money for these
mflst,, come;:i through ~-the i ~968; taxation.<instruments, ,,from .the increased
economic activities generated.                                          ~:, i

63
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(2) The attainment of full employment Can only be achieved at a price,
namely, extra outputs and exports and extra capital stock, with the latterrequiring loans from abr0addu/jng~.~bme’ ye.ars of.a preparatory period.

For I968 experiment (2) conditions, major expansions of5o per cent beyond
their 1968 levels are required for .the outputs of five manufacturing sectors--
drinklt0b~tcco, paper/printirig;’ �i~ei~ie~ls~ :metal etc. and o~h~r manufacturing.
The iriajor export increases0dcu:r*for six sect ors--:livest~Ck, drink etc., paiSer
etc., chemicals, metal etc. and other manufacturing.’ There are, howe,~er,
major decreases shown for food, textiles, clothing etc., and clay etc., SO that the
ek~ort effort Of the :1968 base structure needs to be re-direCted: Exports of
livestock and f0od~ howeVer; are beht regarded as~c0mpensatoryl as emei~ged
from the sub-optimal experiment (3) trial. The total amount of investment furids
needed from abroad is £i5i million~ of which .~5o,8 million is needed
for mining, manufacturing, �onstruction and electricity etc,, and a supposed
£1oo minion for agriculture and services. The annual repayment of principal
plus interest, at~ 17 per cent of the total loan, is "~25"6 million; which is covered
by part Of the extra exports.

Indications are that between 1968 and Z 972 investment ratios and the capital
costs of pro.riding employment may have risen. Consequently, figures given
here ’represent lower bounds.

~ ’ : ’
For the 1975 experiment¯ (3), major expansions bey0nd their 1968 levels are

shown by six sectofs--livestoek~ st0ne/ores etc., chemicals, metal etc., other
manufacturing and transport--the latter pre-determined bya higher specified
export level. Major export increases appear for livestock, Stone/ores, etc.,
clothing etc., chemicals, 0ther manufacturing and tramp0rt, and the only
noticeable decrease is for paper etc. Here also the exports of livestock and’fo0d
make better sense as a combination rather than individually, with mild sub-

0ptimisation routing some 17 per cent of livestock outptit directly to exports
and the remainderindirectlythrough "food manufacturing, as explained at the

end:of Section 3..The aggregate 1975 export’value for sectors (x)’to (i6)’is ......
£552 million, which is some ~2o2 million or 58 per cent higher than the i968
base level of £350 million. Under one assumption the total .investment

borrowing from abroad amounts to ~4o8 million, of which £226 million is
needed by mining, manufacturing, construction and electricity, etc., and £I82
million is allowed foreinvestment in agriculture and.elsewhere. Under a
different assumption of available domestic investment funds, £io8 million is
borrowed from abroad for mining, manufacturing, Construction and electricity,
with ~3oo million from ,abroad. allowed for ¯investment in :agriculture and
elsewhere. Annual,repaymentsamount ’to £69.3 mitli0n,:,under either’assump-:....v,,, .......
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~:’~;43): The domestic ~economy ,is not, capable, ,6f ,pr0yiding the investment
required for optimal industria! expansion, on recent,observed saving behaviour,
without, a.major~utback on ,social investment,, ,and this latter method has been
considereff too unrealistic to be applied.in the experiments. Short Of a policy
of enforced: saving :by~ :raeans :of :increasedI taxation there -appears to be no

,a!ternative ,to borrowing from abroad. The loan ,repayments are incorporated
in the I975 optimal solutions, as described in,point (~):above, and would not
appear to create any special difficulties.
il-

,~ I975 economic .conditions give significant improvement on those
of i968. The attainment of::I96,8 full employment caused a slight reduction
(below the.:., base~. level). in household:~expenditure. ..... ¯ . per man-year, whereas the
:I.975 exPeriment (3) notonly provides 86,ooo extraj0bs but also gives (at 1.968
prices). £I,o79 per man-Year yersus a :!968 base level of £83% i.e. the i975
ratio is 3° per cent above that of the i968 base. Some of the .credit for this
increase goes¯ to the beneficial effects, of EEC agricultural policy, but increases
in. productivity combined with assumed markets for specified exports, at
average 1968 prices, play a large part in the process of improvement.

’ (5) That the optimal i~attern of exports nlinus similar imports, rather than
of exports ’aloiie, is of significance :in iiac~easing ec’0nomic’ efficiency, is con-
sid6red to’have been demotistrafed by the experiments. In view of the discussion
above and Appendices 4 and 5 no more will be said on this point.

(6) As has ’been, pointed out near the end of Section. I of the paper, sub-
optimal patterns Of outputs etc., may have v~lues of the objective function quite
near the computed maximum, but be more socially acceptable. For example, if
a. reduction in the food sector is not socially feasible, to maintain the output of
’this sector at 79 per cent ot~ the .output of livestock and crops combined would
not~ redi~ce GNP: Substantially, as shown in Table 13. Once the maximum
Value of thd objective functi0ti’:is know/1,’:it provides a bench-mark against
WhiCh other values of the’ objective fuiicfion, calculated from changed conditions
or based on practicaFconsid6rafions, maY ’be measured. ,Without knowing the
maximum, proper evalu’ation :of tl~e 16ss?entailed by sub-optimal :solutions is
not’ :pdsSible ~’    ’

,~ (7) As the shadow prices of,the constraint rows are, discussed above and
listedin~ Appendix~i(8) only, a few practical ,quotations will be made here, for
the, I975..expe~ment (3),~,:.The six !argest.:positive shadow prices occur for

-;sub.sidies (o~9z~), goyernment curren,t: t.ransfer payments ~(o.9~), savings/investment ,.(0"92),. lab0ur.! (o’74)," import ,surplus: (0’39) ,and capital stock

(0.~.)..Whatever elcon0mic or:other conditions permit positive increases in. the
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constants t~or theserows’ (as giver/in Appendix 7)are ofmost value~in any policy
designed to increase .household expenditure... Some of’the largest’~ hegative
shadow, prices occur, Tor complementary’-imports (--i,3i)i[,depreciation
(-0,94), various kinds of savings ’( 0-92)g indirect.:taxes. (--o.56),,and income
tax (--0.54)’. Any changes in poli~y or behaviour, which cause an algebraic
decrease in the constants for these~r0ws;,:wiU, also produce .relatively’large
increases in household expenditure~ ..’ , ’    : --:: . ,: ’ .~ .... ,:’ ~i- - ~: ¯;

(8) The results are true only to the extent that the basic data are fair and
accurate, and areto be regarded as.pointing the way"to’ right policy r~/ther
than furnishing actual:targets~-they are a fits’~ st~p in/any[pianning’pr0cess’.
The 1975 experiment (3) has Shown that. the ~agricuiture etC’., plfis menu-

facturing combined aggregatehds almost the same :share of total empl0yrnekt
and &total GDP as these~ average shares¯ f0r)four smalI EUrope~in countries
’circa i967. Bright’ prospects for ’:the’ Irish ec0fibmy"are ..... ,indicated, b~; these
results, under the assumption and implications of.a,156iicy dire:~ted tOwards.
the optimum and accepted as such by all those whose c0-operati0n is necelssar¢.

(9) Some of the more important, aspects of a policy directed towards an
optimum, under the assumpti0ns of~ the goodwill~nd’co-Q’per~fion of govern-
ment, business andthe,general public,¯ are as follows, in .planning the govern:
ment must play an.active part by expanding fits Own employment and. the
taxation instruments must be adjusted toobtain the funds for this. In experi-
ments (2) and (3) conditions it certainly has had the money to do so, via its
i968 taxation instruments operating on:the economic system. ~ :    : i

There must be ¯planning for exports and Outputs, with investment funds
from abroad possibly .included in the plan, even if such.plans are never fully
realised.. How to procure the optimal profile of similar imports will not be
suggested here, but some such:profile must ibelinc0rporated in the plan, and
implemented during the’practical execution of the !plan. The magnitude of the
likely markets for various kinds of exports must .be considered,, and special
attention given to promoting,sales of.commodities which are most: profitable,
in shadow price terms. As a small but useful part of any serious planning
exercises, LP models of many more sectors than that used in experiments (I)
tO (4) could provide theoretical optimal econ0mic’profiles, ’by being, applied to
various menus ofexp0rts etc...These results,’ of course, require!interpretati0ri;"as
was pointed out in Section i abovein discussion of interpretation and of h0w
the results are influenced, by’the meth0ds,used. ’The choice -of the patter~-of
investmeilt and Of its allocati0n~ between social ~and :pr’oductive pflrprses needs
analysis in depth, although this’ aspect has’beeri’ by.passed’i/i’ th~ p ai~er.~ ’~,.



There is, finally, the possibility of a Conflict’between increased gross output

per man-year (denoted increased productivity in what follows) and the .target
of enlarged employment. Let us compare results of experiments (2)~ and (3),
the latter having a much higher productivity. ’The experiment (3) results, aspercentages of the corresponding. results Of experifaent, (2), were a~fol!ows:

total employment lO2.4, employment in government services and education
1 i9’3, total exports 142.5, and household expenditur6 i34.8. It should be noted
that the extra total employment is only 2.4 per cent for a 34.8 per centincrease
in household expenditure, which means some 32 per cent increase in household

expenditure per man-year. This is achieved by increased productivity;whereby
exports iflcrease by42,5 per cent and household expenditure by 34.8 per cent:.

Employment in g9vernment services and edi~cation has increased by i9.3 per
cent, which is far higher than average rate oLincrease. The~extra government

income to pay for this results directly and indirectly from expansion of outputs
and exports. ""

,It is at least suggested by the form of economic development :between the
experimen’t: (2) structure and that of experiment (3) that failure, of exports

could directly cause unemployment in exporting industries and indirectly in
government etc., tlarough reductio/~ of taxes. There is ~ilso the-suggesti6n that

growth of productivity means growth Of exports and a ,higher rate of:growth of
employment in government services and education. These two services may
have an upper bound, as a proportion of total employment, beyond which such

employment is more and more meaningless, as a necessary factor in full
employment of the labour force. Thus there may be two barriers to full employ-
ment, forincreasing productivity, (a) a failure of exports andoutputto expand
sufficiently in line with increasing productivity, causing direct :and indirect
unemployment, (b) a limit on meaningful employment in government and,
edudation services, the cost of which comes from taxation of M1 employment.
All that is intended is to draw attention to possible difficulties in the years
lying ahead, problems which might be avoided by having in general a less
passive and more inquiring attitude towards higher productivity and some of its
less pleasant implications.
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Appendix I. I : Sector Gross Outputs at 1968 Prices~~

69

1968 ’1968     1968 1975 1975

(’0 (2) (.3) (4)

Agricultural livestock
Agricultural.crops (excluding

¯ peat)
Forestry
Fishing ~,
Solid’fuel
Stone/ores etc.
Food,
D/ink/tobacco
Tb, xtiles (excluding hosiery)
Clothing etc.
Wood/furnlture
Paper/prknting
Chemicals
Clay etc.
Metal etc.
Other manufacturing
New, construction
Repair construction
Ele~tricltylgaslwater
Trade~margi~
Transport, ¯
Banking etc, ,,
Other finance
Communication,
Medical services, private

.-Education ,
Rent of dwellings
Personal-services
Hotel]catering
Sport:
Domestic services etc.
Government services
Artificial sectors~ n.e.s.

O)

(~)

(5)
(6)

,, (~)

(H

04
05

(2C
(21)
(22)
(23)

: (24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
129)
30)

(3t)
(32)
(33)

324"24 324"°4

94"43 94"43
2’94 3’45

. 4:~o 2.82
15.xl 16.36
I9.37 21.3o

332"31 ;257:93
5o"I9 75"29
5I"72 32"28

’7w87 45"17
2o’76 19"75
45"z7 67"80
51"64 ,7.7,46
30"07 45"4I

I52"66 o28"99
70"60 Io5.94

r43.58 , ,~69:83
58"31 64"47

¯ 42~3o 46"19
I8o:o7 ¯ I94:o2
89:39 98"33
51’54 56"37
73 ’88 79"29
31"19 33’58
25,31 ~ 26r62
4o’96 4I.’7°
6~’85 75"19
22"93 24’64
17"9I 19’o6
23:97 25:27
26.48 28.48

I27":11 128"68
I69"45 188"~8

324"24 437"72 437"72

94"43 x x 5"56 x x 3.32
3’39 5"68 5"72
0"72~ 2"64 :2’74

15"96 22:34 x5"x~
2 z "3o 38" 73 38"73

21o.45 385,48 385~4u
75"29 62"24 62"24
32"28 65"16 65’16,
43’79 x 23’66 ’ 94"-73
20"37 3o"21 28’03
67"80 54"2x 54"2I
77"46 1o3~28 87"58
23.86 45"4z ,,45.4I

228.99:228;99 I97.11
i o5"94 176"56 176.56

,141"73 24x’59 24r:59
66.02 1o5.73 io8.ol
44’53’ 55"53 I :55"50

186’69 ~ 257,85 260.22
98"33’I," 169"47 x9o’83

,54"65¯ 77~I3 " 76.62
8I’32 z I3"27 : 153"o9

33"67," 49r56 52"6o
29.11 . 4o,87’ 4r.68
54.07 84.9o 86.77
72"82 89"84 91’o2
23"95 25"95 26.15
I9"49 25"02 , 25;48~
24"72’ 33~76 : ’ 34",~5
27"56 27"78 27,’87;

168"85 264"48 27o;81
18I’17 267"o5 " I’ ~ 5~’ 60

Appendix 1.2-" Distribution of outputs of 16 sectors between home markets and exports, 1968
d.i975 ,,:" an .

1968 Base 1968 Experlment (~)’ " ’1975 Experiment (3), "’,

,, Sector _ Expom    Gross Ext, orts Gross Ex~is i Gross
Hmne except ~ output of ex)ep’t output of Home except" : o~tput of
S~es . tourist prod uctlve tourist productive Sales tourist : prodtwtide

sector sector sedtor

Hoffte

,                                     8~tes

. livestock (x) 269"27 54:917 324:24 214"17 116’o7 3°4"24 337"14 x06~58 437.72’
Agricultural i’, .... ’" ’~: I

crops (excltfd- :’ ~:’ ~ ’ "’ ’ " ’ ’ :
ing peat) (2) 92"67 1"76 9#%3 9~:67 1~7,6 94’43 I12:OI ~3",55,,,.,I15"56
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APPENDIX I. 2---vont/tlt/~d.:!

" " x968 Base ’" t968 Experlment (z) z975 Experiment (3)

Sector Exports Gross Exports Gross Exports Gross

Home except output of Home except output of Home except output of
Sales tourist productive Sabs tourist productive Sales tourist productive

" sector ¯ . sector -’~ ~ : ° ~" ~ secto~

~ ~ £ million

Fishing (4)    2"88 x’32 ...... ~’2o "/2’72 nil 2"72 2"64 nll .2"64
Solid fuel (5), 14"4o’":: o’71 ~=15"II 15 25 o~7I 15"96’ 19"24 3"zo " 22"34
Stone/0res -..~,:

etc. ¯ (6)    to.to: ’ 9’27 ’-19’37
Food’ (7) 218’33.: I13"98 >332"3x
Drink]

tobacco (8)L ~ 38"03 - z2.16 , "5o-19
Textiles (ex-    ," ~ - ¯

cluding
hosiery) (9)’" 34.08 .... !7"64 , 51:72

Clothing
etc.i (to). 44"08-, " ~8"79 75"87

Wood! .o
furniture (II) :~, 17"72 3"o4 2o’76

Paper/ ..... :
printing (l~)i 37-78 i 7"39 ~-’45"I7

Chemicals (z3), 38"o3 ’ ’xT61 " 5I"64
Clayetc. (14) ;- 23"88:~-. 6"39 " 30"27
Metabetc. (15), I13"47 "’ 39"19 " I52"66
Other manu-

facturing (I6) 31"17 :-:;39"45 />7°.62

Transport (2i) , 53"54~735"85 89~39

"’ 9"92
Inz38 2I"3o

2Io"45 i 2Io’45

4I"x2 34"I7 75"29

27.11 >5"17 32"28

~43’66 "~o:13 43"79

’, I8"33 ’2"o4 2o’37

44"33 ’03"47 67"8o

42.61 34"85 77"46
23"86 : nil 23"86

I22"79 to6.2o 228"99

34"48 71"46 Io5"94
56r64 41"69 98"33

I5~89 21"84 38"73’
272.84 t !2"64 385"48

49"9° I2"311 6~’24

49"~4 15"9~ :~65"16:

76"92 46"74 I ~,3"66"

3o.21 nil , 3o’~2 l

5o’55 I "66~ 54"o I~

54.i6 49,I2 zo3"28
37.o~ 8.39~ : ,,,45.4r

I84"71 44"28 .228"99~

46.oo i3o.56"; ,r76.56"
85"o4 84"43 I69"47

Agricultural
,livestock (!)/,

Agricultural
crops
(excluding "
peat) , (2)

Fishing (4)
Solid fuel (5)
Stone/ores

etc. (6)
Food (7)
Drink/

tobacco :(8)    76
Textiles

(excluding,~ -.
hosiery):’ "(9) 66

Qlgthiilg -,

etc. (1o) 60
Wooa/

furniture (ii)
Paper/

printing (i2)
Chemiga~ (I3)
Clay etc. (i’4)
Metal etc. (15)
Other manu-

> factoring"(16)
Tramport (2I)

Per Cent

83 17 ioo 66 :’34 Ioo

98 2 ioo 98 2 ioo
69 31 IOO I00 nil 1OO

95 5 1OO 96 4 ZOO

52 48 1OO &7- 53 ""V’"I’O0
66 34 lOO ’I0o nil I00

~4:-. zoo 55 45     ioo

31~ _

4o

85 15

84 16
74 26
79 2"t"
74 26

~o
r "

:56 ’
40

10o ~ . 84 I6 ~oo

mo ’ ioo d "     m0 "

1oo 9°

lOb 65
loo 55.
1OO’ ’ 1 O0

lo0 54

ioo 33
1oo 58

77

97
ioo
86

4~
7I

80

76,¯

62

IO     I00 IO0

35     Ioo "97
45 . IO0 .-5~:."
’niFc io0"- ,8~’~’

46 ioo 8i

67 to0 "~2B
42 IO0 5°

-- - . .

~3 mo

3 ioo
nil 1oo
14 IOO

59 l oo
29 1oo

20 I O0

24 too

38 too

nil ,,    too

I00

I00-"
48    - :ib6~

, ~ - 1o0

74 IoO’
5° IO0
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Appendix? :. The,Labour. Co effcients, Used rand the    loyment for the LP

I’~OLUMN (6) of Table 2.1 ~gives the labour coefficients chosen for use in the
’" .......... ~’ ’ ..... a;ee¯"-: ....... th ’ "i968 LP experiments. The aggreg mp!0yment for e 1968 33-sector

I-O actual sector outputs, via the column (6)’labour coefficients is about
1,o69,4oo man-years. This figure is some 20oo units larger than the 1,o67,ooo
referred to above (page 3o, of [i]) as persons ~ employed, and appears in
column (7) of Table 2. i, as well’ as the employment estimates for lndividual
sectors. It will be seen that these employment estimates in column (7) match
closely the estimated actual employment figures for I968 given in column (2)

of Table 2.I for sectors¯ .(~) to (Ie);"butdiffer by up to 3,000 units in a few of the
other .sectors... " ’ ~ ......

The 1968 domestic gross outputs of’the 33 productive sectors are shown in
column (i) of Table2.i matched by the corresponding estimated numbers of
persons employed, column (2), and the derived’ labour coefficients per £i,ooo of
output, :in..cblumn (3) Th~ entries in column¯ (2) i~re taken frt~m chapter 15
ot~[ii]. The’ figuresbeingrounded,to hundreds for sectors (i) to (4), (I7)and
(I8), (20) ,to,(37), mdlcate the uncertainty revolved m making the cremates.

The tot~i’f0’r c61umn (2) is some. 4,ooo-5,)oo higher than the I,o67,0o0
persons at.work, quo’ted on page 3o of [ 1]. The author considers this discrepancy
riot s’eriou~’in, aggregate,’ in’,viev~, Of the possibld difference bet~veen ’.’persons at
work" and "man-years":and the reallocation of Censt~s of Population data
necessary to matcli’ the activitiegincluded fr[ ’each of the 33 I-O sectors. The

man-year’figures are ihteflded tO mean fulVemployment for one year foi the
average -¯worker.                                    :               ,      -

C61umn~ii4) and,’(5) ~giwe estimated "N0rmal" and "High"labour "coeffi-
cients. The soacalled normal coefficient rel’ates to gross output pet work.er

¯ for fairly average conditions. The coefficients denoted high, by contrast, relate
to relatively high igr6sS 6titput per Worker, :and are consequently numerically
smaller than those referred to as normal. The labour coefficientsof column (6),
to be-useddn the"eXperiments~;iire:taken~from�olumn (5) for sectors (5)t° (~9)
an’d frofn’�01urfln:(~) for.’all 0ther sectors~ ¢Their Sources and description are
given in [8] and~iin chapters (I3) and’ (I4) of,.[I I];: ’ ....

~ ’.The coiiimn(6)’.i coefficients are .considered tO be somewhat better estimators
of ~he tme:i pieto~e..~hafi,those:’0fcel~imn (3), The 1968 full: employment !evel
wlli be taken, t6:.Be-.~, i ~8;ooo .persons ai. wori~ during the,year, i:e. ’I,I o8,OOO
mati-years;’ with6fit stan’dardis~/tion for;.age;’:~ex; or ’number Of hours:worked.
: Table ~.~ shows the labour coefficients’.used for 1975, as well as those used

7~
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tbr 1968. The resulting sectoral employment, via the product of the labour
coefficient and the sector gross output, is shown for all four experiments and for
1968 actual gross outputs. The labour force of i, 155,oo0 i’mar~years :for 1975
was chosen by the writer as a compromise between three fairly close estimates
derived from GSO unofficial projections. In all four experiments the employ-
ment constraint equated the agg?egate einployment r~quired by the¯ sectors
with the total labOur force specified.               ’ , " ...... ¯

Table 2.x: I968 Sector Gross Outputs, Employment in Man-’Teals and£abour Coeffcients,
for 33-sector Structure         , , :-~"

Sector
Estimated           ; ’ ~ ’ "’ ¯ Laboitr Eraploy-

1968 Employ- L.abour "Norma/" "High" Co¢ffL-’ientment ,
Out_out merit Coe~’ent Labour Labour used in via (6) x

£ooo in Nor. of (~)+(x) Coe.Oicient Coe.l~ient E~qk, ri-(x), man- ’
Persons ¯ mvnts years

¯ " (x) a~0) : :" ’

(,)    (2)    (3)    (4)    (5) .. (6) (7)
Agricultural livestock (x) 324,240 223,500 0"68930 o’69818 o’63131 o.69818 226,378
Agricultural crops .......

(excludlngpeat) (2) 94,434

72,800 o.77o91 o.771ox o.7o621 .0.771o1’ 72,81o

Forestry (3) 2,938 4,7°0 t’59973 /.6oooo x.52439,v600oo 4,7o1Fishing (4) 4,195 4,900 x.168o6 ;Px6822 i’x1235" x.’x68ko" 4,9ox
Solid fuel (5) 15,xo7 .xa,376 0:75303 0"83963 o’753ox 0"75301. 11,376.’
Stone/ores/gravel (6) 19,365 4,034 o.2o831 0.25900 0-2"o833 0.20833 4,034
Food (7) 332,312 .’46,963.0"14132 o’I4259 oq3916 "’o’13916 46#45‘
Drink]tobacco (8) 5o,193 Io,373 0.20666 0.02381 0.2o670 o’oo67o 1o,375
Textiles (excluding hosiery) ¯(9) 51,717 I6,o38 o’3Iolf 0"32499 o"31oo8 :o’3IOO8 " 16,o36
Clothinglhosierylshoeslleather (Io) 72,87°.~ 33;°g4 0"45305 °y46664O’4533! o’45331 33,033Wood/furniture             (ti) 2o,759~

8,146 0.39241" 0:40306 0.39246 0.39246

8,147
Paper/printing . (12) 45,i73 I5,646 o.34636~ o~36483~ ij.346o6 ’ 0.34626 , 15,64oChemicals . (I3) 51,642, ¯ 7,539 0"14599 o’I4767 O~’I4418 O’I4418 7,446
Clay/cement/glass "(I4) 30,270 8,663 o.286i7 6.h~56o o.2853i¯ 0;28531" .8,637
Metal]engineering/vehicles (I5) 152,66o 38,512 0"25227 o’2o178 0"05233 0"°5233 38,52I.Other manufacturing (16) 70,624 .8,000 0.11328 0.11701 o.11o49.o.iio49 7,803
New eomtruction (17) I43,58o 55,200 0"38445 o"39635 0-38462; 0.38462 55,225
Repair construction . (I8) 58,31o 36,2oo 0.62082.,0.64020 o.62112:0.62ii2 36,218
Electricity/gas/water ~

(19) 4:2,098 IO,97I ¯0"25937 0"26874 o’~59oo 0"259oo 1’0;955
Trade margin , i (20). 18o,o69-~I35,900 o.7547t o.7547fi,o.71891 o.75472:i36,388~
Transport (21) 89,394 36,7°o o’41054.0"41o5~ 0"39093 0"41o5x. . 36,697,
Banking/insurance = , (22) 5r,542 14,5oo 0.08132 o,28129 o.26788 0.28129 14,498~
Other financial and business ......

services " (23) ’73;875¯ 05,900 0"35059’ 6"35063 o’333’89 0"35o63 ’25,9o’3
Communications ~ (24) 3I,188 ’- 16,7oo o’53546 o~53533:o’5o994’ 0"53533 ’16,696:
Medical services, private (25) 25,31o 16,2oo o.64oo6 o.64o2o .o.6o976 o.64o0o 16,2o3,
Education ’ (26) 4o,958 331260’ o28IO59 o.8IO37 0.77160 0"81037’ 33,I91Rent of dwellings (07)’, 69,850 : ,,nll ~ nil ~ nil ,nili: .~ nil ~, nil~
Personal services , (08) ~2,931 31;1oo i’35624 i’o953,t I"o3305 1"29534 29,7o3
Hotel/caterlng margin ~(29) ’ I7,9o8 24,2oo 1.35135 i.17786 ’i.i2233"~1q7786; oi,o93
Sport (3o) 23,974 8,8oo. o.367o6 o.36711 0.34965 o.367H 8,8ol ,
Domestic service/handicrafts (30 ~6,476 49,00o~ x’85o73 1"84502 I’75747 ’i;845o2 48,848
Government scrvices : , (32) Io7,x I2 : 60,900 o’49484,,o’49~.8o o.47105~ o.49~8o 60,895;

¯ Artificial sectors, n.�.s. :,

,, (33)~ I69.448

hi! ..... ,ml : -~, :,m.l nil ~ . nil nil

Total ’ :      " .: .r :~’" : ’. x,°76675~:’,: ’~ i:" ’ i .~. ; ,:~.,~.. 1,o69;399
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The ~i975 labour c6efficients for Sec~bi~s (5)~ t0-~f6) Were> derived ;~ts£ollows’.
By means, of the CSOI quarterly volume iiidieesof inddstrial >pr6ddctiori~ for
1971 and ’corresponding employment figures, ’the ch~nge~itt real gross :output
per’man,year between-i 968. and197~ was~ obtained;~aild the annual percentage
change derived. The percentage’ change over the seven¯ years I968-1975~’was
thus estimated and compared with results from prsjections~of realgross~output
per man-year 1968 to 1972 described’in [8]~ A reasonable compromise for the
seven-year increase-was made and tl~e ,,1968~ :labour "coefficient’ xeduced

accordingly ~                 .~      , ......
For livestock and crops the ]-year change 1968 to 1971 was derived from the

CSO agricultural output volume indices and numbers of males engaged in

Table 2.2 Employment for L P results compared with’ 1968 Base

Input- Labour Labour Estimated Employment (ooo man-years)
Output Coe~dents Coe~dents
,Sector- used for nsedfor i968 1968        i968 1975 1975

1968 1975 Base Experiment Experiment Experiment Experiment
(I) - (2) (3) (4)

(1) o’69818 0"44957 226"38 226"38
(2) o.771ox 0"49647 72"8I 72"81
(3) 1.6oooo 1.12676 4.7° 5.52
(4) x’168~2 0.78404 4.9° .3.29
(5) o’753Ol o’54924 lX’38 12"32
(6) o’ao833 o.16828 4.o3 4"44
(7) o’i3916 o’I22o7 46.a4 35.89
(8~ o.2o67o o.15719 xo.38 i5.56
(9) 0"31008 o’21837 I6’O4 Io’ox

(xo) o.45331 o.33o64 33.o3 2o.47
(xz) °’39~46 °’~7638 8’15 7"75
(z2) o.34626 o.~9294 z5.64 a3.48
(13) °’14418 °’1i847 7"45 II’I7
(z4) o’~8531 o.~266~ 8.64 12.96
(~5) °’~5~33 o’~az54 38"5~ 57"78
(z6) o.xxo49 0.09064 7.80 ii,7o
(17) °’3846~ °’a9586 55"~ 65"3a
(z8) o.6~1~ 0.49690 36"~ 40"05
(19) o’~590o o’~o~34 1o.96 11.96
(~o) o.75472 o.47767 136.39 i46.43
(~I) 0.4zo5~ 0.30408 36.7° 40.37
(~2) o’~81~9 o.18753 14"5o z5.86
(23! o:35o63 o’~3375 ~5"9o 27"8o
(~4) o’53533 o’4IZ79 16"7o I7"98
(25) o’64o~o o’49~46 16.~o I7.o4(~6) o.8m37 o.6483o 33.19 38.79
(~8) ~’~9534 I"o7o53 ~9"7o 3I"9~

(29) I’17786 o’97344 ~1"o9 ~’45
(3°) o’367~x 0"30340 8.80 9"28
(31) I’845o2 1"5~481 48"85 5~’55
(3~) o’4948o o’3665~ 62"9o 63"67

o~6.38
¯ 7a’8I

5 "4~
3.i8

12"02

4"44
~9;o9
15"56
IO’OI

,9’85
7"99

~3"48
n’~7

6,8z
57"78
I z.7o
54"51
4z "oo
I z.53

14o"9o
4o’37
I5"37
o8"5 I

I8"O3
18.63

43"8~
31.03
~’95
9"07

50.85
83"55

z96"79 I96"79
57"37 56"a6

6.40 6’44
2"o7 2"15

I2"27 8"30
6,5~ 6.5~

47’o6 47"o6
9.78 9.78

14"~3 14"~3
40"89 31"32

8"35 7"75
15"88 15"88
12"~4 Io"38
io.~9 IO.~9
50"73 43"67
16.oo 16.oo
7z.48 71.48
5~’54 53"67
iI.~4 II’~3

1~3"17 I~4"3o
51"53 58"03
~4"46 14"37

-~6"48 35’79
~o’41 ~1.66
~o.I3 2o,5~
55"04 56"~5
27’78 27"99
~4"35 ~4"8o
Io,~4 1o.36
4~’36 42"49
96.94 99.~6

Total z,o69.4o I,I~8"OO    I,I~8"OO    I,I55"OO    I,I55"OO
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farm work:in June, .via the June~ and : September :1972 .issues of :the. Irish
Statistical Bulletin. This~ annual; rate.~ of change,.(7,9 per.cent), was used for
1968-.1975..For. constructign seCtOrS and �lectricity .etc.. the annual change w as
taken from results, for: 1968-1972 in, [8].~ For, the 0ther .sectors the~ annual.:rate
of change in real gross ,output per man-year .is,.based on:estimated¯ changes
between I964,and, I968 discussed in [i!I] .... ,.,".,: : - , :. ::,:..~- ~ .:... -- ., : : .... i~

,In each sector,. , if the selected annual rate:of change, of,gross outpt~t per
man-year is x.per cent,, and 1196s: is the i968 labour coefficient:in man-years
per ~i,ooo gross output at I968 prices, then                          ,....

(A2.r),: !!t975 =(IOO 11968)/[IO0 +7xl. ~ :

For each sector the seven-year change used is directly obtainable from Table 2.2
by dividing the I975 labour coeffidient intothat given fbr i968:

"f.



,~-~, , ¯ .~,. ~ ~, . , t,~k.~’., ~ ~ ~ , ,.

.... " " Appendix 3 : Capital Stock Estimates

TABLe, 3.1 gives the capital stock coefficients~used for 1968 and i975, as

well as the levels Of the stock:required, via the prodficts of the coefficients
and the sector gross: outputs~ All figures are at I968 prices. Coefficients for
work-vehicles plus+ plant are Shown separately. Stock levels’ for i968 ~actual
gross outputs and for 1975 "eXPected" grbs?,outputs are ’also shown. These
1975 stock figures were obtained by applying the 1968 capital stock coefficients
to 1975’gross outpuNi at i968~priges, where(}be 1975 Outputs are estimated

projec}i69s of I968~1971 increases to i975. The CSO i971 quarterly volume
indices of industrial production~ provided the growth rates in the period 1968-
I97I.’,~The discussi0n of the rationale &this method of obtaining 1975
"expec[ed" capital S/dck levels~ppears in Section 1 above.’ :~

Because reasonal~ly reliable data were available only for industrial Sectors,
as described in [9],in0 attempt: was made to estimate capital stock coefficients
for agriculture, trade, transport and the other services. The capital stocl~ levels
are defined as "equivalent-new" an~d are intended to measure the amount of
stock required to permit the gros’s Outputs in question, at full cost of completely
new VehicleS, .plant, buildings 6tet ,/ " .’ i

The method0f 6btainin’g’the 1975 capital coefficients can be summarised as

follows. The I975 gross output per man-year, as described in Appendix 2,
was"~taken as a datum] In-terms of 1§58 prices, the. production functions
described in [8] were used to derive 1975 levels of work-vehicles and plant per

man,year. Thus the r975 cost of work-vehicles and plant per unit gross output
was available, first:at 1958 prices;and then at 1968 prices. The 1968 capital
stock ~oefficients,-p’e~ finit gro§s’ ~htput, for the rest of~the stock (passenger
vehicles,, buildings, !and, other kinds) were assumed to apply for I975 and the

sum of the two i975 coefficients for each sector was used and is denoted
"aggregate of all kinds" in Table!;3.1.

Be,f0re discussion of LP resul[s~three comments need t0ibe made. (zi The
1975:aggregate coe}ficient for (8)~drink]tobacc0 is an estimate, since the level
given: by :the production function, appeared to be excessive. (2) Aisingle
coeffic’ie’fit~is used for new and repair constru~tion (sectdrs’ (17) and (I8))
because separate coefficients were not available. (3) The i975 aggregate
coefficient for electricity etc., 4-797~4s less them that for 1968, 6.315 and’ in this

way is:’~Xceptional.’ The ~ capital s tgck/gross output coefficient for this sector,
at 1,958 .prices; decreased steadil~ from 6-0 ! 4~ for 1963 to 4"9~3 for, ! 968, Ma, the
results given in [I 1], so that further reduction over the years to I975;’as!given

by~ the production funct16n for work-vehicles plies plant and the !968 level for
75
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Table 3. I" CapitalStock for 1968 and I975, ’all entries being at 1968 prices

t968 mid-year equivalent-- Aggregate 1968 estimated mid-year capital
new capitalstockper£I~ro’sslQ~sto& "corresponding to I-O sector gross

Input-Output output, outputs
Sector

,,: Work vehicles, ,,Aggreg’ate~Of , " ~1968": ; : : ,;:, Experiment . :Experimeht
¯ ¯ and p!ant. ,all kinds .... ’ Base ~., .~ (I) ........ :~ (2), :’

(7)
(8)
(9):

(io)
(,1)
(I2)

(13) ~
(,4)
(15)
(16)
(17)\
(x8)f
(,9)

¯
0.8951, "’
0"7665

°:5344
0.4182
o’2311 ,~,
o.~539 -
0’4544
o’4130 ~.,~
o’7439
0"2585
o’2794

=o.i626

4"o577

.... ~ ,£,million .........
2.o11i ;. ,iy2o.39,     *~.91 .... ~’22:io
I:~587’~ ~’4~37 :~ ’ ~6.81    " "
0,4i26    .~?i37. II ¯ ~: :I 66-42.
1"-o653 ~ .... 53"47 : ":,-: 8o.21
o’67o2 34"66 ~ 21-63
0.4605 33;58‘ ~ d6:8o’
o:5668~ ,1.77, ~ 1;x.19
o,7558 : 34.14~ - -51.24
o.7192
I’~X954.
o’4782
o’4729

o.2677
6"3i50

o6.81 "
,::~:86.83 :
-!.’ .8o’21 - ~’~

: . 21"63
2o:!7:),.,
I 1"55
5I’24

:55:7 z : ......

lO9.5o
5O-lO

35.6I    i.

Total 850.36 965.24 901.18

1975 mid-year equivalent Aggregate I975~ :estimated~ mid-vear,~caPital,,,
new capital stock per £i gross s~fK correspdnding to I-0 )(eaor gross "~

Input-Output ’ "oUt’pUt~ " " . -. " " ~ outp~tts~‘" . " ~. "
Sector

Work vehides Aggregate Of i,,~ 1975’ , ExlJeri )ment: ~ Experiment’
undulant all’kinds/: Expected’    _, ,(3)~ ¯ /~ ~:(4)I ~ .~,~

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(1o)
(11)
(x~)
(’3)
(’4)
(15)
(x6)
(17)~,
(x8)5

Totali9)

~o’824
0.363
0.642
0.687
o.638

~Jio6~;
o’429¯

¯ 0.388 -"~

o,233    ¯

~:540

36"I4"    : 2I’IO~::,

~ . 1,3IO’O4 , :J,417.77,: ; ,1,348"58 ~,,~

*Excluding farmers"peat,T0r whicti ~968 sales value Was ~4;968 milli6n~ ’thiS same
value beingassumed also,for 1975 ...... ,~ .,~ ! " :~ ,,~ ..... ~ , ,: ,: ..... ;~ .

tat lq7.~ capitalloutoUt ratio of ,. 7o,7 this a~re~ate Would be ’£373"34 million for,
19’75 elec’t~icity etc’.’ ’: ~’"~ :"’~- "f’:’~ ..... ~" ............... ~ ........... " ..... ; "
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other capital stock, is to be expected. Use of the 1975 predicted coefficient
instead of the I968 specified coefficient would reduce the "expected" capital
stock of electricity etc. for 1975 by £I 18. x 5 million and the Table 3. I "expected"
total for sectors (5) to (I9), £I,3Io.o4 million, by the same amount. On this
account the £1,31o’o4 million supposed to apply for I975 may be an over-
estimate.

The extra stock required as loans abroad before I968 is, for sectors (5) to
.(I9) £I I4.9 million for experiment (i) and £50.8 million for experiment (2).
Since experiment (I) did not take account of such extra stock requirements, an
annual repayment level of 17 per cent would increase the import surplus by a
further £I9"5 million, apart from any effects of extra stock requirements by
sectors other than (5) to (19). In experiment (2), however, the annual repay-
ment outflow of £25"6 million is balanced by extra exports, so that the 1968
specified import surplus of £22"3 million still applies. It might be noted that
the experiment (2) extra stock, as calculated for the LP results, includes £xoo
million forced into the scheme for sectors other than (5) to (I9), for which the
extra stock needed is £50.82 million, as can be found from Table 3.i results.
Thus experiment (2) gives a total need of £I5o.82 million borrowed abroad
before I968, to permit the experiment (3) sector outputs.

For the i975 experiments (3) and (4), sectors (5) to (19) require as loan
capital, in £ million, Io7’7 and 38"5, respectively, for a I975 "expected"
capital stock of x,3Io.o, which includes results for the I968 relatively large
electricity etc. capital coefficient. If the projected I975 smaller electricity etc.
coefficient be used, then the I975 "expected" capital stock is 1 i8.15 smaller
than 1,3Io’o and consequently the amounts required by sectors (5) to (I9) in
the form of loan capital from abroad are 2~5"9 for experiment (3) and i56.7
for experiment (4). The LP results give, as loans from abroad having repay-
ments of 17 per cent covered by corresponding extra exports, 4o7.73 for experi-
ment (3) and 338.54 for experiment (4). These figures come from an allowance
of 3oo for sectors other than (5) to (19) and io7-7 (38,5) for experiment (3),

(4) sectors (5) to (~9). If the "expected" 1975 capital stock level for sectors
(5) to (I9) is II8.I5 too large, then the supposed loan of 300 for other sectors
should be reduced by 118.i5, so as to allow I8~ instead of 3oo for build-up of
capital stock, other than that of sectors (5) to (19), during the years before 1975.



Appendix 4:: The Treatment of Exports

APART from the valUati0n of ekports f0r’balance ~of payments purposes,
’which is discussed in Appendix~6,’,the foll0wiilg~ describ6s~ briefly how

exports were treated in the exPeriments,’ and, whXt export ,results. emerged.
The, choice of certain exports as c6nstant may be subjeetive;,but some ’of the
reasons fbr the constants will’appear’lSelow. " " ’" ~" : ’    :

Variable and Constant Exports and Re-Exports           " ’ : ‘~"    ’ :"

Tourist expenditure is an invisible export and ’combined With household
expenditure in personal expenditflre, ¯o~ wh’icli:it is taker/to %e 7"86per cent i%r

1968 and 5 per cent for 1975, the latter an extrapolation of the percentage
which steadily decreased between i967 and i97i. Itl is conceded that the

5 per cent level chosen for i975 may be pessimistic and that a,level such as 7
or8 per cent migh(bemore likel}i:invisible exports of transport are entered as aVariable in row (2i), transport output,, for 1968 experiments (i) and (~), but

set-at a predicted constant level of £75 million for i975. This ~975 level, is

based on a. I2 per cent annual growth rate from 1971, for which the level was
£5o.8 million, some 36 per cent higher than that of 1968. The source of this

~ Table 4-1 ¯ Exports/Re-Exports held Constant for the LP Experiments

Value,£ooo Value £-ooo
Export/Re-Export Export/Re-Export .. -

11968 .... . .1975 1968    I975

Agricultural
livestock (i)

Agricultural crops
(excluding
peat) (2)

Solid fuel (5) .
Food (7)
Drink/tobacco (8)
Clothing etc. ~ (lO)
Paper/printing (12)
Met~il etc. ,.(15)~
Other manu-

:~ facturing (16) ’,"
Electricity/gas]

Water " " .. (19):~’
¯ Trade margin (2o)
Transport (21)

1,761.
708 .

: i

50’~, IO0_

Bankingetc.     (2.0)
15o Other financial (23)

. Communications (24)
Medical services,

3,550 private (25)
3,IO0.’personal services (.08) IOO

309 Hotel/cat~ring (.09) 3o0
3oo Sport (3o) 6,83o
loo. Government
.000.> services (3.0) ~ .0,377
600 Artificial sectors,

..n.e.s. .(33) 14,491
.0oo.,indirect taxes .1.,33o
¯ Complementary

¯ , IOO"

5°

300
~78

I00

600

.000

,’I00

400¯
1 ,30o

5,000

~5,999
38,4oo

~mports               ~,.08.0 13,460
:2oo Wages, profits, .... .... ~:

75,000 . pensi6ns etc,, net" ,’ : ’.

,. infl0"~’;~ .... .-’; ~.i ~. 57,997 70,000

79
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information is the balance of payments statement in the. September I972 issue
of the Irish Statistical Bulletin. The I975 level chosen may be on the high side,
both on account of .I971 being chosenas base year of projection and because
the figures are infact at i97i prices. Possibly £65 million would be a better
,e.stimate. The .setting ~of, tMS~ ~exp0rt at some specifie~d.leyel.for 1975 is, based 9n
supposed continued ,growth 0f.£oreign~demandfor the ~service~ which includes
freight transport as well as passengers .... ,;. . : ....

’ ’Thirteen- further i exporting activitieshave been Claosen as variabies, (or~ all

four experiments and include small amounts of re-exports. They: are: agricul-
tural livestockr fishing, stone/oresetc., which is a proxy for ores and the ten
manufacturing activities .... .... ,, .

The itemslisted in Table :4.I were: ,treated as, constants .and. amount to

£88"954 million for 4968 an:d £249’656 million for 1975 ..... ~:-.,.
" Tabi6 4.2 : Exports and Re=Exports fortire LP Solutions : ....

-    . .... x968 I975 .

" - (3) (4)

. ¯ ., ;/~ooo ~

AgriculUmal livestock
Agricultural crops (excluding

peat)
Fishing
Solid fuel
Stone/ores etc.
Food
Drink/tobacco
Textiles (excluding hosiery)
Clothing etc,
Wo0d/furniture
Paper/printing
Chemicals
Clay etc.
Metal etc. "
Other manufacturing .
Electricity/gas/water
Trade margiii’
Transport
Banking etc.
Other financial etc.

SI~rt i -
G0~-ernmentservices
Artificial sectors, n.e.s.
Complementary imports
Indirect taxesI

Less subsidies
W~iges, profits etc. net inflow
Tourist"expenditure

Total

" (I)! 54,966 ~ ~’ 86,x83 ¯ . I IO,O71

: .f,761~ ’. 1,76I:(2) i,76x
(4) -: 1,323 nil
(5) 7°8 708
(6) 9#7° 8,985
(7) xx3,976 x9#9° "
~(8) ~,~6~ 32,852
(9) " I7,644 4,239

(xo) 08,792 nil
(I.X) ’ 3,o45 nil
(xo) 7,390 22,7I6

(13) x3,6I x 34,815
16,9O8

mo,579

3,55°
nil nit
"7°8 3, I oo

I 1,383 -°2,840
nil I x2,643

~4~x67 I2,338
5,I74- I5,924

I31 46,739
2,o42 .. . nil

i 23,469 1,656
: 34,848 49, I x 6

nil 8,391

437,874’

3,55°
nil

3,I00
22,816

385,782*

62,539"
65;X63"
94,83 X *
28,O25"
54,408*

87,58o*

45,4o8*
(I4)    6,390
(.x5), .. 39:87
(x6) 39,454.:-
(x9) " 5°

(~0) -    xoo
35,853

50 ..
,, %. (23) : Ii#65 - ’,
124) to.(~9) : 678 i.’".

’ (3o) 6,830.
(32) ’ 2,377 .

’ ~: (33) - 1~-,49x~
~,~82

96,902 IO6,2ot 44#79 I97,7°9"
69,972 71,462 t3o,564’: . I76,76o*

50 5° 1oo IOO
I OO I OO o OO o OO

4o, x 7~ 41,693 84,428t ~ 03,760?
50 ,~ 50 too ~oo

~2,76x ¯ I2,954 I7,83o 53,158.
678 678 bo56 t,o56

6,83° 6,83o ~2,3oo 12,3oo
2,377 2,377 5,0oo "    5,oo0 :

x4,491 x4,49t ~5,ooo ~5,ooo.
2,28~ ~,282 ~ t3,4oo " : ~3,4o0.    1,330"
1,33° x,33o 38,4oo " .38,466.

--x2,262 --2,o8x nil .- nil "’ ~nil’~

57,997 57,997 57,997 ’ 7o,ooo’~ " ’70,000
-:- ~ 75,700 81,443 78,798:! 65,57~- 66,763++

¯ ,-546g4OO 613,8~’I 62t,o47 885,to5- ~,654,.74~

*The full domestic oUtput is being exported~:This has been permitted by massive import -substitutioi~
and the results are not,to be takem seri0,i~sly. ..... ~,. i ¯ :::, " " "

*May besome E~o million Over-optim~fic.. " ; , " ; ... ’ "
~iay be pemimlsti¢ estimates, at 5 per cent ot personat expeno|ture.
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Table 4.3: Exports and Similar Imports for Experiments (3) and (4)

8i

Export Sector

" Experiment (3) Experiment (4)*

Similar Similar
Exports Imports Difference Exports hnports Difference

(a) (b) (a) less (b) (a) (b) (a) less (b)

£ million £ million

Agricultural livestock (I) lOO.58 23"58 77’00
Agricultural crops

(excluding peat)
14/

3"55 nil 3"55
Fishing nil 2.oo --2"00
Solid I)el (5) 3"1o 1’47 I’63o,5
Food 112.64 o2.2i 90.43
Drink/tobacco 12"34 5"34 7’oo
Textiles (excluding

hosiery) (9) 15"92 51"34 --35"42
Clothing etc. (xo) 46"74 08"34 I8"4o
Wood/furniture (I I) nil 24.37 --24.37
Paper/printlng (I2) 1.66 34"06 --32"40
Chemicals (13) 49"1~ 37"60 x I "52
Clay etc. (I4) 8"39 7"99 0’40
Metal etc. (I5) 44"28 134"33 --90"05
Other manufacturing (I6) I3o.56 44"8~ 85"74

Total

437"87 361"85 76.o2

3"55 2"38 i. 17
nil 2-00 --2"oo
3"1o 8.86 --5.76

22.82 0"75 22"07
385"78 297.19 88"59

62"54 56"37 6.17

65"16 92"25 --27"09
94"83 lO5"1o --lO"27
28.02 54"00 --25.98
54"41 89"73 --35"32
87.58 88.28 --0"70
45"41 44"74 0"67

I97"71 316.58 --1 i8.87
176"76 88"50 88,26

551 "72 418"2o 133"52 1,665"54 1,6o8"58 56’96

*Only the Difference Column requires serious consideration.

F



"’~"’. ;" .... ;-:! Appen~llx.5: ,Th~ Tredtment of Imports, ,, :, ,.,I, ;:i.,~

T~IE. following’ describes briefly. ,how. imports~ are treated in, the’.experimeflts
and what import results emerged. Appendix 6 describes thei ’valuation (of

imports for balance of payments purposes.
The imports are included in the LP model~ asieither ’being similar~.dr c0m’-

plementary. Similar imt~orts/~ke:treateddike ~negafive.exports.. GOmp!emen~ary
imports generally :.are ~estimated\by a i;ow ~of:coetticieflts, ieaeh,coetticiefit.~:being
ai)plied to a~ level of"outpu’t:of.: a;-:producfive: sectoi} or. of."a ,finM,’demand. .Re:
exports of complementary imports are treated as a constant, and their description
included :in AppendiX;@ A, speciali kind~ of simiIar :import, treated: as, a: vari£ble
in: the experiments; is the,repaymenti on. ~loan capital!borrowed~from~ abroad,
set i at, 17.per cent of~the full capital amouflt :borrowed ’during~ some:years Before
i968or again:before r9~5. ,, " ’~;, ~;i " ..... ~ ,-.-~.

Table 5. I : Imports for the LP Solutions ;, ;::,,.

Description
Actual Experiment Experiment Experiment Experiment

(0       (~)(a)                (4)*
;~"ooo

Similar Imports
Agricultural livestock (~) ,8,8o3 ~6,64o 14,97o ~3,577 36~,85I
Agricultural crops (excluding .

peat) /u~ x 7,488 ~ ~, 13° 4,766 nil ~,383
Fishing ~ a42 ~4~ ~4~ 2,ooo ~,ooo
Solid fuel (5) x,o9~ ~,~86 i,~56 ~,467 8,859
Stone/ores etc. (6) 46o 46o 46o 75° 75°
Food x7,777 nil x7,I IO 2~,ao6 a97,~88
Drink/tobacco 4,046 4,5~5 4,375 5,34I 56,366Textiles (excluding hosiery) (9) 35,5~6 ~9,~3I ~8,256 5~,336 92,~46
Clothing etc. (m) i6,332 ~6,6~ ~6,o66 ~8,344 ~o5,zo3Wood/furniture (IZ) ~4,~88 ~5,93~ x4,783 24,366 53,996Paper/printing (~) ~4,458 ~9,~o3 ~8,6z7 34,o57 89,7o8Chemicals (~3) 26,396 ~9,6o~ 29,579 37,598 88,~73Clay etc. (I4) 5,x53 6,I5O 5,I49 7,988 44,766
Metal etc. Ix5/ 8~,25~ 95,75~ 89,°~° ~34,33~ 3 ~6,584
Other manufacturing x6 3~,o23 34,889 33,443 44,8~5 88,498

Total similar imports 295,354 ~9~,453 °87,98~ 4x8,~77 ~,6o8,59~

Complementary imports ~73,3~4 343,6I~ 3~9,68~ 462,6~4 453,6oo
Repayment on loan nil nil °5,639 69,3~4 57,55~

Total imports 568,678 636,065 643,3o3 95o,~o5 o,x ~9,743

*The first ~6 rows are only meaningful as used with exports in Table 4.3 above.
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Variable and Constant Similar Imports
Apart from the loan repayment just mentioned, thirteen: Similar import

activities have been chosen asvariables; These are" livestock, crops, solid fuel
and the ten manufacturing activities. Two import items are held constant:
fishing at 242, and!~,ooo, stone/oresletc, ate460 and ,75%in ~£ooo for i968 and
I975 respectively. ’, .... ::    ,, ~ ;i~ ~ -.~ ~ .: ...... :.

Import Results for the LPExperiments ¯ " " :          :: ,~ ....
Table 5.x has the ,experimental results as~well as,~ the.x968t~-O results, for

comparison. The similar import figures for I975 exPeriments !3) and:(4) have
been considered in Appendix 4,: in Conjunction with corresponding domestic
exports.         ~ .......

The pattern for experiment (iI) is quite close to that Qf i968 actual, except
for,a zero import of food and a sizeableincrease in metals etc. Experiment (~,)’
has’ close concordance~with x 968 similar imports, apart from a,large, reduction
in crops’ imports and a fairly large reduction in textiles. Experiments (I) and
(2) both show large increases in complementary imports, above their I968
actual level. The loan repayment was not a feature of experiment (r) con-
straints.                                    ".



.... : Al~pend~x6," Valua~t~on:~f’Expbrts ~d Importsfor Bala~ce"of ~
.... .... ’ ¯ ~ Payments Purposes -

nd Re- or
Ti-xz f.o]b, value of 6iich merctiandiseexport is its Value to the national

J[ economy~ for :balaiiee~ Of payments’ accounts. ~

’For" "" ,, ~ " ’ ~ : ¯ : ~ ,mvasxble ~exports of transport,¯ the value equivalent tO the f.o.b.’ pricing
of merchandise is’identical with the output value at producers’ prices, i.e., the
row relating ~to inequality i A~o:~5) (ii) of Appendix io~has a coefficient ej
of unity for transport..Tourist expenditure, also an invisible export, is entered
in this row as a fixed fr~tcti0n of personal exi3endKtire, 7"86 per cent for i968
and 5"o per cent’Tor i975.

For merchandise exports 0ther than i968 food, ~the f.0:g, value per unit
of gross output at producers’ prices is made up of three components: the
unit producers’ value, a transport’margin (sector (~i)), "and :a margin for
other financial and business services (sector (~3)). The eSis equal to

(I +a~;Ej A-a2~ rj). The numerical value of es for these activities is i.o49o74,
iii (he LP experiments.’

For x 968. merchandise exports of food there is a further negative coefficient,

qE,; relatirig to the subsidyreqilired to reduce the production and delivery
price per u’nk to the ~ictual obtainable f.o.b, price per unit. ThUS~ej forTood
i96ffexports is given by ~(i~h~E,:~-a2,~ qE,). The I968 numerical value
of e~if0r fdod is o.94i~o6.    ~ "’

Each Coefficient forming a component of e~ appears separately in its own
constraint row. Food involves five coefficients, the ~.o in row (7), the a’s in
rows (~ ~) and (~3)~, the ’e~ i:n row (4~): ’c6rresponding, to inequality (AI o;~I 5)
(ii)~:afid the~subsidy cOefficient’ in row (35). The Other Variable exporting
activities, except transport affdtburist expenditure; are ’l{ke the food activity,¯
but without a subsidy compbnent. The invisible exporting activity of transport
(experiments (~) arld’f~) )’reqtiire’ggfiZl~iw0 co’effiei&ats, a unit in row (~)
ahd’a ur/it:in row (44) " ""..’    " ’

It is to be noted that if the savings-investment equality (Am.i6):inCludes
F in terms of inequality (AIo.~5) (i), then the es coefficients, (and unit
coefficients for importing activities) will als0 appear in row (47) corresp0nding
t9 equa.l~ty (Axo.~6). Thas as the case m the experiments/
~:The dat/~i0ri ’(}iv transport an~i ~th~r financlal etc.~ margins on’ merdl~andis~
~kports are of ~d&ibfful reliabilit~ It was decided to si~read these mar’gins
evenly over the variable exporting activities for~’merchiindise and to ign(~i:e~
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them for the relatively trivial invisible exports shown in the 13 rows in question
in Table 3.I of [2] and for the constant exports listed in Appendix 4. The
numerical entries in Table 3.I give £6.ooo million for transport margin and
£io.965 million for other financial etc. margin On all ~merchandise exports,
fo =,. =o T/niliihh ;if inroducebs’ D/iCes ~These~ numerical entries are now taken as

the margins on £345"7oi million, which IS the producers’ value of the merchan-
dise exports and re-exports from the 13 exporting activities in question in,Table

° , -9

3,i. The de red coefficients-per ~I of exports at producers p~,CeS are o.oi7356
for the sector (2I) mar~in and 0,.031718 for the sector (23),margin.        :,

The Subsidy margin o~£I2.~6~ million on £~,I3".676~ million of fo0d-merchan-
d]]se exports~and re,exports, at’, produce~’, piices; ia~9 ;shoEn.afl ~Tab!e 3. I0f~ [i ];,
giv esla:sdbsid .coei d ht o78d8;.ior ave opppshe sig~ to the other coefficients

0f Iq68 food exports, referred to above: , ...... "

¯ ~ ,It is      assumed that .......these cctefficients for mar~ins~ ~ are ~pplIcable ..... to the expen-

~ .... ."~ ~’ U sid’ ’c6effieient fo~fo0d~is important. It ~sreliable for the i968ments Thes b y _ .... , ........ ~,,,:- ~,~
food export ~product-rnix, amounting t%,e ~y~,3"676(ml!lio:n shown in Table
3~.U For the other coefficients, their.aggregate effeqt,may give.transport and
other financial: etc. margins, oneaggTegate merchandise exports,: of the right
order.0fmagnitude,. . ..... ~,~-v~, ..-,-,i? ~.,: .’,:(,:,,! , ’ "

The design of..the. 33-sector. structure used in !he ex iments does~ not
distinguish exports from re-exports, since 15 of the first.i6 rows distribute,
domestic and similar im oft .commodities together, to all uses, .,-including
ex’ ortin ~ and re-ex ortang..It p~rrmts substitution between the domestic and
imLrte~ iiems,in ,~1~ form ofa one-’to-one,,vaiue ,dxchange::!n ~:he.I968 actual

Table 3. i :situation~ the revexports from the I3 sectors, ha~ng ~the £345"~7o,I
miilion’menti0ned above as the~ value of :cdmbinedi,expor~ and re-export,
amounted ;to,£9"785 million, i.e. re-exports formed only ~.83 per, cent of the
total value -         ’                               , .... .      ’, �~::~..

Thus re.exporting for I968 was of tnv!al.lmportance, for- the,I3 exporting/,,
.... ..... in uestion It Was also trivial, amounting to~ only~,re-exoortanff acUvxttes, q      ¯     ’ ,, ,
ooo ~for a cultural cros and solid ~fuel, the two I-O merchandis ¯

exporting activities ~eated ~ constants in, me experiments% ........ ~ : ,, ,~

~It ~therefore" seen~ re~asonabie t’ol tak~ :re-exports as loeing"al zero ieveiand ihe
13 variable merchandise exp0rting’adti~ties"to mean doMestiC exports oniy,
in ,the LP results, unless otherwise indicated. :    ~, ~, :~

imports, " , ~ ,
~ , : : , ~ , ~ / .......

All imports are valued at �51£ iimport, prices ]n ithe~,’ balance, Of payments
accounts.~ Thus for row (44), ~corresponding to inequality (AI o. 15) : (il), each
similarly]report acti+i~ column has a coefficient of value ~unity, likewise the

column for, complementary imports.~        : .......... ~, ~,i,: ~           : ",

i.
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Appendix 7.1.: Non-zero, qonstantsifor the first:,,:47,,rows: ~ the LP ~Experiments

Value of Gonstan.t Value of Constant
Row ,

v.,,~,,~ :~ ’
:,~ v ¯ ~?, Row,~

......... .~.. 968’, ~:’~,~,," ~,.,~,,, ~.~ ......, ",
I , I9.75,~,.. ’~: %~,.k., .I968 19"75

£o0o £ooo
Agricultural ;~ ’:" Education ..... ’~’::"

livestock ( I ) 35,878 Rent-of dwellings
Agricultural crops ............ ¯ Personal services

(excluding:,,, ; i" " ’ " " / g:~" ~.. -~ ,. Hotel caterin ,.
peat) ::’. .... (2): ’ 1,761’ I8,8~’ Sport

Fishing ’:i’ :/!~ ’~’
(~)i’:~. --24) --=85 Dbi~estic ser,~i’ces

Solid fuel [ i."[, (5),., 17."o8. 8,803-. ’~tc: ,
Stone/oreseto.. (6)" --46o" --75o~ Go~ernmer~t,~,,
Food    . ’: " (.7): I47,51B’i "~erqices ~:’ ’
Drink/tobaCcO[ (8)’!:

¯ ’~
37,34~,. Artificial sectors,

Textiles (exdltlding . ".. ’ ~’ "’ " " ’~:
hosiery),,’ ~; .... (:9)_ ~.

,:~ , ,n,e.s.
18,376, Ifidirect taxes

Clothing etc.:- (fo)-" ’ : ’"’ 5I,~98’ Siibsidies ’ "
Wood/furniiur+ , (i’i) :: 7,806 Wa~gcs plus

¯ , ; .U~ , , ,
Paper/printing, (I~)’[. 13,204,,, profits ..::~
Chemicals~,, ’~’ (I3).~ : ~ : 13,388 Income tax
Clay etc. " ..... (I~);~’

,
4,798. Savings of

Metal etc.¯‘ ~,’ (I,5);, ~ ,~..,.~. 43,44I ~ pe,rsons et’�.
Other manu-"[ , ,:, ~. ~ ~ ........ ~. .- Net government c.

facturing :~, (16) :,~ : 13,315 .,?investment and .’.
Electricity/gas/ " : i,, t~ding ~.~,, ,, :,,

water < " (/9),;i ii[5’0~.25,4o8 [:in, come (4o)
Trade margin (20) ’,)’" , I()O:-. I25,8I I Government
Transport: ,, ( 2 r) "’ .... 94,869 ’current
Banking etc.:. (~~)~,’ ’ 5b.. I2,935 ti~ghsfers       (41)
Other fina.fiCiM (~3):~ , ’3q0 5,84o Imi~ort surplus (44)

etc. ~:,~ ,:- , ......... , -,- Complementary
Communications (24) 278, 10,556 ~
Medical services,

private (25) 15,903

(26)
(27)
(28) IOO

(29) 300
(3°) 6,83o

(31)

(32) ~,377

(33) 14,491
(34) 1,33o
(35)

(37)1 57,997
(38) --59,9~o

(39), .-=55,o5o

3,906
68, lOO

1,593
14,876
~8,4o9

~6,364

/’ 18,~ 15

~;~ ~5,811
i8o,o37

I3,~6o

7o,00o
~!37,IOO

" 47,o5o

687 687

I,O34 6,6oo
1 lO,5 IO " 360,000

imports (45) ~,282 61,961
Labour ./.-’ (46)ti,i~8,ooo ~’I,I55,O00

Savings=ca~p~tal (47), 88,~5~    ~95,o8o
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Appendix 7.2 " Selected Xoeff~ienis for, I 9 75 differing from those ofi968

Sector Agricultural F~d

-’ Livestock
(I) (7)

do. Ph, al l " +"
. Capital I Wages Profits
Formation I e~,

. .

I Rows

Depreciation

( I ) "2475
+ (2) +-+ "o934

(5)(6)
(7) .O862
(8)
(9)

0o)
(xl)
02)
(13)

+04)
05)
06)
(t7)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
23)
24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29) .... , ,’ ¯

" (30) ’ - ""
(31)
(32~ ,    ’
(331, , : .oo0,

Complt. imports ),
Indirect taxes "oo97
Le~ subsidies --’o038
Wages etc. " "o223
Profits .5o2o
Depreciation "00I5

.oo38

"OO12

,.~ .oo13,

.oo28
"o128
"0035
"0035
’oxx3
"0009

¯ 5166 ~ "02"14.
¯ O993: "OO7I

¯ oo22 .oo3.6
¯ ooxo .oo5o
"O00I

¯ 1183     _’I369
¯ ooo8 : "o357

"o164.
" .ii41

¯ o214
- "oio7
¯ oo63 ’olo7

.oo36
"o32x

¯ oo36 +, .oo71

¯ oo49 :o143
¯ o042 "1427

¯ o285
...... oi28

¯ oo56 ., .oo36
¯ o185

’oi43
,.o54~
.’0o7I

"oxq7
’       + ;oio7

.oo36
¯.’o392

¯ 0034 .
"o257
¯ oot8 ..xo4o

--.0o71
- .oz~8 ......... +

"o344
.o16o

-oi43
.oo7o
"o074

’OOO9
’0006

.oo59

.o008
"0102 -

.o016

.o138
"0025

:0029 .
"0035
.22o8
"o115
"497x :

.0240
"o225

--’o224
¯ 15o5
.o246

¯ 0223° .502oo
¯ o2932 .37911
"52349, .1oooo

nil .45292
¯ 26574 "45858
¯ 17932 "36428
¯ o758o "o344o
¯ 2o952 :14285
¯ I5635 .iioo~
:20071 "118o7
q9845 "12174
"27439 "10756
¯ 11865 .II965
¯ 21956 "x~}8!2
¯ 19o33 "07410
¯ o8133 "o8o39
¯ 23663 "Io459
¯ 4o999 -121o6,
¯ 22768 "25222
¯ 24561 "32439
¯ 27822 .Io759
¯ 25715 "44421
¯ 23818 .28580
¯ 37132 "17312
¯ 324ox "33853‘

¯ 63941 "36059
nil "33787~

¯ 61o89 "15674’
¯ 32217 "20465
¯ 265~ .2520S
"69534 .x886o
¯ 63432 nil

nil nfl

~o015o      >,
¯ 13oo9
¯ 11987
"23838
.o7266
.1o231 .....
.oi6oo

"o6245
"o4813
¯ 65i62’

¯ o5319    ,.
"047o3
"o5233 ,:
"o83o6
¯ 03o48, ....
.o3514- ,+,
.o2679
"o3o66
-16o88
:06242
¯ 13317-+

¯ o1349
.o24x8
.15656-

nil
nil    " "

.22763
"o9o6o
:o6oo2 , ,, "
.o3918
.116o6

...-flil , .
nil -

Tolal 1:0000 I "0000 I "0000 1-0000
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Appendix 8. i : Shadow prices for constraint rows used in the LP experiments . ,

Row
Experiment Experiment Experiment Experiment

(I)      (2)      (3)      (4)

Agricultural livestock
Agricultural crops

Forestry
Fishing
Solid fuel
Stone/ores
Food
Drink/tobacco
Textiles
Clothing
Wood etc.
Paper etc.
Chemicals
Clay etc.
Metal etc.
Other manufacturing
New construction
Repair construction
Electricity etc.
Trade
Transport
Banking
Other financial, ere,
Communications
Medical services, private
Education
Rent
Personal services
Hotel
Sport
Domestic service
Government services
Artificial sectors, n.e.s.
Indirect taxes
Subsidies
Depreciation
Wage+profit
Income tax
Savings, personal
Government i. and t. income
Current transfers
Government income
Government saving
Import surplus

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(io)
(i1)
(12)
(I3)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(I7)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)

(28)
(29)
(30)
(3i)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)

. (37)
(38)
(39)
(4o)
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)

-=1"16
--1.15
--2"18
-- 1"87
--1"16
--I.i6
--I’I5
--1.16

~, --I’I6

--1.23
--1"I8
--1"16
--1’16

¯ --i.16
--1.16
--I’I6

--1"20

~--I’23
--o.93
.o~- 1.24

--1.15
--0.75
--0.94

’~I’II
¯ --i.17

I "03
--0"70

-71’59
,,-=1"68

-:-o.98
-- I’98

. --1.o6
-- I.O4
--0.66
i.o7

--I.O7
--o.32

¯ =,o.63
-- 1.o5
-- 1.o5

i .o5
=- 1 .o5
-- I "o5

0"II

i ’

’--1.26
--I’~5

--1.79
-- 1.59

-- 1.38
--1.26

<, __1.29

=1"26

---1.25
" --I’26

--I’25

--1.25
--I’25
--i.28
~1.25
--1-25
--I.16
--i-i3
--2"25
-- i.o3
--1.25
--0.65
--0.83
--o.96
--0.98
--0.79
--0.68

-- 1.24
-- I’36
--0.88

i-- 1"47
--0.91

-- I "O2

--0.57
0’93

--I’II

--0"29
:--o.55

-- I.O9
---7q:91’

0"9I
--o.91
__0.9i

,~, o’I6

--I"33 --1"27
--1.25 --1.27
-- I’63 -- 1.73
-- I’41 " -- I’5O"

--i.39 ~-i.27
--1.33 mi.29
--1"33 --1"27
--1.33 --.I:27:
--1.32 --1.27 ,~
--i.32 5"1.27
--1.35 . --i.27
--1’32 --1"27
--I’32 --1"27 "
--I’33 --1"27
--i.32 --1.27
--I’32 --1"27
--1.21 --i.23
-=- I’I9 ’--- I’R2
-- 1"99 1.98
--0"95 --I’OI
-- 1 .o4 -- I .o7
--0’64 ¯ --0"68
--0.82 =0.85
--0.98,, --I.O3
--0.98 --1.o3
--0"82 --0.89
--0"66 --0"69
-- I "3° .I "40

-- I’39 -- 1:48
--0"90 --0.93 ’,/
--1"53 .,I’67 ,
--o"91 --0"95 .
--1.o3 --1,o3 !
--0"56 ~o-,59

o:94 0.99
=o’94 , -=-o.99
--0.34 , ~0,36
--0:54 ~-o.57
--0.92 --0.97
--o’92 --9:97

0.92 . r ~oz97
--°’92 ~0"97
--o’92 --o’97

o.39 o.3o
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A1PPSNDIX S.I,::----contit~d. ~,~., ., ~,,,- , ~;~ " .~, ,:,,’ : .,

Row
~. ,, ":~ ~Experiment Experiment Experiment Experiment

0) (2)     ~(3)     (4)

Complementary imports (45) -- I. 15 -- I. 2 5

Labour , ,. , (46) ;~ ~o"87 o’61
Savlngs/investment ,~: ; (47) = : 1-o5 x.o9

Upper Limits :,-~ ....... ,-
Livestock ., -- (48) o’oo 0’oo
Agricultural crops; .... ¯ (49) ~ :o.oo ~, o.oo
Fishing , (5°) o.oo o.oo
Stone/ores =’,~ (51) =~ 0"33 o’I8
Food: , :’. ": (52) ’o’oo o’oo
Drink/tobacco ...... ~ (53) ,     o.I 7 ’~ o’o7
Textiles etc. ~ (54) ~’ : o.oo o.oo
Clothing .... (55) ~: ~o.0o ~ , o.oo
Wood etc. . .z i (56) -:~, o.oo o.oo
Paper etc. ~,, ~!:~’ (57) ..... 0"05 :- 0"04
Chemicals -(58) ~;.~o.12 o.o6
Clay etc. ’:~ (59) :: o.12 o.oo
Metal ete ...... (6o) , ~ o.o5 o.o7
Other manufacturing ~- ~ (61) ~ i o.o7 1: o’03
Transport ...... ~: (62) ,-~o.o5 -. o.24
Government savings ,. (63) * *

LOWer Limits: , ~ ’ ."
Livestock :~::~ ~’": (64) -o’37 :;--0.I4
Agricultural er0Ps "’~. (65) "o.42 ~ ~--o.i6
Solid fuel : ’ ’ (66) ~o.oo o.oo ~:
Food " : V (67) ~ "o.oo ’ o.oo
DHnk/tobacco " (68) ’~ "o’oo o’oo
Textiles ¯ " (69) ~: -~O’Ol ~0"o2
Clothing ..... ~ (7O) ;~i" ;O’OO --O’OI

Wood etc. :" "~ (71) : o’oo o’oo
Paper etc. :: ...... (72) ’ o.oo o.oo
Chemicals ~, " (73) .... o-oo o’o0
Clay etc. (74) ...... , o.oo o.oo
Metal’etc. ’ ~" .....(75) ~;" :o’oo o’oo
Othermanufaeturing :’= (76) ’ o~oo :: o.oo
Government current~. ’ "

expenditure .... (77) ’;=~o.o2 o.oo
Capital formation’~ (78) o.oo o.oo

u~p~r Limits on Similar 1reports
~r ~Exports~ - ~ "

Livestock (79) o.oi o.ox
Crops :, (8o) o.oo o.oo
Fishing (81 ) * *

--1.3I --1.27
0,74 o.St ~,
0"92 :: .o’97,,.~

).

0.09 0.02 ~
O’OO O’OO

0"00 0’00 ’

o.21 o.16 ’’
O’00 0"00 ::"

0"00 0’00 ’~

0"00 0"00

0"00 O’OO1 ’"

O’OO O’OO ’-~ .;
0"00 O’OO’; ’

0.03 ,:o.0o ~-
0"00 0"00~

0.04 ~o.oo :,
-0"02- 0"00. "

0"00 0’00"

0"00 0"0()

o.oo .... 0.o~
0.oo o.i7

-- 0.04 -=0;06
0"12 O’I5

--0.08 --o. I i
o.oo ~o.o5

O’OQ ’~ :O’OO

o.oo ~0.05’ :
0"00 0"00 ¯

-o’o7 ~o:1i
- O;O,~:,~,.,0"00

0’00 6~’00

o-o8 " b:O/!

,-,.no ¯
0"02

O’OO

* " 0.06 -"
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APPENDIX 8. x----continued.

91

Experiment Experiment Experiment Experiment
Row (i) (2) (3) (4)

Solid fuel (82) o.o i o. x 3 0.08 *
Stone/ores (83) * * * o.oo
Food (84) o.oo o.o4 o.o2 o.o2
Drink/tobacco (85) o.oi o.oi o.o2 o.o2
Textiles’ (86) o.oo o.oi o.oi o.o2
Clothing (87) 0.07 o.oi o.oI 0.02
Wood etc. (88) o.o2 o.oi o.o4 o.o2
Paper etc. (89) o.oo o.oi o.oi o.o2
Chemicals (9°) o.oo o-oi o.oi 0.02
Clay etc. (91) o.oi 0"04 0.02 0.02
Metal etc. (92) o.oo o.oi o.oi o.o2
Other manufacturing (93) o.oo o.oi o.oI o.o2

Equality:
Capital stock (94) * O’2I 0"22 0’22

*The constraint in question does not apply.

J’On similar imports for experiments (I), (2) and (3), on exports for experiment
(4).



,~ , .~ i,., ~,~ ~,,~:.: , th~ 975 EXper!ments (3) and(4),
:~:’~ Appe.ndix. 9::,  /reparatzonsfor ~

Tri~, mare preparataons for the i975 experiments (3) and (4) are Cons,dered m
ithis sectioii:~Fii~tiier’det~il’ ai~pears:in Appeiidices I to 7. The present dis~
cussion is as ~conclse as possible. In’particular, 2~ppendix~ 7~ has the’main

1975 coefficiertts differing from those of 1968.

The System of Constraints ¯ ¯ , , ..

!, There were 9orows of constraints for both experiments. Besides the 47 rows
forming the core of the model there were 14 upper bounds and 13 !ower bounds
0nsector outputs, 13 upper bounds on similar imports (experiment (3):) or on
exports of domestic outputs (experiment (41), as ~vell as.an upper bound on
government savings, a lower bound on capital formation, and an equality for
capital stock.

Upper Bounds on Sector Outputs and on Similar Imports or on Exports
For agr~icultural livestock and ~mps, as well as for stone/ores etc.~and for

each of the ten manufacturing sectors, growth rates between 1968 and i97i
v~ere taken frbfil data in publica~ions such as the Irish Statistical Bulletim
Thes~ rites, in annum terms, were doubled, multiplied by7, and applied to
the I968 I-O base-level sector outi~uts. In summary, the observed annual
growth rate from a 1968 base was doubled and applied to the same 1968 base,
over the 7-Year period i969-1975, to give feasible maXimum 1975 sector
Outputs. The !.975 ’upper bound for fishing, was taken t6 be twice the i968
base Output: ¯ ’

For experiment ¯(3) exactly the same kirid of uPlSerlimits were imposed on
similar imports as those described above in Section"2. For ’experiment (4),
however, ’variable exports were donstrained not to exceed domestic outputs,
as follows:

(A.9.I) . ’ E~X~ for i=~, 4, 6, 7, ¯ ¯ ¯ 15,16.

Tlais means that each of the ~3 exporting activities treated aswariable by the
LP process is not toexceed the domestic output of the sector to which it relates.
Thus’re-exporting of similar~ ~mports;is not permitted, evert though these items
may completely replace domestic items on the home¯ "market. The similar
iiaiport behavioiar for ~xperimerit (4) i§ much less constrained than for ~experi-
ment (3) .... _

..... " ~              93 .... " .....
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Lower Bounds on Sector Outputs
The same 13 sectors .as for experiments (z) and (2) had lower bounds

:    ~, , ,~.~\ , ,~ ~ ;~/, "’~ [ "’, )] ,.)~,~ ,,-,..,~’,,.,’~ "~A3<" , ~_~ .~ ’: .’°’C~’-’~i(~ ~
specified, to prevent a take-over "by sxrmlar Import. For livestock, crops, and
the ten manufacturing sectors, the observed 1968-1971 growth was projected
to I972 and applied to the 1968 b~e~ T hi[s means lpwe~,bounds .reughly i~n line

" " ’ x eeted Sector~out~uts[ Solid fuel ’was’ Set at, i~’.,i 968 ~]~ase; ievel,with x972 e p ..... ~ ~ = " , a -- v ...........................................

although, it declined to some88 per cent of the base.level, for..I971., ~,i:.: <.:~

Other Bounds                                         (. : ...... . ..... ,
Government savings were constrained not to exceed 5 per cent of government

income, in ~ accordance, with obSe~ed ratios for:~ recent :years. ;Gross physical

eapit~l formati0n¯ was’ taken"at ~I"77 times:the 1.968. base’ level, Le2, a linear
growth rate of I~ i~percent per anrium Was .assumed.~The capitalstock required
by the’ 0~tputs of sect0rsi(5) to (i9) wag set equal to~an’"ext~ected’ i975Aevel

plils a-reSidue covered .by loans from: abroad;:Appei~dix 3 describes themethods
used.

changes in InputCoeffdents of~L~vesto&andFood)~" )i( ,[ ’ ~ .-~ ,,’:[ ..... (~’.
’ " " " : ’eritiaiof 0 er centfor’:i~75 llvestockiinciucilng:m~li~)’.0utput

.:A:pnce differ ..,./3 ,P .... ¯ ....:~,, ....,. ,-,,.:,.,:. ~,~j~:~.::, , ....:~,i .-~ . ~,,,.~
and livestock input ~,:postulated, on. the basis o[obse~ed changes betwee,n
i 968 and i 9,7~: The jncr}asein the Sale price of[1,975, llvesi0ck[outpu~i.’afid’ in

...... ’ e rice of‘ livest6ck inpUt is thus assumed to ~l~e’ 30 per.Cen~[hlgf~er

u.,,,,.i~’-’~ ,,.~*i’° ,,rice increasesv ..... -,0f all~. the...othe£~ ~ inputs,, re!afive, to. i9,98" unit                 ~ price
levels. The, livestock, i 968 iiaput c0~t~i~cjents were’. a,ccordingly adj rated, with

¯ ’ " ....... li es~tock to livest0ckremain~d unclianged, lthe pr0fits’c0efficienl
theeffect’ that v ....

:~ .~ ....... , -.- :~--. ~ ......" ,:~: , -i .... ~"~:~"~’ " ’~"~’"’hat
incieased from o’41I to o-5o2 and the other coefficients were rectucea, so
the sum of, the input :�oefficien,~ ~gas still unity~ This mean, s. an increase, of
about one;fifth in il, vestoqk profits per, £i,0f output, a~d ,fS.an’ a~ie~i~t: i0’ ~ak,e
account ofi 975. l{vestock ’ pr0fi~ per;£ i ’uifii 0f OUtpiit [belng; :li~doilb teaiy;

higher than those of 1968. ... "
What this adjustment implies is that purchasers of livestock output in 1975:

are getting less livestock physical amount per £I of expenditure (at 1968
prices of items in general) ~han ihey in fact’ got in 1968. If all inputs per ’£1
spent on. the purchas, e: of output, except the, inpnts of h’vest0,ck and the, surplus

....... . ’ ued at’i’ 68 ~rices and’these irlputs ~areless"thanthos~ ofi668or, profit,, are val , ,, , 9 ,~P .... ,-,~ .... -:.~.,. ....t, ,_,,~.~ ~ ......~ ....,. .......... ,,.,,
(or[the livestock columns,~ then the physiqg!,anPuts,Per" ]~Y: 9t~ Output‘ aye ;!ess

than :thoseofi 968.and ;9~equ~nflY"~e phgsie~ai Quii~.u,~;°~t-gined f0r[£!.~is less
.............. i at i 68 0ri~inal"in~ut c0s~,~3ncltiding thoseforthat available for £ 9 ~ . ¯ , .... . ..... ~,, ; -. ,: ~ ,than ............... , ........................ .

livestock and for the profit.                                      . ~ ~.. ~,. ,,.
The adjustment to the food ,input coefficients took account of removal of
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subsidies on livestock inputs (,which~4nclude milk)~ w :price differential ~6f
3° per cent for livestock inpults and, a resulting, ,higher, , relative Cost .for food
inputs to food, The general result was a somewhat larger 1975 input coefficient
for livestock, a zero subsidy coefficient and all other, coefficients .~omewhat
smaller than ~ those of, ~I968;.but~ with the new,’ coefficients adding to,a’ total
input of unity. As in the case of livestock, there is~ in .effect s0me~reductiofi in ~the
purchasing power of £I spent on food, at ~1968 geheral,pi-ice levels. ~:: ’ 5

; " i~~ ¯ ~i ~, "    *. ;, ~ ~ " ~ ,; ~’.

Prdduvtivity Changes Between z968 and:z975 :’ i ,, : ~ : ,~ ~ ,~ ,: ....
~ For livestock and crops and,theindustrialsectors (5) to (16), data ’on volume

of gross output and: employmeiat for’ 1971 compared with 1968, mainly from
the Irish Statistical Bulletin,. but: also from other sources, were used, to give
annual rates of change in gross output per.man-year. "These rates were used
linearly to~ project gross output,per~ man-year, to 1975, i and corresponding
reductions made in the labour coefficients, used for ,i968 experiments (i) and
(@.For other sectors annual rates of, change, either for i968 to, 1972 or 1964 to

.1968;. were used to adjust the labour!coefficient. The reader, can find- a fuller
explanation in Appendix 2,.., .......... ,~:i~ ~ .... . ..

The wages etc., coefficients in ,generaLwere adjusted inthe same way, a s’th0se
.for labour. These, reductions- in. the ,wages. etc. coefficients were absorbed by
increases in the profits and,depreciation coeffidients,, so th~tt those for,i.975:aie
larger than those of 1968, but in the same proportions as the latter., The sum of
these three new coefficients is identical with the sum of the corresponding
three 1968 coefficients, so there ,is no change in.: the, aggregate prixiiary input
coefficient for each .sector and. thus no sourde .of. price changes from. the. 1968
base levels ...... : .:,’ ~ ~ " " ’,-,,?

This means that in general? the wage ,level per :man-year is~ the same as that
of.the 1968 base, the excepg0ns being agricultural;livestock and: foodmafiu-
facturing. Since most farm workers are self-employed :,the profits coefficient
rather than the, wage coefficient is. of relevance foil)the, li’vestock sector~ and ithe
combined wages plus profits coefficient,per man-year is, :abouf ;75, :per .cent
higher for 1975,than for 1968. The increase is dueto the.combined,effects of
56 per cent increase in productivity and, some, 2o Rer cent indrease ,in ?profits,
as described above. In the food sector, the double, effect of Subsidy loss plus
increased costs of livestock inputs has .outweighed ’the increase in productivity,
with the result that the wage level per man-year in 1975 emerges some 2o per
cent below that of 1968 as compared with a ~ per cent .increase,in the,profits
coefficient per £1 of gross output. These results forifoOd ,are not satisfgctory,
even though they are~consisten~ with ~the~tssumptions and methods deScribed
above. The problem of constant prices for most coefficients in,a column, versus
changed, prices for a, few .coefficients presents. ,diffiCu!tieg~not, easily overcome.
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It is necessary tobe~ honest abouttheshortcomings of the:food input coefficients
:but to avoid obsession, with oneisector outof 33.           " ......

~Patterns Used for Final Demands:~    , :,, " ¯ ’:~    ¯ .....
A study of patterns 0fgovernment current expenditure given in [7] indicated

,considerable stability for some years around I968 and the ~ pattern derived

from the 1968 I-Obasetable has beenusedfor:I975.            "      :
For gross physical capital formation, the proportions for three main com-

ponents appearing in AI3 of [7] for I97i, capital’ formation at i968 prices,
were used. New construction~was’one,component; changes in, stocks was the
second, and all the~rest formed the third. The "apparent surplus/deficit"
column~appearing in, the. x 968 I-=O Table~3: I was ignored and the "adjustment
for stock appreciation" was spread over theother entries in the stock change
column of thattable, before:Scaling up to form the I97I column used for
proportionality., The gross fixed capital formation c01umn of Table 3-I,-with

new construction omitted, was also scaled up to the 1971 levet~required,
before adding new constructionand,the appropriate~:stock:change column.

For personal expenditure, the 1968 vector of values appearing in Table 3. ~

of [2] was used as a~column~ of constants~ and data from [~] and [7] used
to estimate a vector of coefficients for incremental personal expenditure.
This method ,is along the’ :lines of the -Stone-Geary Linear Expenditure
System,’as described on page 88 of [I2]~

Terms of Trade for ;975 Assumed to be at Unit Levels
Exports are supposed tO be sold at average prices ruling in 1968, and with no

export subsidies for 1975. Possible improvements in the terms of tradefor 1975
are ignored, although on page.2o of [3] and in the September 1972 issue of the
IriSh Statistical Bulletin, (page i53) it appears that for the few years following
1968 the implied price index of exports exceeds that of imports, both, indices
being based on unity fOr,i 968. Thus the import surplus Of £65 million for 1975,
as used by the model in the LP results, may contain a safety factor, by over-
estimating the import surplus which would emerge if all figures were trans-
formed into values at,: I975 prices. The writer takes the view that any possible
error is in the right direction--it seems .less wrong to overestimate the cost of
imports than to underestimate it inlooking at the future.

Present Government Policy Assumed Unchanged for z975
It is assumed that:the.instruments of government policy incorporated in the

model continue ’to. operate; according: ,to their, observed’behaviour,’in’ recent
years. No attempt is made to predict changes between I966-I971 average
behaviour and that of 1975, for incometax, government transfer payments; and
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net government investment and trading income. The/assumption of govern-
ment current transfer payments cont!nuing to take the same share of govern-
ment income as has been observed for recent years implies that payments to the

’unemployed would in conditions of full employment take a different form and
would continue to enlarge the purchasing power of the poorer members of the
community. The I968 I-O indirect tax coefficients are used for !975, without
modification. The set of eleven items of government current expenditure,
extracted from Table A~3 of [7], is interpreted as showing strong stability of
expenditure pattern over the period i965-i97o, and the I968 I-O final
demand vector in question is used to give input coefficients, adding to unity,
for I975.

Other Feature of the z975 Experiments (3) and (4)
Invisible exports of transport are treated as a constant at £75 million and

tourist expenditure set at 5 per cent of personal expenditure. Price levels in
general are those "of i968, except for livestock and food, as explained above
in the discussion of changes in the input coefficients of these sectors. The
objective thnction is incremental personal expenditure, as measured by the
increase above the I968 !-O base level of £963.48 million.

O



Appendix io

The Model: Variables, Objective Function, Coiistniints, Behaviour Relations

T H1/ variables:’are first listed, "then the constants and then the coefficients
and parameters. The set of inequalities which define the constraints on

the economic system are next formulated; with theobjective fuhc~ion appearing
to beas Statement number (AIo.o). The ~}ariables’:hal)e’: unkfiown values,

found by the LP optimisation process.

Xi

M

(

VARIABLES

Gross output of domestic productive sector i.

Complementary imports, which are imports not classified as being
similar.

JV i ,. The #ariable part of similar imports of type i, distributed along the
same row i as gross output of domestic sector L It exists only for
some values of i.

Ei

Q

W :

WAFF

D

~
’The variable part 0f exports and re-exports ,of type i, from domestic
output i and similar imports i. It exists onlyofor Some values of i.

Indirect taxes, also Called taxes on expenditure,[ , ~:i

Subsidies.

National income, consi;ting of wages,-salaries, pensions, ~rofits.

(

The: part of W arising in/tgriculture, forestry and fishing.

Depreciation allowance. ~:

C Personal expenditure on goods and services.

,ET

H

¯ Tourist expenditure, taken to be k fixed fraction, ki, :of, C.

Household expenditure, taken to be:(I --k,) C.
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Income tax as for the national accounts, with taxes on capital
excluded.

Net government investment and trading ,income :, ;’.) ,?

Government current’transfer payments, as for,the.nati0nal accounts.

¯
Pe~0nM ands.corporate savings, net of" income tax ,and net of
¯ depreciation allowance, but including the value of ohvsical chan~es
in stocks.           - " ¯ " " ,

Government savings.

Government income, excluding taxes on capital.

Gross national product (GNP) at market prices.

Foreign capital inflow, or import surplus. ~ ~"

government, central and local current dxpe~ndittii:ff, as for the
national accounts.        " ~ .... :: ~ -          "     ~;    "~

Investment in gross domestic physical capital formation. This
..... ;i:ndudeg; fixed ’Cii]siia."l, tlafi~’*ait/es’ :0t"ph)~ical chaisge~ :in stocks as

::"~:tbi~ the ~/ilitigmd -acdeuiits; and. the’:~hanges in St&ks denoted

"apparent surplus/deficit’". The latter appears as a column of
final dem~ifid*in ’ ¯ ’: .......... ¯" ...... ’ .....the transacnons .Table 3. I of [~*] :~/nd ha~S, a columfi
aggregate equal tozero.

The part of /,-relating to agriculture, forestry and fishing. For
" revised’ Nrmiill/e":(Ai0:7)’¯td (AiibSb) it’ is cofifined to value 6r

changes in livestock, on farms plies agr!cultural machinery.

Loan capital¯ from abroad, to permit capital investment required for
full employment:                  ’ ..... " .... :~’: ’ "

The asteriskfollowing a Symbol denotes a constant ~¢alue:andwill be included

below with the symbol, in the .system of constraints.

So* Constant inthe personal and corporate savings behaviour equality.
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Tgo~

Lo*

WE$

WN$

Ei*

XVi*

ICo*

Constant in the income tax behavibtl~ eciualit#.

Constant in the government current transfer payment behaviour
equality. .......... ~       " ....

Constant in the net government investment etc. income behaviour
equality.                              ’~ "’ ....

i

Constant labour supply, the A968 available labour force in man-
years.

,:: . .. ~.~ ,~ ~ .-~ - .

Inflows from abroad, of wages, salaries, pensions, profiits, emigrants’

remittances, all being invisible exports.              :. ....

. V~

Outflows to abroad, of wages, salaries, pensions, profits etc., all
being invisible imports#but ’excluding ~epayments, arising from:loan
capital, namely f LIL..

’Re-exports of " ’~ "    " : ’ : ~"’complementary mlports.

Indirect taxes such as ih,arbour dues paid:b,yf, p reign shipping, being
part of invisible exports, but exC:luding’in.dir¢ct taxes included in
tourist expenditure.

The constant part of similar imports of type i. It exists only for some

values ofi.                ¯ .: ;i~,~ ~,.::;. ,~            ,.

T̄he, constant- part of expo/’ts~ and re-exports,:of: type, i,.~,It exists only
for some values Of i,    ~    ,,.~ ~.~ ,i,,,,, ~, ~,, ~,:

~{" ~:*, , i: �)" ~i ’¯’.~ t" i’~ ’2~"( !;¯Ii

A specified constant, v~ilne", the i 968: actual: i:mp6rt surplus.

Upper bound ’@edified T6~ 6{i’fi~’Ut 5Yv

Lower bound specified foroutput ~¥.,~

Capital Stock specified ,.as already:;existihg,,!.;for;;some or for all
productive sectors, before or after reduction by a/specified amount.
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PARAME TERS AND ~ COEFFICIENTS" ~
(for n productive sectors)

Inter-industry technical ~c0efficient for inp’ut Of row i to column j,
including similar import’ flow:

a,c, a,o, a u ~’ Coefficient for ini£ut of row i per unlt Of expel?diture of C, G~
and I, respectively.

Margin :of type"/~ on merchandise exp0rts!’of typej; per unit of Ej
the Unit being £ i at producers’ prices. (Of relevance 0nly for k = 2 i
and k =23 in the 33-sector I=O framework).

rnl, m,, . . . m,
Complementary import c0efficientS.

m~, ms, rnt

jl, j,,:. ’. ¯ J,;J’�, J o, Jx -~’ ;, ,Indirect tax coefficients.

q~, q.,, .... q,, q c Subsidy coefficients, giving the amount of Subsidy on
inpuN to produce a unit of outpuL’or per unif of Personal
expenditure;

q~z~ : Subsid~/perh’nit~ 0fToOd exports, tlae’:’unit being £i at
prodh~ers’ W~ces./ ........

w~, w2, .. ~w,, wr!:Wages plus’profitS coefficients.

d~, d2, ¯ ¯ d., da Depreciation coefficients. ’ "

ei~ Value, of export,of type ,)’, for ~balance-of payment purposes, per £I

of outPut at producers’prices. The coefficient.is unity for exports of
transport classified as invisible exports in the national accounts.

¯ For merchandise exports it-is the (f.o.b,~: value, :being :

(i ,~-a~iEj~a2aEj)for exports other than food and

(i +a’~xEj~a~ei--q~) for food, which has. an export subsidy
reducing the Unsubsidis~d f:o2b. #alue. ...... ° .....

Labour coefficient, in ¯man-years, per:£i~per unit ’0fgross output of
sector@         ~.          ",?,~ , _ ~         ,,
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, Coefficient of explanatory variable j in the personal and .corporate
,savings behaviour~,equality.      " ’ : ’~ "    ,,

Coefficient of explanatbry~variable.~j ’in the income tax behaviour
,-equality.,’          ~, ’:       ~          .,           ,,

Coefficient of~, explanatory"Variable’’j in the government current
transfer payments behaviour equality.    ,.,

Coefficient of explanatory variable j in the net government invest-
ment etc. income behaviour equality.

T̄he proportion of personal expenditure ¯taken to be tourist expendi-
ture.

The percentage of gross domestic physical capital formation which

consists of the value of physical changes in stocks.

. For agriculture, forestry and fishing, the )ercen’tage of gross physical
capital formation which consists of the value of changes in numbers
of livestock on farms,

Capital Stock per’ £I of gross output of pr0d’uctiye sectorj.

Theproportion of I~, which is the outflow of principal and interest.

PREFERENCE FUNCTION AND CONSTRAINTS
z

Objective Function
Personal consumption, denoted C above, is to be maximised.

(AIo.o) i.o C=max.
’it

Constraints
The constraints consist of linear’ equalities (equations)¯ and inequalities.

The linear equalities are of four kinds. The first kind, numbered (AIo.i) to
(A!o.7) below, are input-output transactions. Their coefficient are the I--O
I968 technical coefficients given in Table 3.2 of [2], or coefficients derived
from Table 3. I final demands.¯ The second kind, numbered (AIo.8) to (AIo. I I)
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,are behaviouristic, and .their "coefficients’ ,were::;!derix/ed:. by,iOrdiiaary Least
Squares regressions applied to data for the elevemye;irs;~i 958=.:1968; tested and
modified via 1969-71 data, The third kind of equations, namely, (Aio. 12) to
(A i o. 16) i are national’ acdouiiting:ia6ntities., The,fourth, kind,imimb~r (A I o. 17)
and (A I o, 18), set required capital stock equal tO a specified,!’~/tnou,nt, plus. loan
capital from abroad and the labour required by the productive sectors equal to
the, constant labour supply. ~,Tl~e~ dhequalities ,d, ill,"b~,,commented: on below,
within their own sub-secfion.,T, he::number.:of., productive sectors,: n~ is set at a
value of 33 in what follows.

Commodity. Flows

$$ .’~-!t:

(AIo.i) Xi=:~aisXj+a~cC+amG+a~xI+E~+E~, Ni--N~*
¯ j--I i’

for i#k, where i= i,~: " :;;        2oi""’; ~;’ ; ’22, 24,~ ::’"25,’~i’ ¯ ’-’33:~!’andk = ~ i,: ’?" ~,~.:-,,:v.,,~,,~23:
The E~, E~*, W~ and N.~* exist only for some rows i.

f

]~ I . $

for k=~, ~3, S relating to variable merchandise exports and E~
existing only fdr ’k = ~! (invisible exports of trar/~p0i:’t):

Complementary Imports

(AIo.3)

(A~o.4)



(AIo.6)

Aio.8)
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Dop :e i’ati ’"

National Income (Wages etc. plus Profi.ts). ¯ . :

2; wjX,,~ +Wl .+,,~E * ’ I
’’, c ........ ,4 , :- ¯ ’ ,,

,t=I

whe~’e w)I is ’tlie: ’adjustment; for stock :appre’ciatio’n, ’affecting profits
of business.

= Income:’Tax~ ;i ;" ; ¯

r= To* +hi ,W=~r,~(W~,~ ~L:~.~)]’,,’ " ,~, ’..

Net Government Investment and Trading hzcome ""

iX io.9 +g,(w+z> .... i: >:":,

Government Current Transfer Payments

(Aio.io) P=Po* +p,(T+y)
, ..- .(.

S-So +s,()4"~,~,~ -,~,, a,~ ~’Li ~ ~)
@~[I/V_+A¯ I2a(.WiFF,_IAaaF,#)] {, :-: . .j~..) 05;=

’ "Pe)’sOhal:i~rld Co’rporateSavings ~: ..... "~

.... ’,’," ...., ,}’ , , i, " " "Gbvernment’Ineome, ~" ’".- ’ .... ~ ,’;

Aio.i~) Z=T+y+T~

(AIo.I3) S~=£-G-Q-P

Government Savings
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(AIo.I4)

(Ai o(i 5)

(AIo.x6)

(AIo.I7)
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Expenditure on the GNP at Market Prices

V=H+G +I+ZesEj +~e~Ej* +WE* +Er             ¯
i      J

q-mg* -t-Jz* -ZNj-2N j* * --M--f LIL
J

where H=(I kt)C and Er=ktC
EqualitY (Aio.I4) was not used in the LP computations as such’,
but only after computer results became available. It is’given here as
fitting into the, system of national,accounting identities.

Import Surplus (Foreign Capital Inflow)

(i) F=M +W,* q-ZNf+2~N~*-Z,e~E~
I 3 1

-- Ze jE ~ * ~- W E*-J ~* -M E*-TEr -{-f LLL
i

(ii) F<~Fo*

The inequality (ii) is included here because it was used for the ¯
import surplus, in the experiments, with F replaced by the right-

hand-side of (Am.I51 (i),

Savings Equated with bwestment

S -t-Sa +D q-F = I

The first three entries on:the left give domestic savings from a!l
sources. The variable F, if positive, means funds from abroad to
purchase domestic capital formation. F negative means an outflow
of domestic savings (in the form of an export surplus)’ for investment
abroad. With F replaced by the right-hand-side of (AIo.I5) (i)
above, and all the latter variables positive or zero in the LP solution,
a negative value of F can emerge. Such a negative value would not
be feasible for, F used as a single variable in the LP model.

Required Capital¯ Stock

19
,~,k~X~ =Ko* +IL
1=5
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33
(Alo. I8) ZtjX~=Lo*

Labour Supply and Demand

Inequalities
The inequality (AIo.I5) (ii)above constrains the import surplus to be not

greater than Fo*, a constant. The other inequalities are simple upper and lower
bounds for outputs of productive sectors, exports, similar imports, government
current expenditure, gross phzsical capita! formation.

Following are tile consti:aints on outputs for ali experiments. Extra con-
straints have been described in sections of the report and in other appendices.

Upper Bounds on Ou!puts of Productive Seclors

(AIo. I9) Xt<~X~U*               ,
fori=I, 2, 4, 6, 7, . . . !5, I6.

Lower Bounds on Outputs of Productive Sectors

AIo.2o) X~>~XIL*

fori=I, 2,5, 7, 8,.,. 15, I6 ......
Each domestic productive sector having similar imports in its row
is thus not permitted to be completely replaced by similar imports.

THE FOUR BEHAVIOUR RELATIONS

In order to use the above model it is necessary to find numerical values for
the coefficients and constants of equalities (AIo.8) to (Aio, I i). From various
regression experiments using OLS on data at current prices for the eleven
years I958-1968, four formulae were selected, as follows. The units are in
£ million. These formulae were tested on I969-71 data and three of ~hem
revised to fit the period 1966-1971 ....

AIo.8’)

Income Tax ( T)

T=--59"92o -t-o’3o628, [W--I~-(WAvv--IAFF)]
(46.87)       -

R=O.998; F=2197; "r=4; s.e. =2’o55.

Revised T=--~37.I-t-o’43796 [W--I-~([/VAFF--[AFF)] with IArr.
confined to livestock changes and farm machinery.
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Net Government Investment. and ,Trading Income (To)

(AIo.9’) Tg =0"687 -1-o’o21,22 (W +D-t-J-Q-~t/~I) ~,: : k’
i

(I5"68)
R=o.982; F=246; "r=4; s.e. =o’97I.

There¯ was no a         pp a r’ent)~eed: to revi                s e’~t hi~ formul         a .;’:
.. r ..

Government Current Transfer Payments ~’(P),’,’"

(AI0.IO’) P~i’o34~-0"39348 (T+J)
(99"~45) ~:, , -, .....

R =o.99~g’;;~’--’ 988§;" + ~5;’ ~:e. =6:9771 ’: "
Revised P=6-6 +o’41379 ( T +J)

Personal and Corporate Savings (S)

(AIo.ii.’) S= 55"o5o--o’6o3oi (Wave )~ZXAFelavv)

-t-o.99646 [W~)~ &I

: R-O.978;?F~-75.6i +=6;,~.’6.~g’g7!’~’~:::

Revised The e0nstant,---55"o5,’ is, revised, to:b~’. --47"o5. Otherwise
there is no change.

The t-level of eacll coefficient is,sh0wn directly~ below it,’irt parentheses. ’

R is the coefficient o[’,inultiple: cdrrelation. ~F i’s the Fisher variance ratiO,
uncorrected, +is the Gear)i:parameter ~f6i: iaiaifiber 0f s!gfi.cchanges of residt~als
[I0]. The letters s.e. mean standard error Of ~he~ estimate, .... : ....

Only one coefficient, marked with a ~ symbol in equality (AIo.I I’) is not
significant at the 5 per cent lex~el. ;All four, Values of ~- indicate that auto-
correlation of residuals is not significant.

The income tax equation omits income! arising in agriculture, f0restry~ and
fishing, as might be expected. The saving equati0ff shows markedly different
rates for agriculture etc. and non-agriculture, :and~ foFmer.,;activity showing
6o per cent:saving of an incremental unit Of income arising less stock increases,
as against a i o per ce,nt saving propensity for the latter., EquMity ~(AI o. i I ’) is
not nearly.so:precise as the~other:,three, as is ,ai~par6nt~from its relatively large
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standard error of estimate. It is however the best savings formula available for
use in the model structure.

A testing of the four formulae (Aio.8’)to (Aio.I i’) for 1969-7i showed a
major revision necessary only for (Aio.8’), income tax. The formula (AIo.9’)
required no alteration, while (Aio.io’)and (AIo.II’) effectively needed only
revision of their constant term. The amended formulae are based on data at
current prices for the six years 1966=1971, and are more appropriate to the

¯ short-term relationships than the old formulae, for 1958-i968. Because linear
formulae are needed for tlie LP procedures, whereas some of the relationships
in the long-term are curvilinear, the only possible compromise is to use the
apparent linear relationship for the recent past unless better information,
regarding future changes in the present relationship, becomes available.
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